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Feedback on Cenacle 117 | October 2021
From Jo Monea:

Gregory Kelly’s letter speaks volumes. Fear is a 
subject I know quite a bit about. “I wish I could 
hoover the air. Remove the dust. The bits. That 
all makes it cloudy. And foul. And strange.” My 
sentiments	exactly. His writing is so intimate, and 
I like how he brings attention to the little things. 
Those matter most.

While reading Nathan D. Horowitz’s “Dad 
Dreams,” I momentarily forgot they were 
dreams and felt all mystical and whatnot at the 
impossibility of some moments. Mind-boggling 
magik.

Charlie Beyer really captures it all—pity, disgust, 
concern—in his prose piece “Plumb Bob.” It’s a 
ride and a half.

And I love all of Judih Haggai’s haiku in this issue. 
“Peacock at sunrise” is my favorite. Zingy and 
tart, cooled and dark.

* * * * * *

From Timothy Vilgiate:

I met Jo Monea by chance earlier this year in 
Mexico, and so I loved reading the updates from 
Jo’s travels in the From ElectroLounge Forums 
piece, not to mention seeing Jo’s poems and art 
in this issue! “Swim My Friend” makes wonderful 
impressionistic use of language, creating a swirl of 
sensation and imagery, tied together effectively in 
the first of the poems with the grounding, funny, 
and humanizing line “I have to pee.” Jo’s stanza 
about the “organism,” and the role of reflections 
and membranes in the construction of reality, 
feels especially profound. The excerpt from Jo’s 
sketchbook adds to the magical aesthetic of the 
piece—like a mysterious visitor from another 
world.
 
Raymond Soulard, Jr.’s Labyrinthine fixtion and 
Many	Musics poems have an interesting resonance 
with one another—the character of the Gate-
Keeper and the motif of the Creatures appear in 

both, braiding the different worlds together. The 
Many	Musics poems in this issue feel, like many 
of the pieces in the series do, mysterious and 
complex, like notes from an inter-dimensional 
travel diary. We see the notes on the desk in 
Labyrinthine, waiting to be tied together. This 
last piece does an exemplary job balancing poetic 
ontological reflection, realistic autobiographical 
storytelling, and surreal imagery hinting at the 
hidden depths of another world.
 
The opening of Charlie Beyer’s “Plumb Bob” 
feels timely, particularly in wake of the news of  
Amazon.com’s pressuring of its truck drivers to 
stay the course as a tornado approached their 
warehouse, not to mention the ongoing struggles 
by union workers for safer conditions and better 
pay during the pandemic. The interaction 
between the employer and employee over the 
condiments stolen from the store feels like it 
could be read a few different ways, depending on 
whose perspective within the story one chooses 
to sympathize with—especially when it comes 
to the employee’s offering of “two packets of hot 
dog relish and a mayonnaise—with stir sticks.” A 
quirky	bit	of	comic	relief?	A	sincere	but	insufficient	
attempt	to	make	up	for	a	poor	day’s	work?	A	passive-
aggressive	message?	An	attempted	poisoning? In any 
case, it seems to point to the disconnect between 
the values of the items to each individual—for the 
worker who actively hoardes the condiments, they 
are much more valuable than to the employer.
 
I also really enjoyed Colin James’s poetry—the 
imagery simple but interesting, leaving plenty 
of room for interpretation. The “naked warrior 
chucking a spear” being traded out for “an actual 
cash cow”; the town with lifeboats hanging from 
their houses “many, many miles from / any logical 
ocean.” The ample negative space on the pages 
where they appear seems to invite you to take out 
your pencils (or art material of your choice), and 
to imagine the scenes. He makes the maximum 
possible use of every single word in the poems, 
including the titles. 
 
Tamara Miles’s “Folk Cures” engages very well 
with the olfactory sense—the smell of a lemon 
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tree leaf, the ever-spreading mint. Smells go right 
to a part of the brain responsible for fear and calm 
states, and even reading about them seems to be 
able to affect me—something about imagining 
the smells of mint and lemon evokes a feeling of 
peace for me.

* * * * * *

From Sam Knot:

I’m so glad Raymond Soulard, Jr. shares his 
message from the mushrooms, in From Soulard’s 
Notebooks: “Art is an open door.” This speaks so 
deeply to me too, and the spin he puts on it! I 
have a very strong feeling (in mah heartbone) 
that this time it’s the revolution for real, as in: 
not one of those bad ones where we just switch 
one mistake for another. This is the gentle and 
true revolution, the long steady slow that’s been 
growing since things first “learnt” to grow ;-) Let’s! 
Now!	Let’s!

Jo Monea definitely makes a dent in my own 
personal fear energy, bless! The title, “Swim, My 
Friend,” seems as perfect a poem as the whole / 
any line of it, for me—I really loved it all! (So 
I’m doing something between butterfly & breast-
stroke, now thanks to Jo!) I loved the drawing 
too, so many details to investigate that my eyes 
were soon swimming as well; I shall never read 
“paysage” the same way again!

It is so good to hear from Gregory Kelly again: too 
long indeed! He really brings the worlds together 
for me, with his pure-hearted super nature poetry. 
Caught more than the poem, says I, he joy-ined 
the lineage of eternal sunflowers! Stay	high,	dude!

Nathan D. Horowitz’s “Dad Dreams” is wonderful 
and quite trippy for me: when I read about the tall 
creepy Brit he met on the ferry, the one who stole 
his notebook, I felt like it might’ve been me or 
someone I know. If it is, I can say this: Sorry, but 
you’ll get your book back when you recall the true 
meaning of “Oblivion” ;-) (i.e., perhaps he took 
away your book to give you another way/thing to 
remember?)

* * * * * *

From Judih Haggai:

I’m enjoying reading Cenacle 117 in 
this mid-December, surprisingly cold 
in the desert, and then today’s sudden 
appearance of wild cranes in migration from 
Africa, flying overhead in V-formation. 
This is the perfect season for enjoying Raymond 
Soulard, Jr.’s Secret	 Joy	 Amongst	 These	 Times:	
The	 History	 of	 Scriptor	 Press. This is such an 
encompassing recount, including poetry, prose, 
images and back-stories, enriching the experience 
of how the threads intertwine over time, writers 
and friends making entrances and exits. I suggest 
we all linger in reading the history of the press 
that supports us and so many others.

Charlie Beyer’s “Plumb Bob” pulls me into the 
minds of two opposite characters: employer 
dealing with a new employee. One wanting 
good results, considering his workers in order 
to get what he needs; the other living in poverty 
alleviated by collecting free condiments at cheap 
restaurants, and offering up his best work skills 
to the boss. The intricacy of the plumb bob is a 
central symbol—concrete, essential.

In “Swim, My Friend,” Jo Monea offers a 
brushstroke stream of consciousness. I was stopped 
at this appreciation of a dragonfly’s awareness: 

boundary makers
the	dividers	that	create	the	one
as	well	as	the	other

This can be likened to Buddhist meditation on 
emptiness: the realization that we appreciate 
rooms as wall-encompassing spaces. The emptiness 
is defined by its limits, wall and space as one. Very 
koan-like. And they go on to describe the irony 
of whether inside a room or outside is irrelevant. 

* * * * * *

From Ace Boggess:

Judih Haggai’s selection of haiku in this issue is 
mesmerizing and soothing, like staring at a lava 
lamp. “I release tension,” she writes in one, and 
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that is the exact feeling one gets while reading. 
Each piece, though tiny, packs in a book’s worth 
of serenity. I really enjoyed all of them.
 

* * * * * *

From Nathan D. Horowitz: 
 
The structure of Colin James’s “Big Buicks, 
Obdurate Oldsmobiles” reminds me of others of 
Colin’s poems. I don’t recall seeing this structure 
in anyone else’s work. It’s that he takes you on a 
trip from a Point	A to a completely unpredictable 
Point	 B. Point	A is depicted so vividly that one 
assumes the action of the poem will linger in its 
setting. But the pellucid view shifts, the laser focus 
drills through a series of images: in the case of this 
poem, from a hood ornament to the trembling of 
the muscle of a cow. Often, in Colin’s poems, the 
item named in the title vanishes. In “The Curses 
That Survive Brainstorming,” there’s no mention 
of any curse, only a nautical town with no sea. 
Lifeboats and drunken sailors await nothing that 
will happen. The narrative voice lingers on them, 
then makes a sharp tack left into economics. 

Ace Boggess’s “Pareidolia” is a self-portrait by 
way of a Rorschach test. The poem is ekphrastic, 
based on an untitled artwork we readers don’t see 
except through his eyes. He tries to see things in 
the artwork and, thus, to understand himself. 
Choking hands and an off-ramp remind him of 
violence and flight. “Which says more about 
me?” he asks. But as he keeps reflecting, the 
artwork mirrors his soul in different forms: cat, 
bird, mothman, samurai, clown. Finally, in the 
middle, a hushed scene, intimate. The journey 
this poem brings us on echoes that of a previous 
poem, “Candy Man,” (Cenacle | 116 | June 2021), 
when he wrote about hardened criminals on a 
cell block, reacquiring the innocence of toddlers 
delighted by lollipops. Guilt and innocence are a 
binary code in Ace’s poems, a language of light 
and shadow.

* * * * * *

From Charlie Beyer:

I am delighted and depressed at the same time with 
Martina Newberry’s weird take on post-mortem 
relationships, in her poem “Whereas [Notes on 
Four Classified Ads].” What a desperate way to 
lament lost love. Although sad, I very much like 
the twist of Amy shaving her head with a fish-
knife, and living like a man.

It is extreme pathos—clueless men seeking 
runaway women. Sadly, men are no smarter now 
than they were 250 years ago. So I’m changing my 
name and address, just in case Martina decides 
to follow up with the law degree, and it is I who 
winds up on the Public	Notice page!

* * * * * *

From Martina Newberry:

I was absolutely enchanted by Gregory Kelly’s 
letter, lines like: “I wish I never opened that door, 
but we still got to live, right?” and “I sat with that 
sunflower for many poems.”  That letter pulled 
me right in and would not let go of me. μπράβο!

* * * * * *

From Jimmy Heffernan:

“Folk Cures,” by our dear Tamara Miles, stood out 
especially to me in the absolutely stacked Cenacle 
117. Tamara has a way of painting the portrait of 
a scene with an economical poetic scaffolding, one 
that is tremendously rich and dense, and certainly 
well-constructed. The evolution of her language 
is at once undivided and flowing, yet vivid in the 
particulars, so much so that no effort is needed to 
see with the glasses of her special language. I truly 
adore this work.

* * * * * *

From Tamara Miles:

First, let me speak to the enigmatic photographs 
of Michael Couvaras, a reversal of worlds, an 
upside-down-tour of the lonely bus or train-rider 
in our minds. That Genesis, that striking light on 
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water, floor, sky, and window against the tight dark breath of night. I’m caught, I’m riding and flying. 
I’m traveling, too, in Bags	 End	Book	 #18:	 Sleep-Over	 in	 Imagianna!, with Algernon Beagle, Crissy, 
Boop, & Iggy “out to the hill where the full Moon can be seen especially good,” with my searching, my 
worrying, my wonder, and my friend Raymond. But the boss man says, “Can’t you figure out that the 
floor is not level. You cannot build to gravity. You have to build to design. Goddamn!” (ain’t it true, 
Charlie Beyer?) “Use the square. Look with your eyes.” Mister, there’s nothing wrong with my brain. 
I’m reminded, reading “Plumb Bob,” of how I refer to my own critical voice inside as “Critical Bob,” 
in late resistance to my stepfather. “I don’t think the Beast is dangerous,” Algernon Beagle reminds me, 
and I turn to the jukebox with Raymond. In his Notes	from	New	England, we ride the Green Tortoise 
into town, “moon & stars vast above / lunar playa surface below,” and run right into Nathan Horowitz 
and his father, walking, wondering, and asking, “Where is my home?” Together, we “[l]ive and breathe 
and muster the strength to push back the fear like rubbing dock leaves on a sting” (thank you, Gregory 
Kelly). All in all, don’t we ride this night bus bravely through the pages of The Cenacle, arriving again 
and again to the striking light?

* * * * * *

From Kenzie Oliver:

I felt like I too was gripping tight to that black Jeep with Nathan D. Horowitz in his “Hold on Tight” 
travel journal but, yes, the “revolution” did sound pretty disappointing. However, it probably is for the 
best that there was no excitement. The dream Nathan describes about the man asking for the rain, and 
then waking up in the rainstorm, was a remarkable transition. I think everyone has wondered about 
what their distant ancestors were like.

I loved Tamara Miles’s poem “The Unhappiness of Marigolds.” It is lovely to think of spring gardens 
in the depth of winter. But I can’t say I entirely agree that marigolds are “second best to exotics.” Their 
practicality and drought resistance makes them one of my favorites to grow over the fussy exotic flowers.

* * * * * *

From Colin James:

Nathan D. Horowitz shows in “Hold On Tight” that he can write a little. Which is like saying an 
exceptionally good guitarist can play a little. We/Us, They/Them, understate the obvious . . .

* * * * * *
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From the ElectroLounge Forums

As an Artist, What Best Supports You?
Published	on	electrolounge.boards.net

Post by Raymond on Dec 7, 2021 at 11:03am

Hi everyone,

So this is a topic that could go, and I hope does go, in many different directions. I was talking with 
Nathan about writers’ workshops, and he noted to me my general hostility toward them, and he was 
right. Requires a story here before asking my question to you all.

Back in the mid-1990s, I was in a years-long stretch as a college student. On and off, but mostly on, 
from 1982 to 1999. Ended up with a BA in English, MA in English, and MFA in Writing, Literature, 
and Publishing. Quite honestly, I had no idea what to do in the world but borrow money, and more 
money, and go to school. It was all I knew. My skills included: writing, reading. Pretty much it. And 
I didn’t want to teach. I worked at bookstores along the way, but they paid jack. Eventually, I found, 
somewhat randomly, and very luckily, technical writing. Essentially creating documentation for big 
companies. Pays well, respected work, loans being paid off.

So in this long stretch of schooling, though, I was at that MFA program. Essentially a creative writing 
program. Writing workshops. I hated them! Godallmighty, did. People would come in with half-baked 
ideas, sketches of pieces, and depend on the class to help them figure out what to do next.

To be honest here, I think for at least some of the others, this was a valuable thing. They were trying 
to find their way into publishing their work, and needed to learn what audiences liked. Hence, it was 
a sort of lab for that kind of thing. I am sure some of these fellow students went on to writing careers 
because of these workshops.

For me, this was pointless. I’d been writing since I was 10, and had met many good writers on the way, 
read many books, and essentially figured out where I needed to go with my work. Publishers hadn’t 
wanted my work when I was a young fellow, so I decided I was publish it myself. This long before the 
Internet, when publishing meant making zines at Kinko’s to hand out to friends. But, from this, The 
Cenacle came, and these Forums, and all the other Scriptor Press New England projects.

My fixtion and poetry were not well-received by most in those classes (Joe Ciccone was an exception. 
You may recall his brilliant poetry in The Cenacle). I remember complaints that I did not title my poems 
(neither did Emily Dickinson, and many others!). I remember them complaining about there being too 
much sex, too many drugs, in my work. Surface reaction, nothing more. I found it all useless. There 
was no real attempt on anyone’s part to get to know each other’s work well, really get a deep feel for it, 
ask questions that would lead to mutual understanding. Just simple-minded stuff. I changed my MFA 
degree after one semester of this to focus on publishing, not writing, and life took a turn for the better.
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Saying all of this, I say as importantly: this	is	my	own	path. I write from some kind of primal necessity 
that has no interest in workshop-like feedback. I like engaging with people on my writing, hearing 
thoughts on it, but I have no interest in depending on others to tell me how to do it. I know how to do 
it, and the task for me is this devotion. I can feel it in my bones when my work is on, and when not. I 
think this evolved from years of writing long before anyone saw anything I did. I just learned to do it 
on my own. Write, edit, publish.

None of this to imply that anyone approaching this differently is wrong, or lesser. In fact, I am curious 
to know what each of you needs in terms of support for your work. Since I admire each of you greatly, 
I am curious how you have come to your moment here. What helps you along your artistic path? Feed-
back, workshops, financial support, retreats?

I would say for me the circuit of writing, to publishing in The Cenacle, to more writing. What do your 
needs, and support systems, and challenges look like?

* * * * * *

Post by Judih on Dec 7, 2021 at 12:35pm

I write because I write.

I need basic equipment. Pencil, paper, but truly i prefer non-paper. It’s easier to organize and archive. 
So I like computers.

Now, once upon a time, there was a brilliant start-up here in Israel. I met Adi and Ella when I was 
working on making a meditation app.

Their idea was so very useful. Writers would log on to a site, turn on their camera or not, state a writing 
goal (such as time allotment or page number aspired to, or not). They’d see who else was writing from 
their computer space and could choose to wave or wink or just smile. Chatting wasn’t required.

When the work time was completed, the writer could choose to share. We each worked on a Google 
Doc, which meant we could share a link, and they could comment on our page, specifically or in gen-
eral.

People, this online writers’ café was the best support system. I loved it.

The writers’ group I attend now, monthly and currently on Zoom, is much more touchy. A writer reads 
and then silently awaits comments. These are generally the sandwich style—a positive lead-in, some-
thing to work on, and a positive final comment.

Some writers get super-defensive. Other writers pull the discussion into their own experiences. Others 
stick by the guidelines and truly get some needed new perspectives on their work.

I think if we could organize something similar to Adi and Ella’s start-up, it would be amazing for me. 
They didn’t continue because after their pilot they had a marathon feedback session to see what writ-
ers really wanted within an app. All that turned out to be beyond their capabilities, and that was that.

Interesting to hear if anyone else likes this idea: an online writers’ café.

* * * * * *
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Post by Nathan on Dec 7, 2021 at 2:25pm

Hi, all. I appreciate and enjoy Raymond’s and Judih’s words. Each person’s journey is different. My first 
writing workshop was my favorite one. It was at Interlochen Arts Academy, a boarding school for the 
arts, in the fall of 1984. I was sixteen and worshipped my teacher and my classmates, some of whom I 
remain in touch with. Our level of trust was high.

If I remember correctly, the teacher would start each class by sharing with us some poetry that was 
meaningful to her, and then we’d talk about it. Next, we would take out copies of one to three poems 
that some student had handed out at the end of the previous class. The author wouldn’t say anything, 
only listen silently as, one by one, the others spoke up and reacted to the work.

The questions we sought to address were along the lines of: what	is	this	poem	telling	us?	What	is	each	line	
saying?	What	is	happening	here?	

Smaller questions addressed details such as line breaks or the use of a particular word.

Often, we had some idea in our heads, and we put it into words that we thought expressed it, only to 
learn that others had interpreted it very differently. 

There may have been some hurt feelings but I don’t remember any.

That experience has stuck with me since then as the proper way to workshop poetry. I had similar work-
shops in college that were pretty good, too, though not quite as good as that first one.

I don’t need a replication of that experience, but sometimes I miss the negative feedback of someone 
telling me they don’t understand some line I’ve written, or asking why it needs to be in the text.

My mom teaches Creative Writing at the University of Michigan (she’s currently in her last week of 
teaching before she retires!) and she says that writing is like driving a flock of sheep down a country 
road. You want to give clear enough guidance so that sheep don’t wander off to one side or another. 
Feedback can be helpful so that we know if readers are following us, or chewing on a bit of grass by the 
roadside.

Though he was underwhelmed by his own workshop experience, Raymond kindly helped me with a 
piece of negative feedback a few years ago; he said I needed to stop whittling down my texts and go 
ahead and let them grow. I have followed that advice.

The writers’ café idea, with its Google Doc, sounds close to an activity I’ve participated in for the three 
past Februaries. A group of ten or so poets tries to write one poem per day throughout the month, and 
we post them on a Google Doc for all to see. Any feedback that happens takes place outside the Google 
Doc, with people emailing each other. It’s quite nice.

* * * * * *

Post by Martina on Dec 7, 2021 at 2:30pm

Hmmmmmmm . . . Well, most of you know I am an uneducated writer. I have been reading since I 
was three years old, and writing poems since I was six. I did a couple years at a junior college, a year at a 
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state college, and the odd class here and there throughout the years. When I’m not writing, I’m reading. 
It’s always been that way for me.

I don’t like workshops. They are just too much for me: too many people, too many opportunities to say 
the wrong thing, or to be misunderstood. Too many participants in them who don’t read and haven’t 
read enough. Over the last couple of years, I’ve shared my work with two women whose poems are 
amazing and whose work I am in love with. It’s enough of a “workshop” for me, and the best experience 
I’ve ever had with sharing poems for critique, and it’s the most I can commit to.

I like the interaction with these Forums, and the work I see on here. An online writers’ café sounds like 
a fine idea. I’m sure it would take off. Love to you all!

* * * * * *

Post by Jimmy on Dec 7, 2021 at 7:48pm

Enjoying all the comments here. I must say that I am very much in Raymond’s boat with workshops—I 
was subjected to several of them in college and found them all a total waste of time, at least for me. I 
remember in high school and college, several students and teachers commented about how much they 
liked my essays. So I guess I learned that I could write. It wasn’t until much later that I wrote in any 
sort of organized way, however, and most of my activity has been since my early thirties (I’m now 40).

I hated group work in school, and that extends, as I said, to writing workshops. In my opinion, if you’re 
good enough naturally, you don’t have anything to worry about. And to me there’s no secret: Know you 
have good ideas, know you’re good enough, and just do it. To me, the secret is that there is no secret.

I like to write, and I like to show it to people. There is really no formal structure to it, just me and my 
computer. I hope to be able to continue to do so for as long as possible.

* * * * * *

Post by Sam on Dec 8, 2021 at 1:39pm

I think what I most need is to feel like I’m part of something. There’s a soul-to-soul thing that happens 
with art/writing, somehow—sometimes this is more like conversation and fun company—sometimes 
it’s like not being alone on a very deep level . . . perhaps it is rare to find as much of this in the day-to-
day world as I need, or would like, I don’t know.

Certainly The Cenacle, and these Forums, are a form of support for me. One of the things I’ve enjoyed 
about the journal is seeing my work in context—I’ve become slightly more objective, I feel, over the 
past couple of years, and it is partly thanks to this. This doesn’t have anything specifically to do with 
feedback—in fact, no feedback can be just as stimulating. It’s something to do with context, and reflec-
tion—and the people in and behind the words, and the challenge of poetry—really coming to see how 
difficult it can be—not to write necessarily, but to read. To find that place where we are open enough. 
Noting my reactions to my own work and others, and how these reactions can be completely different 
at different times . . .

It’s been mostly critical, to be honest, for me personally—because for so long I’ve been . . . I don’t 
know—we go through phases—I’ve been completely down on myself, and then I’ll pick something up 
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from years ago, and I’ll see more in it than I ever knew.

I saw some drawings at the library the other day, by a big successful artist, and they were very good—
and I knew I was no better—but I could see my strengths then, too . . . it was nice, a good feeling, and 
it felt directly related to looking at my work more critically, getting more perspective.

But I’m not a very distanced or objective person, I know that, and like a few of us have said: we all have 
our different ways and needs. Honestly, I think if you write/art, and you’ve kept it up, you are some 
kind of legend on a level that not everyone will or perhaps even needs to appreciate. But I appreciate 
you, I really do. I know we can’t really help it, but it doesn’t mean it’s easy. It’s a kind of work that pays 
a very strange wage, I feel.

So that’s what I most need I think: to feel that I’m not alone—to know that there are others who value 
life, the world, others, themselves, in these kind of ways and are willing to act like it.

Beyond what keeps me alive and sane (and happy and fierce and weird), lots of money, respect, assis-
tants, people willing to turn my whims into musical movies and / or giant sculptures, beautifully kept 
natural and cultural spaces, and a massively more committed world would do nicely ;-)

Love you all!

* * * * * *

Post by Nathan on Dec 8, 2021 at 11:02pm

It pays a strange wage! Right on.

* * * * * *

Post by Raymond on Dec 9, 2021 at 12:33pm

Haha Nathan, that was “anti-negative” advice I gave you! You were equating cutting down your pieces 
with somehow bettering them. I saw the excised bits, and was like: huh?	Why	is	this	cut? Made no sense. 
Your writing is better the more you dive into it, with dialogue, scene description, narrator commentary. 
More is usually better with you.

I am kind of left with the question of if we, as a group, need to do anything. Strange thought, but hear 
me out. We are peers, friends, treat each other like so. Have built despite our distance from each other 
a pretty good community here, and on Facebook chat. And The Cenacle emerges from all this. I have 
pushed this more via these Forums and The Cenacle feedback pieces in the journal too.

Maybe our community is what it is, in the sense that everyone likes it. It gives people here something 
good.

That said, if someone wants feedback on a piece, just post and ask for it. I’m sure it would come.

I am glad also that each of you has other means of artistic support!

* * * * * *
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Post by JoMagik on Dec 9, 2021 at 1:24pm

Well, I’m somewhat new to the scene. Never been to a writing workshop in my life. I don’t really get 
inspired by other writers; my writing comes from a particularly personal place. That’s what makes it 
universal, for me.

The only workshops and master-classes I’ve ever attended were for dance. Professional dancers from 
companies, and choreographers, would come to a local studio and teach. Because of my and my fellow 
dancers’ rigorous training, the teachers were often impressed by our technique and overall quality of 
dance. They would push artistry. You must learn the mechanics of the instrument before you can create 
music.

One time a choreographer from Vancouver came to create a piece with us for competition that year. 
Contemporary dance, very groovy. It was a tribute to a famous Canadian rock band, The Tragically 
Hip. I seemed to be the only dancer in the group of 20 or so who actually liked it. I found the chore-
ographer to be very inspiring. She really pushed us over the 6-hour rehearsals to put forward our very 
best. She was only in town for a week, so weeknight rehearsals were about four hours, and the weekend 
was 6-8 hours. Long. Gruelling. But there’s a certain magik that comes out of pure exhaustion. The 
place you reach where your mind gave up hours ago, and your body is still going. I’m quite familiar 
with this place. Home.

She pushed us, and for me it did wonders. I dug so deep I may as well have made it to China (ha! I’m 
so funny).

Anyway, long story short (although I’m never quite good at those ;)), it was one of the best dance ex-
periences I’ve ever had, and it profoundly changed the way I approached movement. It’s all about pres-
ence. That’s true performance. Movement is the tool through which presence is cultivated and shared. 
Performance is energy exchange.

Dance is where I learned to breathe, to be, to transcend.

or something, or other . . . 

So, workshops, they’re okay, they can be useful, but if it’s not more than 5 hours, or just a day thing, 
you probably won’t get much. In my humble experience.

* * * * * *

Post by Nathan on Dec 12, 2021 at 9:58pm

Now I want a 6-hour writing workshop. Or a 10-day one. 

Or a Butoh dance workshop. I took some of those back in the day. 

“You must learn the mechanics of the instrument before you can create music.” I feel this way about 
writing. I know it’s an unpopular opinion. When I attend readings, I can usually tell who has directly 
studied writing because their writing feels stronger to me. Rigorous training, you know. Artistry. 

* * * * * *
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Raymond	Soulard,	Jr.

Many Musics
Twelfth Series

“I	tell	you,	there	are	more	worlds,
and	more	doors	to	them,

than	you	will	think	of	in	many	years!”
―	George	MacDonald,	Lilith,	1895.

xiii.	Gate-Keeper	&	Mentor,
Part	1,	Encounter

He says, “Each time I come at last to see him, 
 I am bid again to save my old home-world.
  Bid to ‘save it!’ Bid to ‘save it & be free of it!’
 Bid to ‘free it & travel on new!’ By my dear &
beloved old friend, Abe the Ancient Sea Turtle,
 you see. Bid to try—& I do—& I do again—
  & again I fail—”

Returning here weakens him, blurs him,
 till this recurring imperative is all he possesses
  of his long years. Of me he recalls nothing,
 save inclined to a vague trust when we
happen to meet. Seem to happen to meet.

I casually join his travels, chance encounter
 usually in a certain clearing he comes to
  in these White Woods, him slumped low
 before his fire, him long & crooked,
 furred hat seeming to cluster in nap
round his head, the ill-assorted rags ’pon 
 his torso, the ancient boots of vines & stones.
  Battered old knapsack nearby. Nothing
 more to his possession. Does he leave his
 best treasures safely far from this place?

Quite unsure what next in his travel.
 He shares with me his strangely magick’d Soup,
  & tells me, as every previous time, what remains
 of his knowledge & certainties. “‘Save it!
Be free of it! Travel on new!’”
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I listen quietly & then offer to lead him
 to a place where he may see further, 
see better. To show	him what he needs to see,
 that he may at last save this world,
be free of it, & travel on new.

We do not exchange names but I know
 of course that he is sometimes called Gate-Keeper,
  & other times Charlie Pigeonfoot.

Him so little changed in aspect from the
 ragged boy I long ago spied happily watching
  & worshipping, & later woefully yearning
 that old black & white DüMönt TV I arranged
 for him to find, & then suddenly took from him
when it was time for him to leave this grey world.

“Call me Mentor.” 
“Are you a teacher? Shall you teach me?”
“Let me show	you instead.”

* * * * * *

xiv.	Gate-Keeper	&	Mentor,
Part	2,	Strange	Yellow	Building

We are far now from that meager settlement
 he long ago dwelled, & has failingly tried to liberate
  many times since. More to this world than
 those captors & their Emandian prisoners know.
I lead him up merciless steep rocky climbs,
 through a valley absolute silent & dark,
  our silent passage an urgent need too,
 & finally to the ruins of a timelessly old smashed
city, a place the Ancient Violence leveled but for one.

A strange yellow building. We pause among
 the grey antique crumble to regard it.
  Tall, many floors high, yet still a squat,
 defiant thing, ugly & powerful & true.
Like standing as vengeance of the fallen rest. 
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“One yet dwells there.”
“How? Timeless like the stars?”
“No.” I pause. Measure how much to tell him.
 Tell.
“She was my kinsman long ago. Now she belongs
 there. They are like one.”
“Are we to visit her? Can she help me?”
Always, nearly the same questions.
 Always, I wonder if to say more, or less,
  or damned well lie.
Always, I do not. If I can help him
 succeed this time, finish the circuit
  of his task, perhaps then, finally,
   freedom for me too.

“Our business is not with her, but with the
 roof of that building, with what I can show
  you from there. I have to show you.”

The orange door to that yellow building
 is just as sickly feeling, & not the safe way
  to enter. There is another way, a heavy heave
 of stone along the building’s side-wall,
tugged loose & pushed aside with scraped & bloody
 fingers, & revealed is a dark, webby stairwell.

Most of what haunts & guards this stairwell
 is imaginal in nature. Old creaks in the ancient
  wooden stairs. Sluggish air that seems
 to form up malevolently. The darkness
itself that nearly roars furiously at
 the sudden intrusion of light, reminder
  of its very existence.

We climb with care & fear, & then more
 of each. A distant yowl passes near,
  kisses the creaks, bites the darkness.
 Each flight of stairs seems older, vaguer,
yet we arrive finally to the doorless way to the roof.

Unremembering his previous visits to the place,
 much less all the years he lived on this world,
I see how Gate-Keeper is shocked anew by the clear air
  up here, its un-greyness. He breathes this air
like magick to inhale, like a fairie bread
 to his tongue. I wait, enjoying the moment,
like always. Then I hear again, or think so,
 the yowling below. We have to go. Time	to	show. 

* * * * * * 
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xv.	Gate-Keeper	&	Mentor,
Part	3,	That	Lavender	Trace

Walking over to the roof ’s edge, motioning
 Gate-Keeper over, like some novel thing 
  to notice. Deep low in my throat,
 I begin to hmmm. Continue this hid music 
while we are talking, low & steady.

“Do you see far off in that direction?
 Look close! There is just a trace of lavender
  to catch if you can.”
“I . . . I do. It’s . . . it’s moving!”
“Keep hold of it, Charlie. Grasp it gently,
 as though nearly in your hands.
  Do you have it?”
“Yes. Yes! It’s . . . tugging me.”
“Let	it. Let’s hold on, both of us. It’s like a rope
  for us to follow along now.”
“It’s bringing us along. To . . . it’s a boat!”
“Yes! I see it too. Let’s get in. Climb in 
 with me, Charlie.”
“Where are we bound, Mentor?”
“Over this water to that far world.
 This is the way there. The braided path there.”
“It’s beautiful there! Wild, awake colors!”
“Yes. Here is its shore. Look up!”
“Those are . . . poplars! So tall!”
“Like green guardians of this world.”
“Are we welcomed here, Mentor?”
“Yes, Charlie. This is your true home-world.
 Where your clansmen can be free & happy at last.”
“Can we bring them? Now?”
“We have things to do first. Let me
 show you. Listen, Charlie.”

The low hmmm deep in my throat rises up now
 in song. Words I’ve sung to him before.
  Words to acclimate him, calm his old fears,
   raise up new excitements. 

“Will you waver like them as though dreaming,
 & wonder new again how to cling the wind?
  Breathe slower now, let the colors calm
 what you are, neither high nor low, not one
but several, many, green, very green,
 the light to breathe now too, the music
  of wavering, now easy, now let, now	easy,	now	let. 
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“We are past the beautiful poplars now,
 Charlie, now behold red so delicious
  our eyes feast wildly! A field, vast bright
 field, like a flaming down of dream.
Listen to it sing us, Charlie!”

A single voice of many tugs us down low into
 the song, like laughter found & shaped & 
  played among our sinews & bones, we listen:

“We are not here to sleep you down,
 but dream you awake! Till the clouds
  tell you about more than mist & sky,
 til the trees you reck like peers of mystery & 
knowing, till our field breathes you low & high,
 & the mountains, & yonder when you’re ready,
  yonder when you’re ready . . . ”

I hold Charlie’s hand tight as we watch 
 the flaming field of blooms begin to shimmy
  with simmering sky above. “Hmmm now,
 Charlie, hmmm with us!” I don’t let him go
a moment, but I cease to lead, we must hereon together . . . 

Now traveling this stream like a mind
 skating its own reflections, the liminal place
  where is	& also-is gifts other possibilities, 
 now move along, now dream	awake! Where
the green trees distant & those nearer us
 as a kind of one, what over hangs, what murks
  below, what we are, fresh ripples in 
 the ceaseless layer of hmmm . . . 

Our voice singing us along the ceaseless what,
 we become the bridge between us,
  crossing this kind water we travel,
 this beauteous what—Listen!	Sing!

“Would you soft from the heat,
 find nest from questions, something, 
  this comfort near last to offer you,
 shaped & solid memory of what	was
here, long ago, maybe again far hence—”

“Tis like a grainstack, Mentor? How to know
 such a simple marvel here?”
“Slowing now to a shadow for Travelers,
 a restive remain? Sly portent?”
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Knowing the last of this come, I grip 
 his hand even tighter. Hold	on,	Charlie.

All	of	the	rest	is	gone.
All surface.
No	center.	No	edges.	No	depth.	No	sky.

Song	of	everywhere	&	always	sings.

“When the sweets of the world offered
 like a welcome	on, welcome	back,
  a farewell to the rest.

“The	world	now	all	blooms	&	floats	on.
	The	world	now	all	blooms	&	float	ons. 

“Dream	awake!	Now dream awake
 now!	Dream awake	now! Dream	awake	now!

“Tis sweet you’re offered
 Tis sweet you might become.

“Open your eyes, Charlie Pigeonfoot!
  Open your eyes, Gate-Keeper!”

Arrived the lily pond as always. 
 But there is someone here.
   A tall man, crouched near the water.
  This	is	new. I approach & crouch by him.
 I leave Charlie unseen nearby for a moment.
Still singing softly to himself. 

* * * * * * 

xvi.	Roddy	Returns,
Part	1,	The	Cave	of	the	Beast

The reality of the Tangled Gate we’d found,
 all those years searching, rendered those
  same years a lesser thing.
The	Island	was	real.	The	Tangled	Gate	was	real. 
 The rest was not even dream, nay solid
  even by its own forms & ways.
The rest smoke,	barely something, quickly unbecoming. 
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As we six Brothers wandered the Island,
 our wits & weapons useless as smoke,
  I tried to remember back there.
Anything else than this feeling of being laid out
 in a dark, dangerous place, uncertain
  the floor below, what walls or roofs about,
 how many spectres paused watching nearby?

Am	I	clothed?	Am	I	injured?	Is	this	death?

Clothes were the mind’s memories, how the heart
 adorned with blue woes, green strengths,
  pink treats. If I was still walking,
however like a staggering fool, Odom before me,
 Francisco behind, the others further up ahead,
  I was not injured, perhaps not dead either.

But memories? My own clothes? What did I have
 of these? I groped & grasped about my mind,
  swatting the dim about me like a shroud
 of wasps, terrified, furious.

Books. I could not see titles, could not feel
 leather or vellum, but I could wrench my mind
  close enough for words.
“Transcribe the divine word.” “For those lost.”
  “Aftermath.”

A hot burn to my face. Reddish hair, blue eyes, 
 swaying. The White Woods swirl around me,
  & I fall. My Brothers stop, call to each other.
Gather round me slumped against a tree.
 I try to cohere to them but distract by
  a letter in my hand. Envelope the color of burnt toast.

“Iris,” I say softly aloud. One of my Brothers
 jerks away from his tending crouch toward me.
  Another sips me water, feeds me on 
a small handful of fruits & nuts. I stagger
 to stand, nod us to keep going.

More fragments now, leaving me, ever falling
 away. Red whiskers. A leather bucket.
  A quilt, its feathers & stones. I spasm.
The living world about me nears again,
 & I see their beautiful faces, each struggling
  like me, each trying to remember:
What	are	we	doing	here?	What	am	I?
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Tis Creatures get us to the Gate, finally.
 I think the White Bunny most sure of these.
  She hops alongside us, herding us on,
till far off the Gate looms, miles high even
 at this reck. She leaves us as we pass
  through it. Never glances me once.

We gather at the Fountain to drink, &
 its water restores us some. What ahead
  seems ever more real as what behind
not even smoke drifting away. This	is	the	last
	of	what	we	shall	do,	what	we	shall	be. 
  Again single file, I urge my way to the front,
feel I know the way. Asoyadonna behind me close,
 a hmmm meager but true in her.

The Cave of the Beast arrives of a sudden to us,
 like by its own choosing. The King, mirthless & 
  braveless, now enters first its void of darkness.
We follow quickly. Arriving to the end together.
 Six shaggy heads on the block.

Now come a place without time. Frozen waterfalls
 unlike one I may have known. Powerful yet
  blurry to the eye. Then Asoyadonna’s hmmm
grasps at each of us, tugs, & we all join in.
 The icy pictures come into view.

This	is	ago.	First	of	all. The hmmm is 
	everywhere,	always,	every tree, every breath,
  every cloud, every green blade.

Not forms singing, but the forms songs make.

Words fumble clumsily in me, like what is left
 of me wants to finish. “Stranger strengths
  bide this world, & we are like lovely notes
among their long, long tunes.”

A hand squeezes mine. I’d forgotten in these
 One Woods about hands, or others.
  Speaks a voice: “Iris.”
And the world we maybe still occupy
 somehow decides to shake free of us at last—

* * * * * * 
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xvii.	Roddy	Returns,
Part	2,	That	Lavender	Trace

The world becomes like all ocean waves
 a’tossin’ me hither to yon, my eyes surely shut
  for panic, & maybe too a weariness
in the struggle to know anything sure,
 anything	at	all, till there is a soft color
  softly in my face, a’breachin’ my woozy terror
& shut eyes. Tis a trace of lavender leads my eyes
 to open again, & me to look.

No One Woods. No frozen waterfalls. No Cave
 of the Beast. No Tangled Gate. Too, no Brothers?
  I am splayed out along an interior of somewhere.
A long corridor, lit without lamps, running seeming
 endless far. That lavender trace is now far
  from me too, & receding still. Without why,
I clumsy make quick to follow. 

I now think someone else nearby too. The sounds
 of my now-hard-charging boots oft-chorused
  another’s, but us receding from each other fast.
Is	he	chasing	his	own	trace?	One	of	my	Brothers?	
	What	did	any	of	this	mean?

It is a Starcraft, I learn, from the small windows,
 each singly at a far distance from the other.
  The lavender trace, my lone & loyal companion,
leads me along, & I learn too that this Starcraft
 travels time forward & backward, by where	one	is
  in it, by where one moves next.

The stars teach me their long story, same patch
 of them through each window, ancient, young,
  or far far old by one or another window’s reck.
Yet I find neither beginning nor end of this story,
 & never that other person nor any other
  to break my solitude. Twas that lavender trace
together we traveled.

I do not age or weaken. The lampless lights 
 will sometimes dim me to sleep where I am.
  Do	I	eat?	Need	water? Tis like my body
knows no thirst nor hunger because time	does	not
	stay	passed	here.	More simple feel myself ebb
  a whisker at a time as I ever follow
the lavender trace endless along.
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Is it slow mercy at last brings me to
 that open door, myself too long a pet?
  Now I am in a green Great Filld,
& that Starcraft gone, not even smoke.
 I know those White Woods nearby, but
  I know little else. Feel abandoned by my prison,
by Starcraft & trace. Feel no longer OK that I	know	nothing. 

* * * * * * 

xviii.	Roddy	Returns,
Part	3,	Lily	Pond

Who	or	what	might	my	sudden	arrival
	stir	to	wake	here?	Sniff	the	morning’s	chill	air?
		Feel	its	cold	tremble?	Taste	its	subtle	drift?
			Dreaming	known	or	strange	colors	whence	they’d	come?

Tis my call to need. Need of them to come.

Questions crowd my blurry mind as though asked
 by the man I no longer am, the one before
  that Starcraft. That lavender trace.
   Ask & again:

Did	we	save	the	world?
Or	is	this	some	other?

Breathe, relax, Roddy. Once,	twice,	breathe,	relax.

Tis clean air here, & a sound, like a distant memory
 in my ears, a hmmm that wraps round me
  like a shawl, like a strange smiling friend. 

I now sit knees drawn up, on this deep green grass
 so near those White Woods, my head drooping
  into my hands. Now too hmmm softly,
ever softly, lure lightly into a dream perhaps
 to sing me why, why,	if	we	saved	the	world,
		why	am	I	now	alone?

So lured, I sense many curious near & nearer yet
 to me, raising me up & leading me along,
  neither fully waking nor dreaming now,
walking slowly into these White Woods, each step now
 a bit of delicious, feeling what tense in me
  so long float away, fill myself up new,
& very old, with everything here, till a mossy bed invites,
 & I accept.
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What is near to me here does not yet arrive.
 I am vague in this comfort, this beauty.
  Cannot quite behold what, or who, tenders me.
I reach up to those stars, to the patch
 I so long traveled with from their burst
  to their shine to their dim, & back again
by the chance travel in that Starcraft.

I	think	my	turn	to	ask	for	help.
I	think	my	turn	to	bear	my	heart	plain.
I	think	my	turn	to	open	my	hand	with	questions.
I	think	my	turn	to	hope	my	story	yet	braids	again
	with	others	I’ve	loved	&	now	lost.	

My turn to say, “I knew so much more long ago.
 By my travels with the lavender trace, she long
  led me arriving here. I now am alone.

“I am helpless. My story is numb.
I	am	helpless.	Can	you	help	me?”

I hear a new sound, nearing, swift travel.
As it comes closer, I reck it is a song!
The song of many braided together.
Tis a “Laaaaaa!” being sung, over & over,
 infinite varieties, voices twisting in & out & through.
There	is	one	I	hear	that	leaps	my	heart	up	high!
Tis someone I loved. Tis someone I followed.
Someone I trasure to know again.
This music lingers me my many hours of the night,
 a song somehow of heroes & hope. I sleep closer,
  ever closer, to knowing me & the world again.

Morning light raises me easily, I smile & toss
 kisses with my fingers to my hidden hosts.
  No certainty, no destination, I walk. I walk & walk.

Sometimes I catch the hmmm, & follow, & lose.
 Sometimes there is a merry cackle, high & low.
  Still	I feel here & not-here, nearly arrived.

Then I hark water near, & hurry a bit,
 thirst again its usual need about me, & I come upon
  a bridge across a bright stream.
A simple wooden bridge, with old rope rails—
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Tis like I am tossed again, as back in that Cave
 of frozen waterfalls, but this time flung in
  my mind & heart. I	remember
like a cold water’s sudden waking. Sit hard
 on the ground. Twice	lost,	now	found. 

Not everything. But bright beams now cross
 the dark, dangerous place that is my mind.
  A compass I brought out to these White Woods,
   with eggs & vegetables from my old world.
Fyodor the grocer my sometime companion here?

The huts! My huts! The first one I discovered,
 when new & brash & terrified here. The next hut
  with two armchairs on its porch, where the White Bunny
would sniff & assess me. The narrow one where I tried
 to pray off my life’s cruelties, failed. Mailbox house.
  Iris.	Still	so	much	missing.

I cross the bridge & find an easy climb down
 to the water. Drink like it would magick new
  my mind, wash out the shadows.
Just beautiful, kindly water. Stand & hurry on,
 as though an urgent where.

The hmmm catches me, & invites me, & I join in
 best my croak can. And	names	now	burst
		open	my	dark,	dangerous	place.

Odom.	Dreamwalker.	Asoyadonna.	Francisco.
My	King.

Roddy.	I	am	Roddy.	More	my	name	now
	than	an	old	word-rag	I	clutched	whyless	close.

I hmmm for more guidance, dear wish
 to find my old shacks. But feel lost to them still.
  Wonder now the Creatures too but seem not—

Then I arrive, hours upon hours of walking,
 hmmming, tis a dark purple-crimson dusk
  I arrive, to find my lilies floating as sure
   as ever on their waters.

Oh,	happiness. I crouch low to them,
 close as I can come, study their many colors.
  Red. Orange. Yellow. Green. Blue. Indigo. Violet.
   Lavender too? Just a wee winking bit.
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A voice in my head, now remembered, now recovered.
Leonardo, the red-whiskered man.

“The White Woods will never leave you, Roddy.
 They have been with you always.
There are things, brave & dangerous things,
 you must do soon, & for them as well as all men.
But they are with you, wherever you go,
 & believe in you.”

More words but now they fade.

But then a new voice, voices really,
 braided like that song blessed my night’s sleep.
  New words. Listen!

“We will start to meet again,
 on the Beach of Many Worlds,
far below the Wide Wide Sea,
 where Abe the Ancient Sea Turtle
rests & awaits us. Find your way!
 Find your way, Roddy, to this Beach!”

I listen for more but now eyes open again & 
 here my beloved pond of lilies, themselves 
  never quite quiet.

And, not far from me, what appears like a man.
Crouched low, like myself, perhaps to lessen 
 the threat of his appearance.

He is a tall man, even crouched low.
A striped knit cap slouched low on his head.
Black on white. Or white on black.
White spiked teeth. Long as fangs.
Long grey overcoat. Brown pants.
Tall white boots. 

I study him this close as though my safety depends.

Yet no hackles raise in me. Tis a strange-seeming man
 but no danger. None. When he rises,
  never studying me too close, I rise too.
When he walks back toward the White Woods,
 I make to follow.
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He is approaching someone, seeming another man.
 Garbed like a pauper, but what matters more
  is his face. His familiar	face.

I knew him once, long ago, as Gate-Keeper. 

* * * * * *
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Jimmy	Heffernan

Dialogue on Imperfection
Published	on	electrolounge.boards.net

Jimmy: Lately I have been thinking about imperfection. This is, I think, at the root of all our suffering. 
That is, the universe is, for some reason, a very flawed place. But it’s far from obvious as to just why. I 
studied physics extensively in college, and there is nothing at all in the laws of physics that would force 
such imperfection into the structures and functions of Nature. Is	it	entropy?	Is	it	Satan? Even entropy is 
only a measure of information content, and really has nothing to do with why we must suffer. To say 
the Devil has a stranglehold on the world is perfectly sensible, and that could be it.

When I look back at my anthropology studies, it seems the imperfection of which I speak did not plague 
aboriginal peoples in the way that it plagues us. They had a totally different approach to suffering, and 
were free of all the disastrous complexities and injustices of the modern world.

So why, indeed, in a world that is so absolutely wonderful, inherently, in a universe with limitless 
promise and opportunity, should everything be so faulty? Why	do	so	many	suffer?	Why	do	we	have	all	these	
problems? What	makes	it	necessary? I’m afraid I can’t answer these questions, but they stoke my curiosity 
into a blaze.

An additional point I’d like to add is this: We may have our differences about abortion in this country, 
but to a pregnant hunter-gatherer mother already with a two-year old, abortion would have seemed 
like a tremendously moral miracle as a way to avoid infanticide, the blight of our Eden. If abortions 
were available in place of infanticide, our prehistory would not have had such a dark side. It would be 
wonderful for people in this country, and in this world, to be educated enough to have perspective on 
this.

Raymond Soulard, Jr.: Jimmy, I have often read in your writings about aborigines, versus more recent 
humans, but I do not understand the path from them to us. If	we	are	the	same	race,	why	the	divergence	
from	their	perspective	on	life	and	living	to	ours?	What values in what they had, and what we have now? 
Are you suggesting that there is not one, but multiple human races? Is this possible, in a way down 
deeper than social mores and so on? 

Jimmy: Raymond, there is no straightforward path from them to us, nor is there a straightforward way 
of addressing your questions in just a few lines. I would remind you that in certain places on Earth, 
hunter-gatherer tribes still exist. We usually think of history as the human race adopting agriculture, 
creating specialization, stratification, and division of labor, going through the Stone Age, Bronze Age, 
and the Iron Age. As a matter of fact, this was restricted to only a few (or, really, one) group of humans 
operating in Eurasia and Europe. Most peoples in the world at the time of Christ were hunter-gatherers. 
Civilizations very rarely formed, for reasons I won’t go into here.
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So there really is no “path” from hunter-gatherer tribes to us. Our tribe converted to agriculture 10,000 
years ago, and most of its neighbors, as well as most hunter-gatherer tribes in the world, continued as 
hunter-gatherer tribes. 

I will say that there can be a divergence of world-view within various elements of the human race because 
the issue is not innate, but cultural. I am not suggesting there is more than one humanity, but that, 
among that humanity, there are literally thousands of different cultures, with different beliefs, customs, 
morals, languages, worldviews, and so on. Out of those thousands of cultures, ours has become the 
dominant one. So it’s hard to have perspective when all one has ever known is this culture.

Nathan D. Horowitz: Jimmy, what have you read about infanticide? What’s your take on it? When I 
read what you wrote, I thought of the Biblical tribes whose gods demanded sacrifices of infants. I’ve 
always wondered about that. Like, why?	What’s	wrong	with	you? How	could	that	possibly	make	sense	to	you?

Jimmy: Actually, Nathan, I wrote a book with a chapter in it on infanticide [The Reality of Hunter-
Gatherers, White Poppy Press, 2016]. Infanticide was widely practiced among humans until civilization 
was established in various areas. It is truly a blight on what was otherwise a hunter-gatherer Eden. 

The thing was, if a woman already had a child under the age of about three, she could not care for a 
second child, since she would have to breast-feed both (which is impossible), and since she would have 
to carry both (which was virtually impossible). 

So the pregnant woman, when it was time, would go well away from the camp, dig a hole, have the 
child in it, and abandon it. This was practiced fairly regularly for tens of thousands of years. It is a very 
sad thing. But like I said, if they had had abortion, it would have been a godsend.

It really has nothing to do with the Bible, as far as I know. The majority of hunter-gatherers we know 
about did not engage in sacrifice.

Nathan: Ah, interesting and sad. Makes sense. How do we know the frequency with which this was 
practiced? What evidence, what traces of it do we have? 

Jimmy: Field studies, which began in the late nineteenth century, documented dozens of examples of 
infanticide all over the world. The field of anthropology, of course, extrapolates backward, but it makes 
sense that this was a viable way to deal with unwanted pregnancies. Many animal species practice it as 
well.

If I recall correctly, about one third of the hunter-gatherer cultures that have been documented over 
the last 100+ years did not practice infanticide. The majority of these considered it barbaric. Of the 
remaining two thirds, typically the belief was that, when a woman left camp to give birth, that birth 
was not official until the woman returned to camp with the baby. If no new baby came with her, it was 
pretended that nothing happened, and there was no official addition to the tribe.

Sam Knot: Jimmy, I think there is something really important in what you say about “extrapolating 
backwards.” The best example I can think of at the moment is how we refer to “cave art” as art. For me, 
it’s clearly something that hasn’t yet diverged or differentiated between scientific observation, hunting 
magic, art, and religion—all of which are to us differentiated. 
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Owen Barfield, one of the British group of writers called the Inklings, was big on philology and like 
disciplines, and was quite careful to point out that, for instance, where we now have different concepts 
like spirit / breath / wind / mind, the ancient Greeks had one word for those—pneuma—and we can’t 
get there just by thinking backwards from where we’re at—we have to allow for a very different mode 
of consciousness—and this might even mean a very different world.

In a sense, something similar could go for infanticide. Now I am with you—I am a modern person and, 
for me, persons are the keystone of value—whether we know it or not, each of us is a universe and the 
loss of any one of us is a tragedy—as, I believe, is even the possibility that so many of us may not be 
realizing our potential. 

I meant to say only that I share your sense of it being a blight, but I can see other worlds in which that 
may not be so: in which it could be a return to the matrix in order to incarnate later or elsewhere, for 
instance. We are inclined to think of all this kind of stuff in terms of belief, which of course it is, but 
then: what	is	belief,	really?	How	far	might	it	go?	How	much	might	it	change?

I also think plenty about evil and stuff. In terms of metaphysics, the privation theory of evil links into 
one interpretation of Plato, in which this world is necessarily lacking the further and further it gets 
from the transcendent forms which are its source. Yet, if you look at Parmenides, you’ll find plenty of 
challenge to even considering non-being at all. And if we get into Buddhism, we find Śūnyatā, which 
is a kind of nothing that is deeply linked with interdependence—a kind of nihilism that is the very 
possibility of meaning.

I have to say I have moments where this world seems perfect to me precisely in its imperfections—when 
I think of the people I love most, or feel most kin to. We’re all cracked to let the light in— there’s a really 
important sense for me in which personality is imperfection, you know? This doesn’t excuse all the too-
far wrongs of the world. I think there’s enough ways to be broke just from simply being human, even in 
an almost garden of Eden—but for me perfection is death, and perhaps not in a bad way.

Jimmy: Indeed, Sam, the ancient Greeks did not have separate words for spirit and matter—a notion 
that is totally alien to modern science. For them, a scientist was also a philosopher, priest, mystic all in 
one person. You mention Parmenides, about whom I have briefly written in the past [Unfolding Nature: 
Being in the Implicate Order, BookBaby Publishing, 2020]. His thoughts on being are invigorating—the 
notion, as per Da Vinci, that “nothing cannot exist.”

As far as the “cave art,” I agree with you totally. This art meant something much different to its creators 
than it does to us. These people were animists, and so reality blazed for them. They must have seen their 
productions in a much more intense and immediate way than we do. It would be nice to be able to 
experience the world that way on a whim.

And you’re right that it’s questionable to look at infanticide through modern lenses. This was practiced, 
by humans and thousands of animal species, for all of time up to very recently, in most places. In 
modern civilized societies we’re automatically appalled, but there was really no alternative, and I think 
it’s simply a matter of taking the bad with the good. At least, it was totally necessary for most hunter-
gatherers, who could not carry a second baby the literally thousands of miles traversed in a single year, 
nor nurse two at once.

Those are some very interesting thoughts on the privation theory of evil. I resonate with the idea that 
evil takes us further and further away from Plato’s forms.
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I can see the notion that the world is pure and perfect even in its imperfections, and I wish I could, but 
I just cannot bring myself to see things that way. Considering how widespread and deep the suffering 
of this plane is, I even feel guilty when I’m happy. I really feel we are in the vise-grip of some Satanic 
force on this planet, and it bothers and scares me. But if you can see it the other way, I definitely say 
more power to you.

* * * * * *   
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Sam	Knot

Mabon Calling
[Fiction]

Continued	from	Cenacle | 117 | October 2021

A small group of us are climbing up through the oak wood, heading for the moor just beyond the twin 
dragons. We are in search of a mysterious sacrament, but the mood is, as ever with Doc, somewhat 
irreverent. 

He wants us to solve a riddle, which he seems to be improvising. “With random shit on my golden hat, 
I sing to the stars in the rainbow grass—anyone? No? Let’s see . . . Neither plant nor beast, with just 
one leg, and quite some feat, I leap into the empty pit of your . . . uncontain-a-bubble laughter—no? 
Really?” 

(Well, actually, I think I am not the only one who might be able to guess what he is going on about, 
but the turn of phrase is rather entertaining so I keep schtum.) 

“Okay . . . from the outer brain of space, with the whole inside my face, runs the language of a race 
that never’s over? Hmm? No? What about . . . again and again, from the trees unto the plain, I express 
what cannot be explained by . . . dancing . . . in the rain. Yes? No? Anyone? Unfurling umbrella of time 
in the gaps sigh naps in—” 

One brave fool pipes up, “Are you talking about drugs, Doc?” 

He laughs, “Yes and no, I suppose. I am tall-king of yon wee elf hat, thee silly sigh bean blah-blah-blah 
mush room.” 

Yes, I expected it was that! Uncle Wayback had something of an obsession with them, I used to enjoy 
looking for them hidden in his pix and poems, so I did a little research about them: “Am I right in 
thinking they are basically the active ingredient of mycron, Doc?” 

Doc gets kind of agitated then, “Don’t get me started on the mycs! They took the whole soul out the 
thing! Kind of weird reversal of Paracelcus’ law—that the only difference twixt a poison and a medicine 
is the dose and all that—well, we should have bloody well gnome it went both ways! Some things are 
poison when you don’t take enough! Seriously! Fucking mycs!” 

I guess I should probably change the subject? “So they grow round here at this time of year, do they, 
Doc? I thought they were creatures of the fall?” 

Now Doc goes into a long ramble about the nature of time, involving elvish plumbers riding coracles 
along rivers of blood, and cities of hollow bone, and some kind of cosmic honeycomb, and this idea 
of going in and out at the same time that I really like, by which somehow we come to be seeing the 
planets swinging about the sun, and the huge rotating arms of the Milky Way, and this black hole of an 
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idea which is the universe spinning itself inside out, these inter-nested loops which serve the function 
of making time in, or else out of, eternity, for all of us to play in, or with, or something—it might be 
like milking time from eternity even—the stars like drops of milk from the udder of some great black 
space cow! 

And so, of course, all this business makes us sweat, and this sweat is basically the water of life, the 
selfsame, elf-sane thing, as well as being something like honey for otherworldly buzzing beings beyond 
time—and so time itself is all the things we normally think it is, and yet more, including a wave made 
by the wobble of our planet, which gives us the seasons, by which the fall of autumn and the rising 
saps of spring can be called akin, and the elves can then use such superficially “linguistic” phenomena 
to move through time however they very well please, and basically that is why we can find shrooms in 
spring, too, and if I find this stuff really interesting I should go get Goat and make him tell me about 
the word-made-flash. 

Well, I intend to do just this, but I’m also a bit worried that Doc might be having a laugh at my 
expense—I believe I might be prone to taking the poetry a little too literally, or else, and perhaps more 
worryingly: reality has started literally going a bit too poetry.

The moor is stunning in the morning light, dew-hung spider webs are strung between the rushes, 
while a small herd of big ginger cattle—with long hair and even longer horns—laze about scratching 
themselves on a row of old lichen-covered stones. 

Doc wastes no time in finding a group of mushrooms, and calls us over to display their most marked 
characteristics—pointing out their distinctive bell shapes, with little nipples on top, and then the dark 
grey gills underneath—and now he is pulling some tiny translucent skin from the cap and peering 
through it at me, “See?” And the whole scene seems covered in a substance that transfigures light, some 
thin prismatic skin. 

“How many do we need for tonight, Doc?” 

He stares up into his head inside the clear blue sky, “Let me see, say thirty-odd people, some of them 
very odd indeed, need to put a sparkle on it, nothing too crazy, noo-naa and the wavbar, crunkle bump 
. . . eye wrinkle . . . would say a couple of thousand if we can, just to be on the safe side.”

One brave fool gets up off his knees, and holds out his hands, already filled with tiny cosmic parachutes. 

* * *

“Wrists and ankles, elbows and knees. Yep. And you want your feet maybe just a little wider than your 
shoulders. Now relax yourself but, you know, keep a good posture, and try to keep nice and bouncy in 
the knees, hang loose. Cool, and so just kind of mirror me.”

I am copying Goat, because he has agreed to tell me about the word-made-flash, but it seems like it’s 
going to be a show-rather-than-tell kind of thing. 

These actions are designed to quieten my mind, by bringing me into my body, whereby I will find 
myself ready to hear the word, he says. I already do feel rather sensitive, in a pleasant, open, relieved 
kind of way. 
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When I came across Goat he was down by the river, crouched on the bank, looking intently at the flora. 
He had found a small stand of spring tears—the most beautiful little flowers, pale green petals with 
frilly edges, and bright pink veins running through them, having the most delightful dangly little bell 
shapes, really quite tiny too—you might have three of them standing on your little finger. 

He showed me why they are called spring tears—he held open one of his eyes and looked to the sky, 
and bade me shake one of the bells above his eyeball—I had to shake for a few seconds, but eventually 
a small drop of liquid came out and went into his eye. 

I did both his eyes and then he did mine. He warned me that it might sting a little, and it did, but not 
too painfully—my eyes, however, watered profusely—I could barely see as the tears poured down my 
cheeks, and I became more and more pleasantly elated and, like I said, relieved—as if I had just had a 
really good cry about something. A really good cry about nothing, I suppose. 

So now here I am copying him—he is an interesting-looking fellow, by the way, compact laconic rebel, 
with Mediterranean skin, dark hair and eyes. He is not so tall as me, perhaps a little bit older, very fit 
seeming. There is something that feels a little serious or even scary about him, but when I catch his 
eye there seems to be nothing but humor there, even kindness—so I cannot tell quite what the scary 
is about. 

I think about it for a moment and decide it is because he seems ready and waiting, as if poised on 
the edge of something, but with the sense that it is his mind that might leap out at you, not his body 
necessarily. 

Well, anyway, here we are, raising our arms above our heads—although perhaps letting them fall into 
the sky would be a better description. He keeps guiding me:

“So, feel your heels and the balls of your feet on the ground, really try to know that contact, feel free to 
test it and keep it a bit dynamic, to shift and let the legs ripple with it—okay—and just here, between 
your finger and your thumb, is another kind of opening.” 

My hands fall down beside my waist, and I hold them parallel to the ground, as if patting it. I rotate 
my wrists a bit and, when I breathe in, all my fingers stretch, and my hand opens right out. And when 
I breathe out, this releases, and sometimes twixt breaths I will just be waiting, not even thinking, just 
being. 

More and more I get the sense of moving energy around—as if moving it through my body, but also 
out there in the world, actually seeming to wave it up and down all around me. 

When we raise our arms, our bodies naturally sink back, and when our arms gently fall they seem to lift 
our bodies up. Goat shows me how to open my heart, and also how to protect it. After a bit, he gets me 
to move one of my feet behind me, and raises one of my hands up in front, palm out, and pushes into 
this hand. Then, firmly but gently, he pushes the rest of me about, such as would normally cause me to 
lose my balance, but now I’m so easily rooted to the ground, so much at one with my own weight, that 
I am simply not going anywhere, and without even feeling like I am resisting at all. It is as if the earth 
is holding her own through me.

He asks if I am ready. We are standing in the circle of stones, and I am facing towards the river, feeling 
pretty much ready for anything. 
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“Yes.”

He comes close to my ear, and tells me to take a long, steady breath, all the while keeping my gaze 
straight forward. As I breathe in, he begins to whisper to me, a steady string of syllables that I think I 
will be able to memorize at first, but, by the last sip of breath, there are so many in me as to be quite 
beyond recalling, already starting to juggle around among themselves and wanting to recombine and 
pour back out. Otherwise, the world remains as it was, only now speaking a peculiar stillness. I release 
my breath, long and slow, and by the time I am done breathing out the world is entirely transformed. 
My initial response is to rip my shirt off. I	 shall	not	be	 so	contained!	The world has become a wind, 
blowing through me as I rush towards the river, and into it. 

Imagine, if you will, two great wheels, two great wheels that form your entire universe, and they are 
turning, each towards the other, in towards the center and down. Where these wheels mesh, all that you 
know is both revealed and in motion. This is your world. 

Now please imagine that you were in fact mistaken. There are not two wheels, but an uncountable 
number of them, and they enter from, and mesh at, every conceivable angle, or dimension, and they 
are of every conceivable size, and they are within and without each other too, such that, though this be 
all one great movement, now you can see that nothing will ever be quite so simple again.
 
The syllables of the magic word seem to have distilled themselves to an essential few, and I am emitting 
them as they recycle, which is, in one sense, my way of acknowledging the multidimensional drama I 
am witnessing—my way of responding to and participating in it—but it is also the world itself, which 
is also my questioning of it. 

World as self, and so myself as something else, and then whatever impossible others still insist on being. 
All there are are these impossible others, really, and so I am an other, and there is no other. I hear a 
whisper of Uncle Wayback telling me: There	are	always	at	least	three	things	going	on. But then there are 
three times three things, and so on and so on and so on. The word is like breath, but it is not really 
coming into or going out of me, it is simply there, and indeed—though this entire scene seems one 
great breath—I might easily become unsure that I myself am breathing. 

I join the great roar in an ooouuuhhhh, morphing into an aaahhh, then moving back towards the 
beginning with a yyyuuu—the sounds seem so prolonged as to be eternal, and yet distinct and recurring, 
resonant.
 
I am in the river, splashing it into the sky, and each drop is a crystalline gift of coolness—for in one 
sense the world is on fire, and I am burning up. 

I am aware of many somewhat individual presences: Goat beside me in the river, a being unto himself 
and yet seeming to partake completely of my experience; the many people gathered in the hall, waiting 
for lunch; those wandering through Mabonnia, or sat outside their hobomes, contemplating this same 
moment. I am aware of the trees, like an ocean of people, and the birds in them, the squirrels and 
martins and beetles, the multifarious uncats and uncountable greets. 

And all this be one fire, one breath, one rushing river. And so always something else again, the next 
thing, the end, and this going back to the beginning, all ways. 

I watch the trees now. Oooh-aaah-yuuu!? Their bodies are a constant, consistent, movement—their 
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stillness a perpetually renewing thing—they are still, but growing, growing nowhere, growing now, 
here. 

They are literally rushing throughout their entire extents like breath water fire, their flames flickering 
branch fingers. They are doing what I am doing. I am what they are. They are one, and we are many. I 
am we are . . . ours . . . Oooh-arrr-you?	Aaah-eee-yaaa!	Wahhh-eee-aaah-oooh-aaah-yahhh!?	

We are asking and answering each other as one great thing—being what we are—this watery ever-
flowing world of breathing, of being on fire, that is our body—and now I can hear Goat saying:

“Can you see that?”

And he is pointing out one particular tree, an oak, on the other side of the river. I am trying to look, 
but it is as if many layers are superimposed, and I do not know how to sort through them, for they are 
rotating through each other, competing for attention—and then, while this motion still continues, it 
also reveals a somewhat distinguishable thing—it is the tree shrine, and beneath those gift-brightened 
boughs I can see who I saw watching me the moment I arrived. The tree is a woman, a beautiful bronze-
skinned naked lady, and she is dancing, holding her hands above her head, together at the palms but 
with the fingers opening out like a cup, like a crown on top of her head, like the crown of the tree itself, 
which seems to crown all life as earthen royalty. 

I hear Goat profess his love, and now we are both at her feet, and the river is in my hands, and I am 
dressing her with it, tracing her cheeks with my thumbs as she gazes upwards, brushing my electric 
hands over her breasts, going down over her belly and around her hips, nodding my head as if in prayer 
against her mound, coming down her legs to rest my hands on her feet, and my head on my hands, to 
kiss her toes, and go crawling off, stroking her continuation in the soil, in the moss and all this stuff all 
around us.

And as I look around now, propped on my elbows with my belly to the sky—I feel as if the 
whole place is both resting against me and pressing me against it—I feel as if I have just landed 
here, simply dropped out the sky, or else freshly materialized right where I thought I already was.  
 
I am back. I turn to Goat and thank him for sharing this secret with me, and he grins back, “You know 
what it is, right?” and so I tell him, “It is, my friend, what it is all about!” 

* * *

I go on down to the lake, picking my way through the ash and oak, trying to avoid the odd brown holly 
leaf on the path, for my shoes are somewhere far behind me. There are the remains of old walls grown 
over with ivy, here and there a bower of sorts, natural nooks made from stone, and overgrowth that 
seem to call me to be in them, to enclose myself in their openings and see what happens there, see what 
happens while nothing is going on. 
 
But going on, going on, until the lake begins to show itself through leafy windows, on over a small 
bridge to find myself outside the forest now, and down onto a small stony beach.
  
The great expanse of the lake, a kind of bright blackness, rippling slowly with the mountains and the 
clouds and the sky all reflected in it, all thinned to a surface, all coming towards me in those slow gentle 
ripples, and all staying just where it is as well, with my feet inside it, starting to ache from the cold. 
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Going on along the shore, walking along the long low bough of a lazy ash beside the water. Picking 
my way carefully among shards of slate, patches of soft grass dotted with sharps of baby gorse.  
 
And now looking back inland, up the steep rise of the oak wood, watching a raven find a place to sit on 
a small cliff, talking with his raven voice in his raven language, which I try to learn, and speak back to 
him, in a pale imitation of his blacker than black humor—although it seems he gets the joke.

 
* * *

Now I am sat at the long table that is set up in the hall whenever we are not using the floorspace for 
experiments. It is lunchtime. I feel lightly elated and affable, being sat beside the attractive woman who 
waved at me on the way in. “I’m sorry, I don’t think I got your name?” 

Her name is Djinn, and in case I have not told you already: she has rich golden skin and bright green 
eyes, and coppery hair, and loose flowing clothes in saturated earth tones. She is very composed, her 
speech is measured, each sentence seeming well considered, and her accent reveals her education. Her 
gaze is steady and her mouth tends towards a patient smile. 

“I heard you saying something earlier about a kind of mission you were on, or something?” I ask, 
figuring I can stuff a good mouthful in and let her run for a bit while I chew. 

“Well, not in the sense of some madly fervent quest or something. I was just trying to explain something 
of my background. I am a Nanostated scientist, you see, specializing in quantum biology, something 
people around here are often surprised to hear. As, you know, places like this tend to attract people who 
are more . . . of a creative bent.” 

She is not wrong there, I nod. 

“Many modern people—sorry, Asylum seekers—think of Treesigh, and what goes on here, as in some 
sense regressive, or even transgressive I suppose—which in many ways it is, of course, perhaps necessarily 
so. Anyhow, I suppose I felt called to come here and see for myself—I first came some years back, in 
fact—and am very glad that I did.” 

She pauses for a moment, to smile across the table at Doc, who has just looked up at her with a 
spaghetti-faced grin. She continues:

“Thus my mission, such as it is, is something of an attempt to bring the two worlds together, by doing 
the same with the two sides of myself, marrying pragmatic science to experimental . . . mysticism, I 
suppose.” 

Now Doc pipes up, one finger held in the air for emphasis. “What might easily be myst wiz moist likely 
foggy to begin with!” 

I chuckle, along with some others, before the disparate conversations regain their respective attentions. 

“So . . . was there a particular event, or series of events, by which you felt ‘the calling,’ so to speak?” 

She looks at me rather owlishly, and smiles. “Well, it is a good question, and perhaps I shall give you 
the whole story one of these days—but basically, I came to realize I was behaving as if I were merely a 
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brain—that is how I felt, as if I were but a brain, soaking up as much information as I could possibly 
retain. And there were also certain ethical implications to the science I was doing that I did not think 
we were taking seriously enough, or making provisions for. I did not want to be part of a project that 
might somehow harm the human experiment. And so here I am, trying to figure out what other options 
there might be, in terms of making an approach from a different angle—I have been formulating an 
idea that I am currently calling ‘slow-gress’—but most generally, I suppose, I am here completing my 
education, seeking to administer those aspects my formal schooling left wanting.” 

I find all this very interesting, and want to ask more, but now Helio, the well-known co-founders of 
plurpix, are asking for everybody’s attention:

“Hey everyone, do you mind if we take the floor for a bit? A lot of people are asking about our plurpix, 
and it would be so nice just to give everyone the basics instead of repeating ourselves—” and they say 
these last words with a kind of cartoon fatigue: “—again and again.” 

I refer to Helio in plural because, although inhabiting a single body, they are autists who do not subscribe 
to the so-called “single-self fallacy,” and so refuse either to use, or respond to other people’s use of, the 
common singular pronouns we still habitually employ in reference to ourselves and each other. 

I think this is kind of fun—like when I wanted to say “Helio is one of the co-founders of plurpix” 
but then had to stop and rephrase—but it really annoys some people, maybe even most people, if my 
little piece of the sea is anything to go by, who resent having to change their habits in response to what 
they feel is simply over-sensitivity, or at least that is what they say, thus seeming rather over-sensitive 
themselves—the whole thing can get a bit nasty! 

I admit that some of the more divisive plurs do make me irritable, in the way they might seem to suggest 
that because they have so many selves inside of them everybody else might only have one—which is 
clearly not the case, and yet clearly is the case, too, for I like to give my more mundane percepts their 
due, acknowledging I am something of a tidy but confusing or paradoxical package—that is what I 
means to me, not necessarily some inflexible or exclusive unity, or something imposed upon me by 
sociolinguistics, but a weird and not always completely safe or friendly gathering of sorts, that somehow 
manages to convene me. 

Uncle Wayback used to say that all conflict was misunderstanding, and so I guess I am rambling away 
here because I would like to understand why I feel conflicted about Helio. It’s not like Nanostate 
has made any silly rules about what I must call them, I do it out of my own good will, and because I 
empathize with their predicament. So I’m pretty sure it’s not anything to do with that.

Perhaps I am troubled by the simple fact that I do not seem to connect with them. I get the feeling that 
we do not really like each other at all, in fact—and this troubles me because there is a lot about them 
that ticks my boxes. On paper they are the kind of people I should get on with, so I cannot tell what or 
who the source of the discomfort is. I have a sudden flashback to a dream in which I am passionately 
kissing them, which is a little unnerving, but then I wonder if it isn’t my psyche telling me that we are 
entwined somehow, that my irritation towards them is somehow what our relationship is meant to be. 
In other words, that our not really liking each other is just another way for us to love each other.

Part of what binds me to them is also that I used to consider myself an urtist, you see. I myself made 
urpix, at least I used to say I did before they became so massively popular and plurally rebranded. I liked 
the idea of urpix, this notion of entering the imagination and finding the essences there, that we could 
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then share, and also that somehow in making depix of them, we would get more of an idea of who we 
were, of how great and crazy the world inside might be, even how much realer than we realized. 

I have a lot of respect for Helio’s art. It is beautiful in its way, and certainly technically very accomplished. 
So perhaps it is more the general scape of things nowadays, reflecting back on this more original work 
to make it seem less so? If nothing else, there seems a very limited palette of techniques, almost like a 
uniform. People seem to be saying, if you want to make an urpix you should depix like this, when for 
me the core idea makes no aesthetic prescriptions at all; quite the opposite, except perhaps in the most 
meta of ways I suppose. And so I find these uniformities, especially occurring in our attempts to honor 
something so diverse as the imagination, rather boring, and even a bit depressing.

It seems we produce an art of the imagination that then becomes a failure of the imagination somehow, 
showing in the end not the depths of ourselves but the dearths of our world. 

Perhaps I am simply jealous, or otherwise petty or resentful? I once tried to talk to some of the 
movement’s originators, you see, show them my little pixies—but they seemed a cliquey bunch, and 
the assumption was apparently that if they didn’t already know who you were, you wouldn’t be worth 
knowing anyway. 

Certainly I felt like they were people who expected me to have deeply snooked them, to know all about 
them and how interesting they evidently were, and then to hold them in a kind of awe. Perhaps I did 
not give away enough ghost strokes, or maybe I was even too aware of their status? Such that I made them 
feel embarrassed by their own massive creds? 
 
Or maybe it was because I was not able to put a knowing spin on the ins and outs of exactly what I 
myself was up to? I couldn’t really say what it meant for the world; I just wanted to be myself. Ugh, 
maybe that’s it! I was too personal about it all and, in not having the necessary detachment from my 
work, and my work thus perhaps carrying too much of me, I ended up just kind of madly exploring 
my strangely inverted mind, and not putting enough effort into setting myself up as some cultural 
arbitrator of the imaginal . . .

Or maybe I was just a little bit shit? Still, I don’t think that’s any good reason to be a twonk about it! 
 
Anyway, now Helio are going through some plurpix and telling us what this means and what all that 
represents. And suddenly I realize it is this I do not like, even as in my own attempts I try to do 
something similar. Oh no! Is this what I am doing to them? Is it even somehow inevitable? 

I remember when I dreamed my first screech owl, how it stared out from a tree I couldn’t tell it apart 
from, with big black alien eyes, and hypnotized me, until I started to worry it was getting ready to 
prey on me, but then it flew out, out of my dream silently past me, and I woke up and felt like I 
had somehow finally understood what nature, or life, was really all about. It was somehow dark and 
terrifying, but it made me so happy. So I decided to become an autist, there and then, and I gested the 
best alien screech owl tree I could muster, and indeed there was a kind of life in those eyes and, with a 
barely containable sense of excitement, I waved it aut to sea. But, three minutes later, it was posted back 
to me as a virt for sleeping pills. 

So that must be my problem with the plurpix thing: Our images are no longer images, they are not 
mysteries, nor even metaphors really, not any more. And it’s all our fault. They can no longer speak 
for themselves, but only say what they have been designed to say, as symbols with definite meanings, 
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dictionized clichés, badges to be collected on one’s transpersonal scout’s uniform. Seen	the	soul	octopus? 
Tick. Been	a	big	cat? You bet. Tickled	by	hummingbirds? Bingo. Diamond	sun? Over and done! 

Urpix are no longer the continuation of their own impossible discoveries, but simply signs. The 
culture has enshrined them now, denatured them as dead ends. We took our sacred delvings into the 
humanimalien imagination, this always fluid infinite world, and we codified it, literalized it, reduced 
it to a few readily ingestible gestures, made it mundane, as in the day after sundane. Bought, sold, and 
Nanostated. All too human! 

Perhaps this upsets me most. The meat robot please-be-silent-disco. No plants or animals anymore, 
only human symbols. We might still pix nature but hardly ever do it from actual encounters, from 
experiences of living with the creatures, of being among them. Most likely their memories come 
stripped straight from the sea, from some old dronedoc: commanded to appear, and then traced. 
 
They are signs of our being apart, relics of a world colonized from inside the safest of houses. Like the 
semi-translucent hides of souls displayed by imaginary hunters, too squeamish to respect what we have 
killed, too distant now to bend down and taste it. We can’t even smell it anymore; the whole sea just 
one big visual.
 
I better go do the washing up before I say something stupid.

* * * * * *

Sam Knot
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Jo Monea

Good Morning!

elders sing om to me
with sweet, rich voices
the embodied spirit
tickling my ears

i smile
a small, knowing smile
the kind that sits right at the edge of your face
the kind that sees all and accepts all

it’s like the moment the astronaut exits the space ship
floating in emptiness
a fullness fuller than full
and joy leaking at the seams

oh wow
this is so beautiful

* * *
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Play

i am wonder
wonder-filled
never hunger
never chilled
feeling fresh
freshly cut
look my best
best not butt

ring around
the rosey posey
circle circle 
skip and dance
fall in love
a thousand ways
pick your toes up
bathe in trance 

* * *
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The Spectrum

the spectrum of consciousness 
it’s a rainbow 
a scale
a wave rising and falling
in eternal motion 
the cycle

shattering crystal in the sun
the love that flows through everyone
the dancing

back and forth is the same direction
it’s all perception
just be

* * *
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All Smiles

kill me 
kill me
not too fast
make it slow
and make it last

hold me 
hold me
much too tight
don’t you slip 
i’ll bring a fight

love me 
love me
shred my heart
let it drift
i’ll watch the part

winding down the windy way
watching, loving, living
nay
dying, crying, pantomiming 
it’s a curse
let’s keep on rhyming

i am here to watch it all
don’t you fret
it’s just a ball

* * *
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* * * * * *
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Raymond	Soulard,	Jr.

Notes from New England
“Please	accept	this	ragged	purse

of	high	notes.”

The	following	continues	the	series	originally	called	Notes from New England,	begun	in	issue	24-25	(Winter	1998),	
then	revived	in	issue	59	(October	2006)	as	Notes from the Northwest, &	appearing	since	issue	75	(October	2010)	

under	its	original	title.	It	is	intended	as	a	gathering-place	for	observations	of	various	lengths	
upon	the	world	around	me.	It	will	be	culled,	like	much	of	my	writing,	from	my	notebooks,	

and	perhaps	these	thoughts	will	be	expanded	upon	sometimes	as	well.

The Great Grand Braided Narrative
[Gr. Gr. Br. N. for friendly]

i.

Artists of every kind are continuously at play with new & old ideas. Obsessions, some at least, come 
& go. Others source in old wounds, or old triumphs. Sounds, sometimes music. Colors, sometimes 
from Nature, sometimes from Dreams. How the world felt, how it feels now, the warp & woof of 
being. What & why of it. How too, of course.
 
The more Art the Artist does, over years, over decades, the more a kind of dialogue emerges. Pieces 
will echo each other over time, new chapters of a narrative will be added, or old ones retold & retold 
again.
 
I love biographies of Artists. Their early days, struggles, lost amours, failures on the way to 
masterpieces. What those masterpieces mean to the Artist rather then to the audience. The	process.

The process is the hardest to capture. Recently I’ve been reading William Raeper’s George MacDonald 
biography [Oxford, UK: Lion Publishing, 1987] &, with KD, Frank Davey’s aka	 bpNichol:	 a	
preliminary	biography	[Toronto, Canada: ECW Press, 2012]. What these books, good ones of their 
kind, can do at their best is to bring the reader to where & how	&	why the artistic process commenced, 
& then, from its completion, what happened next (publication, rejection, fame, & so on).

But, inside	the	ferment	itself? No. This is rarely displayed or, indeed, can be. A scholar can look at 
the drafts of a great book, or study the sketches before a great painting, or listen to studio outtakes 
leading up to a great record, can study these closely, piece together a chronology, & yet never actually 
show the living	fiery	heart	of	creation.

I say all this to explain my thinking on showing process. I’ve done this too, attempted it, not a few 
times in past issues of these Notes. It can be a way of explicating where or who	or what I was for a 
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stretch of time. Shrouding lightly my hope that others will feel inspired to reply with like reports of 
their chosen kind.

ii.

But I am still insisting on discussing my recent process here. Illustrating these Notes, even, with 
excerpts from my notebooks. Snapshots of the process of building my Great	Grand	Braided	Narrative 
[Gr.	Gr.	Br.	N.	for friendly]. 

I could say that this began in the summer of 2020, when I was trying to figure out a question glaring 
at me from my Many	Musics’	Tangled	Gate poems: what	happened	to	the	Six	Brothers	who	had	traveled	
years	to	find	the	Island	of	the	Tangled	Gate,	in	order	to	enter	the	Cave	of	the	Beast,	&	somehow	save	the	
world?

I had written many poems describing who each was, how they came together, but none on what 
happened to them later.
 
In the original Tangled Gate poems [Many	Musics, VIII, #25-60, published in Cenacle | 83 | December 
2012], they were all not even named. Their importance to me came later. I explored each one at 
length, & found that I liked them a lot. 

Why? Maybe, a part of it, is that when I was younger I also had a close band of brothers, also not 
blood-kin, but come together & bonded close. By Art, music, books, drinking, loneliness, whatever 
mysteries sear souls close together for a time. 

And, like in the TG poems, my band of brothers scattered far. Nothing heroic in any of it. Bonds 
loosen, heat cools.

But what Art does best is to transfigure life, & so, beyond the general sentiment of lost fraternity, 
the poems are fixtional. Honest feeling does not thus render good Art. But good Art cannot abide 
without it. Craftsmanship, the flash & trickeries of talent, the sensations of manipulating imaginal 
flesh, can none of them amount to good Art without honest feeling in the bones & sinews of the 
piece. It’s there or it ain’t. Without it, it may be clever, may distract, may attract bored masses, or 
highbrow critics, or both, but it’s	not	Art.

iii.

So, how to reunite the The King, Roddy, Odom, Asoyadonna, Francisco, & Dreamwalker? And 
what would that mean, or be like? What would they do, if re-united? Would it matter as the earlier 
poems had?

There are countless sad stories of reunited rock bands who now suck; sequels to classic movies that 
never should have been made; & series of beloved novels long run out of steam, but still more are 
written & published.

New	poems	had	to	matter. Like the original poems, new ones had to emerge from the best & most 
insistent	ferment.	I had to need to write these new poems  & none others.
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So I tried in the summer of 2020, even published these failed efforts in these Notes of Cenacle | 113 
| October 2020.

I say failed because they were terrible. They did	not matter to me. I’d lost their intimate melodies, 
smallest details. Good Art sweats these things. Does so with zest & delight. I’d tried to skip over 
them.

iv.
 
So, for Many	Musics to challenge my sorry ass to do better, I started the Twelfth	Series with a sequence 
of poems that detailed the origins of the Tangled Gate mythopoeia. And where the Creatures came 
from. And then, to push myself even harder, to tell the origin story of the Gate-Keeper from 
Labyrinthine	[a	new	fixtion], a character I’d been writing about with no hint of his origins for 14 
years! [Labyrinthine	has been serialized in The Cenacle since #70 | October 2009].
 
These poems were hard. They showed me how soft my poetry muscles had become. I know when 
my writing is good because it excites me, pushes me to do more. Obsesses me by waking & by 
Dreamland. It’s good when it	fucking	matters & I sweat	the	details. Luck too. Pinch of the ineffable. 
No guarantees ever.

But good poems, on this basis. I was ready, I decided, to try new Brothers poems again. I now had 
an idea of what had happened to them, & maybe about how to re-unite them, & even what next.

v.
 
There was a Wobble. I had no clue what this meant, maybe still fully don’t.

What makes Wobbles interesting to me is that you can’t game-plan for them. Like a loose football. 
Your team could recover it, or the others guys could, or it could roll harmlessly out of bounds. Next 
down.

I chased this idea along. Through my (mostly unpublished) Travelers	Tales; through my (not-yet-
published) Bags	 End	News	 story “Braiding Many World Anew!”; through Dream	Raps; through 
Labyrinthine.
 
Was the Wobble part of the fabric of reality? Or sentient? One or many? I, er, wobbled on these 
answers.

Finally, I decided on a kind of hybrid answer. Long ago, there had been a Great Violence, some kind 
of horrendous cosmic conflict. Nobody	won. What remained was a kind of trace, remnant, something. 
Timeless times later, one of the Spaceships leaving Emandia, part of the diaspora from its dying 
surface, hit the Wobble in space. The Wobble . . . echoed. This trace of all that had been lost was new 
caused to have effects.

One of them was the scattering of the Brothers. Wobbles are like ocean waves on dry land, not 
destructive like earthquakes, but more like they pick up someone or something & carry them from 
hither to yon. Sometimes in both time & space. Unharmed, but far, or very far, depending on the size 
of the Wobble.
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Are they sentient? I think: not no. They are sourced in ancient events, beings, passions, ideas, & so 
on, all brought down by a Great Violence. So I think they are not simply geological events. They 
harm nobody. But Wobbles	 are, & result in, caused	effects.

vi.
 
The Gate-Keeper is from a clan who were on that Emandian Spaceship that was wobbled. And, 
because wobbled, they crash on an unintended world, grey & forbidding, with remnants of an 
ancient ruined civilization on it. Related to the Great Violence? Maybe.

Labyrinthine in this current issue of The Cenacle details all this more, but enough to say here that 
Gate-Keeper wants to free his clan from this grey world, & bring them to the more idyllic world 
they were bound for. Many	Musics in this current issue explores this intended idyllic world (in my 
notes, I call it Monet	World because many of its visual landscapes were derived from my hours-long 
visit to a Monet exhibition at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, this last summer. Anyway, process).

What I developed was a narrative that involves the Brothers being re-united to, in part, help the 
Gate-Keeper realize his goal. In turn, he helps them, somehow, to return to the varied places they 
came from, remember	some	things, recover	something	dear.

OK. Cool, right? But how? A bunch of new Many	Musics? Well, yes, but no, not exclusively. I had 
to push myself further than I had, find a way to do this that mattered	now. I worked this idea over 
& over . . .

The Brothers were scattered by the Wobble, & partial loss of their memories were part of the result. 
Was this the Wobble’s doing? I think: not . . . really. More the trauma of their many years searching 
for the Tangled Gate, combined with being wobbled pretty far. So, kinda, but not primarily.

Here’s what I came up with. Each Brother would be rediscovered & reunited with the others via a 
different writing project of mine. Six Brothers = 6 projects.

Disclaimer: these projects are published / disseminated in different ways, some not really yet at all. 
So, essentially, nobody but myself & KD can at this moment follow all 6 narratives as they are 
unfolding already. I also expect this unfolding to evolve all of the projects ongoing. And that all of 
this work will eventually publish, in one form or another.

vii.
 
But what’s important to say here is that this work matters to me. And I hope to some others, though 
I learned a long time ago to let compliments & critiques alike land & stay as long as snowflakes do 
on a warm, wet road. Some’ll like your Art. Some won’t. Some won’t care. Unless you’re looking to 
make money from your Art, there’s little use worrying about any of it. It	matters	to	do,	or	it	doesn’t. 
The German poet Rilke said it best:

There	is	only	one	thing	you	should	do.	Go	into	yourself.	Find	out	the	reason	that	commands	you	
to	write;	see	whether	it	has	spread	its	roots	into	the	very	depths	of	your	heart;	confess	to	yourself	
whether	you	would	have	to	die	if	you	were	forbidden	to	write.	This	most	of	all:	ask	yourself	in	
the	most	silent	hour	of	your	night:	must	I	write?	Dig	into	yourself	for	a	deep	answer.	And	if	this	
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answer	rings	out	in	assent,	if	you	meet	this	solemn	question	with	a	strong,	simple	“I	must,”	then	
build	your	life	in	accordance	with	this	necessity;	your	while	life,	even	into	its	humblest	and	most	
indifferent	hour,	must	become	a	sign	and	witness	to	this	impulse.	

So that’s what these Notes are for this time. Describe my process, even as this cannot be done fully. 
You’d have to be in my head right now, 1:35 a.m., Attic Study of the Bungalow Cee, Smithereens’ 
“Life is So Beautiful” slowly rocking hard on my headphones jacked into beloved Polly iPod. 

You aren’t. You have  your own process, your own places, your own inspiring music.

Oh, & all of the Brothers in each of their narrative projects will pass through the Thought Fleas’ 
Great Clearing in the White Woods, during the Rutabaga Festival & Fleastock, where a great Talent 
Show is going on. So there’s that too. For fun.

viii.
 
Having said all this, here is a summary of the work, some of it as noted before on display in this issue 
of The Cenacle, others of it elsewhere, or not yet published anywhere.

1. Labyrinthine – Cenacle 118 – Brother-sister Asoyadonna is traveling with Raymond the 
Author guy, them having met somewhat inexplicably at a bus station in Elliptical City. 
Make a stop in the Village to visit with Asoyadonna’s Aunt, & are now on their way to 
the Beach of Many Worlds, by the Deeper Deeper Sea, where resides Abe the Ancient Sea 
Turtle. 

2. Many	Musics – Cenacle 118 – Brother Roddy finds himself on a kind of forever Spaceship, 
where a lavender	trace eventually leads him to an exit, now arrived to the White Woods, 
where long he lived, & come to his beloved lily pond, where are also Gate-Keeper & Mentor.

3.	 Bags	End	News – [story in process, publication TBD] – Algernon Beagle is working on 
figgering out which old stories of his beloved newspaper need follow-up when arrives 
Brother Odom, who had also been on that forever Spaceship, but quickly became separated 
from Roddy. Algernon, naturally, wants to help him.

4.	 Dream	 Raps	 – [drafts broadcast on Nov.-Dec. 2021 episodes of Within’s	Within:	 Scenes	
from	the	Psychedelic	Revolution; print publication expected in Cenacle | 119 | April 2022] 
– Brother Dreamwalker finds himself unable to walk waking & Dreamland as one, like he 
always had, meets a series of strange figures, & comes to the very same grey world of Gate-
Keeper, but timeless times before him, where he also knew Mentor. He is urged by someone 
he encounters to find his Brothers.

5.	 Travelers	Tales	–	[currently unpublished] – The main group of Travelers, & their friends, 
meet Gate-Keeper, learn his story, help him learn more of his grey world’s origins, & along 
their way meet Brother Francisco, & are now en route to Abe’s Beach of Many Worlds.

6.	 Heroes	Adventures – [currently unpublished] – The Great Heroes of Yore, Miss La & Miss 
Ta, who look like the Creatures Bellla & Rosa!ita, are summoned by Abe to the Beach of 
Many Worlds, to fetch the King from the Hut near the Great Tree at the Heart of the World. 
They bring him to meet with Abe, & the King & Great Heroes travel via Calgery the Sea 
Dragon to the top of Mount Cloudy Day, to broadcast the Perfect	Laaa!, a braided song of 
Heroes & Hope, all over the Tangled Gate mythopoeia, a summons to all the Brothers to 
reunite at last.
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ix.
 
I think of the Gr.	Gr.	Br.	N. all	the	time (ask KD, & she’ll smile & nod, or at least nod). It’s what 
matters to me, so much so I wanted to write of it in these Notes.

I truly believe Art is medicine, is both question & answer to much of the world’s hopes & woes. It 
matters to me in a down-in-the-bones way, whether I am making it, experiencing it, publishing it. 
I find it endlessly fascinating in a way little else of human endeavor is to me. The Universe gifted us 
Art to do, & Nature to learn from. I find all the spirituality & great truth I need in these. 

No wars, no money, no politics, no sides to take. 

Just Art & Nature. And Dreams to stir the dust better,	weirder. Eros for our bodies, a good hunger to 
match all the daily struggles of being mortal. And Psychedelia if the walls are closing in, the voices 
too boring, time to play a new game. 

I’d add Magick too, but isn’t that what all these are, individually, much less in total?

* * * * * * 
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Ace	Boggess

Shadow People
[Fiction]

i.

“Where the commissary is, that used to be the morgue,” said C.O. Bennett, his mostly bald head 
sparkling as one of the florescent bulbs flickered. His chest-out posture and hooked nose reminded me 
of Sam Eagle on The	Muppet	Show. “So, yeah, I’ve seen things.” 

It was a crapshoot with Bennett, who could be a hard-ass C.O. one day, lazy and lenient the next. 
We had to be careful with him, try not to set him off. If we could get him talking, things seemed to go 
better for us. “Felt things, too,” he said. “I got shoved one time. Nearly fell backward. It was like I ran 
into a wall.” He paused, looked away, then back. “Another time, I swear it felt like somebody pinched 
me on the . . .” He cleared his throat. “. . . pinched me on the ass.”

I laughed. Couldn’t help it. The joke came out before I heard it in my head. “That was probably 
Ms. Zita lurking in the shadows.” Ms. Zita was the eighty-year-old woman who ran the commissary. 
Nice lady. Almost immobile. Hard to picture her having a frisky sex life, but now that I had, I couldn’t 
put it aside. “Come on, Bennett. You know she wants you.”

Bennett blushed, grinned. For all the bad things about him, at least he had a sense of humor. 
That couldn’t be said for most of the guards at Boone County Correctional. A lot of them took their 
newfound power seriously. They snarled and grimaced. They loomed. They gritted their teeth in spite. 
The worst of them stalked us like we were foxes and they the hounds, the riders, or maybe the rifles. 

Not Bennett. He had the aw-shucks laugh of a goofy sidekick from some black-and-white 1950s 
sitcom. When his embarrassment cooled, he loosed those chuckles, sounding like a slick fish flopping 
on the shore. “Supposed to be a secret,” he said. “How’d you know we was making out behind the Little 
Debbie cakes?”

This time, my cheeks warmed. I hadn’t expected him to take the joke and run with it. “Hell no, 
Bennett. That’s not right. I’ll never be able to look at a Nutty Buddy the same way again.”

“If we had more time, I’d let her ride me on a bed of cheese puffs.”
I feigned disgust and looked away so I wouldn’t see it if he started to thrust and gyrate the way 

some guys do when they talk about sex. This conversation had gone too far now, but I needed to keep 
it going. My job was to distract Bennett while my cellmate Arn was in one of the other cages having 
his ex’s name inked into a flaming skull on his bicep. Everyone knew I handled Bennett pretty well. I 
could get him riffing on any topic: sci-fi movies, James Patterson novels, President Obama, the escaped 
drug lord who had been on the news for the past few weeks. The C.O. enjoyed talking, and I suspected 
that no one really let him. Once he started going off, I could keep him in front of my cage for an hour, 
having forgotten that he had meant to walk the POD. 

“And you wondered why those bags are filled with more dust than puff. You know they don’t 
come that way from the store.”

I stared at him, pretending to be speechless while I thought up a reply.
“Want to know what she’s like?” he said.
“No,” I said.
“She’s like . . .”
“No,” I said again.
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“ . . . one of those . . . ”
“Stop!”
“ . . . gloves you all use for lifting weights.”
“Too much information,” I said.
“All cracked and sweaty.”
I had to shut him up. “You know what, Bennett?”
“What?” he said.
“Ms. Zita’s a real sweet lady. Hearing you talk about her like that, all I can say is, well, good for 

her. She deserves a little joy in her life, whatever’s left of it. Having a strapping young man like you in 
her bed—well, young to her—that makes me kind of happy.”

There was a pause between us as we stared each other down. It had a tension to it, as if Bennett’s 
mood could go either way. Every second felt like the time between that moment when two cons decide 
they hate each other and when they throw fists, while all of us squeeze our shoulders tighter and stand 
there like walls refusing to step back or let in air.

The C.O. broke first, then my laughter joined his. He bent over as though his gut muscles tore, 
then actually slapped his knee. “Mr. Arbutus, you kill me,” he said. 

I help up my palms as if to calm the situation. “Whoa, whoa, Bennett. Take that back. I don’t 
need you writing me up for murdering a C.O. Wait, is that even a rule?”

He squinted as he thought about it. I knew he had the inmate rulebook memorized and loved 
to threaten us with violations of obscure policies. “Come to think of it,” he said, “it’s not in the book.”

“It’s okay, then, right? We’re good?”
“Wise guy,” he said.
“Just curious is all. You know, for future reference.”
He glanced at his wristwatch as though he suddenly remembered he had forgotten to do 

something, but didn’t recall what. This was a natural place for the conversation to end. I’d have to work 
harder to get him to stay put.

ii.
 

 When the cops came for me, I was sitting in my little blue Ford Escort, staring out the 
passenger’s-side window at the front of an apartment building. My friend Doug had gone in there 
ten or fifteen minutes ago. I knew what he was doing: dropping off some meth that he cooked in an 
abandoned trailer off Route 60 out past the old Waffle House. I didn’t think he’d be stupid enough to 
sell to an informant wearing a wire, though. But I was stupid, too, not realizing that when I gave him 
a lift, I committed a crime the same as if I dealt those drugs myself.

I didn’t do meth, or pain pills, or cocaine. I tried Ecstasy once, but I didn’t like it. It made me 
want to touch people, which left me feeling hopeless because there was no one in the bar that night 
to touch. I hung out in small country-western bars where three or four folks twice my age sat around 
nursing tap beer in mason jars as Hank Williams (Sr.) screeched from the jukebox. Not the right place 
to do X. Good place to drink, though. That was my thing. I liked George Dickel—an inherited taste 
from my grandfather. Whiskey was a nice, safe drug—one not likely to run me afoul of the law as long 
as I didn’t drive home afterward. 

That said, the knock on my Ford’s window more than startled me, jerking me out of my trance. I 
turned to see eight police officers wearing camouflage vests. They stood in the middle of the street with 
weapons aimed at me. If I had looked back the other way, I would’ve seen another ten officers heading 
into the building to collect Doug.

The nearest officer motioned for me to roll my window down. I hit the button, and before the 
glass lowered all the way, he said, “Put your hands on the steering wheel and keep them where I can see 
them. No sudden movements.”
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I did as instructed, too numb to speak.
The officer reached in and unlocked my door, which he opened without lowering his gun. “Any 

weapons in the vehicle?”
“No, sir,” I said, or thought I did, my voice so faint that I might have imagined it.
He leaned forward and grabbed my arm. “Exit the vehicle slowly.”
I did and was thrown roughly to the ground. I grunted and tasted concrete as my hands were 

bound behind my back.
“You’re under arrest for delivery of a controlled substance. Methamphetamine.”
“I didn’t . . .”
“We watched you pull up. We watched your pal get out and go inside. We’ve been waiting for 

you behind those trees for an hour. Everything your pal said and did inside the apartment is on tape. 
I’m going to read you your rights now.”

While he did that, I wasn’t listening. All I could think about was how inept Doug and I must 
have been, not to have seen eighteen police officers hiding in a copse of trees no larger than a gas-station 
parking lot. What a fine pair of criminals we made.

“Do you understand these rights?” he said.
“I . . .” I stopped, gagging on the taste of dirt, gravel, and old motor oil. 
“Do you understand?” he said.
I grunted a word that might have been yes. 
At that moment, I heard Doug shouting obscenities as the cops brought him out the front door. 

Something about the officers’ mothers, I think. Doug never understood that remaining silent was more 
than a right; it was generally good advice. 

iii.
 

 If Bennett figured out what I was doing, he could’ve written me up for compromising an 
officer, a class-I violation which carried a possible loss of good time. I did what I could not to let on, 
because I intended to go home in about three months. I had pleaded my case down from the delivery 
charge to conspiracy, which carried five years flat. In West Virginia, half the sentence got shaved off the 
top for good time. As long as I didn’t lose any, my two and a half years would be up.

Still, I promised I’d keep Bennett occupied as long as possible. Before he went off on that tangent 
about Ms. Zita and the cheese puffs, I had asked, “Hey, Bennett, you ever see anything, you know, 
spooky in here?” It was all I could think of at the time.

Bennett stopped at my cage and stared at me, eyeballs straining over the tiny glasses that barely 
clung to his nose. His lips quivered, then relaxed. “This whole town’s spooky,” he said. “It’s a ghost 
town.” He laughed at his own joke.

“I’m not talking about Rock Haul, West by-God Virginia, Bennett. I mean right here . . . in the 
prison.”

“You want to know if the prison’s haunted?” he said. “I assumed you already found out the 
answer to that on your own.” 

“So, is it? Haunted, I mean?”
“Yeah, yeah it is.” He explained about the commissary and yucked it up.
Time to get him back to the real story. “Seriously, you experienced all that?”
He sucked in a breath as if about to sigh, holding it as he nodded. He looked like a plastic canary 

pecking at its stand. “I’m not the only one. We’ve had officers quit because they said they saw stuff.”
“What kind of stuff?”
“Mists and shadow people. C.O. Burgess on the Security Team called a lockdown once because 

he thought he caught one of you guys trying to escape. He said he spotted a man clear as day on the 
video monitor. He was wearing the prison khakis and everything. Problem is, the guy he thought he 
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saw was inside a locked sally port. When Sgt. Ventura went back and watched the video, he didn’t see 
nothing.”

“That’s crazy,” I said.
Bennett shrugged with his lips. “Meh,” he said. “The sergeant didn’t give him any guff about it. 

He’s seen things, too. But you’ll have to ask him about that. You didn’t hear it from me.”
“Got you.”
“Just like you didn’t hear how Sgt. Ventura screamed and ran out of the armory one night when 

he saw a kid in there.”
“What, like a . . ?”
“Like a kid,” Bennett said. “A flesh-and-blood kid. Only, he vanished when Sgt. Ventura took 

one step toward him.”
“Ain’t that some shit?” I said.
“Like I said, you didn’t hear that from me.”
“So, if commissary was the morgue, what was the armory?”
Bennett took on a wide-eyed, intentionally-creepy look as if telling tales around a campfire. “The 

A.W. Arthur Pediatrics Wing,” he said. From the wink he gave, I thought he might have been fucking 
with me. “Bunch of cancer kids. Lot of cancer around the mines when they were up and running. 
You got all the chemicals they used to use, and you got the acid drainage still oozing out from the 
abandoned shafts. The streams have been a mess for decades. Used to be folks would straight-pipe their 
sewage right into the creeks. Still a little of that out in the hollers. You get out of here, you head over 
to Jamison’s Run. You’ll see. Nastiest creek I ever witnessed. It’s sort of nightcrawler brown most of the 
way, but when it breaks around a rock, you’ll see streaks of orange from the mine drainage going one 
way and greenish yellow from the—well, you know—going the other.”

“That’s gross, Bennett. Why’d you tell me that? I’m gonna have nightmares about that shit.”
“But not the ghosts?” he said.
“Don’t believe in ghosts.”
“Then why we talking about all this?”
“Curious, that’s all. I heard stuff. People talking. They said what you said about the morgue. 

Doesn’t mean I believe any of it. Wanted to know what you knew. Thought you might have some 
insights.”

“Well, you should believe it,” he said.
“Why’s that?”
“You’re living on POD 2C.”
“So?”
“You never asked what POD 2C used to be?”
“Okay, I’ll bite. What was it?”
“Sanitorium.” 
“What’s that mean?” I asked.
“TB ward. All kinds of tuberculosis cases when the mines were booming. A lot of folks that 

ended up in the morgue spent their dying time here. If there’s a ghost in this prison, you’re gonna see 
it face to face.”

iv.
 

 My friend Doug blew himself up while he was out on bond. He couldn’t wait to get back to 
that abandoned trailer and cook more meth. He never told me how it did it, but I gathered from news 
reports that he had some sort of shake-and-bake lab set up. He skipped a step, let the pressure get too 
high or, knowing Doug, decided to smoke a cigarette while the trailer was full of gas. One second he 
was there; the next, he was everywhere. 
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I heard about it on the news while stuck in court-mandated pretrial rehab. That felt weird 
enough. People around me worked their twelve-step programs, discussed all the wrongs they did to 
others, and invoked their higher powers, begging to be guided away from temptation, and there I was, 
saying, “I’m Terry A., and I tried X once. I didn’t like it.” I guess I could’ve talked about my alcohol 
problem, but it had nothing to do with my charges and never got me in any trouble, so really I had no 
problem with that problem.

When I saw the news about Doug, it was after I sat through an hour’s worth of this surfer-
looking counselor explaining to our first-step class what the word powerless meant, while I shook my 
head and tried to stay awake. When it ended, I went out to the smoking area and bummed a USA Gold 
off an older woman with an oxycodone habit. I filled my lungs, then headed into the dayroom to search 
for something on TV.  

The noon news was on, and the first thing I heard was the short, dark-haired reporter mentioning 
Doug’s name. “Pratt was out on bond after an arrest last month on distribution charges,” she said. 
“Neighbors were startled by the 3 a.m. explosion, which rattled windows and spewed a chemical scent 
into the air. The ones we interviewed said they had no idea there was a meth lab practically in their 
back yard.”

My first reaction: I wanted to call the TV station and say, “Bullshit.” That trailer had five hundred 
feet of trees between it and anybody’s back yard. But yellow journalism was a scapegoat for me. It kept 
me from facing the real story: my childhood friend Douglas Pratt had turned himself into a bottle 
rocket, whistling through the sky and ending with a loud, unwelcome pop. I hadn’t even gotten the 
chance to tell him, “Fuck you for getting me arrested, Doug.” He beat his charges and left me to take 
the rap for both of us.

v.
 

 If I were to see a ghost, it would’ve been Doug. It’d be just like him to follow me all the way to 
the penitentiary. But if that happened, it meant I was haunted, not the prison.

Yet Bennett swore the place kept phantoms as if they were pets. He said the warden heard 
screaming once when no one was being beaten. A city councilwoman asked whose adorable child she 
had seen playing jacks outside the armory, though of course no one brought their kids to work at a place 
like this. Then there were those shadow people that employees saw at their peripherals. Bennett said the 
only person he knew who hadn’t seen them was Ms. Zita. “But she’s almost blind in one eye,” he said, 
“and she never senses cold spots like the rest of us because she says she’s always freezing on the inside.”

I had stalled Bennett for forty-five minutes, letting him tell ghosts stories. That was long enough. 
He could do his cell checks now. If Arn’s tattoo wasn’t finished, someone else would be down there 
to yell “Fire!” and warn the artist to hide his gear. The most Bennet would see would be a blur at his 
peripherals. 

We were the shadow people here: insignificant phantasms that staffers secretly were afraid of, but 
laughed about when they thought none of us were listening. The cons were the chain-rattlers, fiends 
with foul breath stinking up the night. That included me. I gave a friend a ride once, and I was an 
honorary ghoul because of it. The khaki prison uniform made monsters of us all.

* * * * * *
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Tamara	Miles

Dado’s Breakfast, A Brief Tale

All morning, Dado’s ears were filled with jazz. Jazz as he ate his bountiful breakfast of fried egg 
with green hot sauce, brown sugared bacon, buttered toast, and cinnamon apples. Jazz with 
his Bloody Mary. The music countered his ordinariness, he felt as he tasted an apple, wishing 
the plate never emptied. This jazz was chaotic . . . it darted everywhere in frantic spurts of half-
revealed meaning. 

In his soft crimson robe, Dado rode on the back of the saxophone notes through fields of basil 
and thyme. A faded begonia plucked up and swore to grow. 

The dog, Banjo, disappointed in getting no share of egg, leapt down from his bench and cursed 
a growl. Dado knew he was greedy and caught a whiff of his own shame, but there was nothing 
to be done about it now. The cocktail would ease his mind. The jazz belted out, noisier now, 
and more reckless than before. Banjo was back to lick his lips of imagined bacon. 

Dado put his hands together and twiddled his thumbs toward him so they traced the insides 
of his palms, which he found reassuring. 

He stopped to look at his fingernails. They were growing, so yes, he was not yet too old to 
swagger and fold himself into the arms of a woman with a eucalyptus candle burning by her 
bed. 

He memorized the way in the dark long ago. He couldn’t spend the night for she lived by a 
code of solitude, broken only for occasional sex. He would go home with the moon, sniffing 
at his hands that carried the scent of her. The music began to annoy him with its caterwauling. 

At Sula’s, there would be a blanket of violin and piano. She did not love him but he made good 
company. I’ll	have	egg	again	tomorrow, he	 thought,	and	hot	 sauce	 to	make	up	 for	her	coolness. 
Banjo lay down at his feet in agreement, sharing both his hope and sadness, for tomorrow there 
would be no apples.

* * *
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Ecosystems

Earth, saturated. Water flows downhill,
fish in queue for hiding places. Common, bluntnose,
or golden shiner,

Brook and brown trout, creek chub,
Fall fish, food for mink and great blue heron.

Young boys with their fathers
gather minnows with question marks,
happy to fish-watch by a giant sycamore
that shields a yellow-throated warbler.

“Look at your fish,” said the famous scientist
Aggaziz to his bewildered students, offering
little else for instruction. 

On the rainforest floor, streams fetch
cherry barb females,
nestled away from males who harass them
during breeding season.

Mom, asked my daughter years ago, 
Are	you	always	stalked	in	Walmart?

Back then, I think I may have seemed
quite a catch, full of myself to the brim.

Now I am in the queue at Walmart,
hiding behind a tabloid. Headline:
Fish	With	a	Human	Face	Found	in	China.

* * *
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They Say the Stars Have Music, Too

I’ll	sail	upon	the	Dog	Star,
and	then	pursue	the	morning
—Thomas D’Urfey

A trombone drops into my lap—
early morning Albrechtsberger.

Concerto—blackberry whole notes
ripen in the obsidian
and burst.

My mouth is full of seeds,
my wool-scratch thoughts scattered
galactic.

Atop a keystone star, I peer
at a sleeping dog. 

His dreams twitch,
carved like me
from a spiral galaxy,
riding a crescendo.

Whomever I kiss now
will find his arms are vines,
climbing every night
the luminous scale
to try and reach me,
jealously guarded by Sirius,
who plucks with glad growls
the fruit from my fingers,
but cannot stop me singing.

* * * * * *
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Timothy	Vilgiate

Rivers of the Mind
[A Novel]

“Purify	the	colors,	purify	my	mind
Spread	the	ashes	of	the	colors

over	this	earth	of	mine”
—Arcade Fire, “Neighborhood #1 (Tunnels),” 2004.

Chapter 18:
Meagan

i.	

The house beside us continued to fall apart, the rear crumbling into the pit. We heard sirens 
echoing across the hills, and the approaching sounds of helicopters come to survey the damage stalked 
closer and closer. Eventually, one of the terrible steel birds began to float above the house, descending 
upon us and kicking up clouds of dust. I shielded my eyes. This	is	terrifying	in	the	Mushroom	language.	
It	has	no	sense	of	how	to	describe	it	other	than	a	dreadful	anger	at	the	helicopter	itself.	I	feel	myself	tempted	
to	launch	a	strike	of	purple	lightning	at	the	invader	and	its	strange	heretical	magic.	But I did not, since 
the dominant, English part of my brain still recognized, ultimately, that there were people in that 
helicopter, and that they shouldn’t be struck by lightning.

But still, I hated the thing. We all hated the thing. It was a monster made of pure noise and 
metal, reeking of exhaust fumes, turning the earth into a hurricane, slowly churning and chopping until 
it landed in the field with its long dancing blades; an olive green helicopter with dark-tinted window 
eyes that seemed to grin sadistically at me, Gerry, and his family. We formed a huddled mass of crying, 
beshroomed faces. 

To gain some sense of composure, I withdrew us gently from the Mushroom language, and 
unsteadily brought myself to stand on my own two legs. I faced the helicopter and tried to make sense 
of it. But still, it was a machine. A dead creature without language, its intentions uncertain. Within,	I	
can	feel	minds	observing	us	with	a	callous	and	numb	ecstasy,	mixed	with	wordless	layers	of	astonished	fear.	
Another pair of helicopters passed overhead, making a ring around the sinkhole. Far away, I could 
discern trucks on the horizon, coming towards us, their intentions unknown.

From out of the helicopter stepped a woman, a short and slender African-American woman 
with a touch-screen tablet in her hands, a barely perceptible light coming off her skin. I rubbed my eyes, 
thinking it was a hallucination, but no, the aura was still there, a color that straddled the space between 
violet and ultraviolet, peeling off of her skin and into the atmosphere around her. 

Shutting her eyes, the woman gave off a pulse of invisible light, before turning to a man inside 
of the helicopter. “Get him help. I think he had a fall,” she commanded, pointing at Gerry, studying us 
with suspicion and mystified curiosity. Her	mind	dances	between	English	and	an	extension	of	a	language	
I	do	not	recognize	nor	comprehend,	a	language	of	numbers	and	letters	that	flutters	about	like	loose	paper,	
and	comes	together	in	a	mass	of	cobwebs	in	which	all	she	sees	is	captured,	known,	and	dissected	effortlessly.	
But	even	that	has	its	limitations.	The	physics	she	now	confronts	differ	vastly	from	the	Earthly	physics	she	has	
learned	so	well.

She keyed her attention onto me, her eyes shifting in color and her aura fluctuating in its 
brightness as she assessed what had happened to me. I	freeze,	feeling	all	the	secret	workings	of	my	organs	
and	enzymes	and	molecules	and	particles	being	mapped	and	charted,	stretching	the	boundaries	of	her	language	
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and	her	cognition.	Gulping, she looked down at the tablet, scrawling a note. I didn’t see what she wrote, 
but	I	feel	that	as	she	writes	it,	her	nerves	shiver	with	the	realization	that	our	minds	wear	clothes	cut	from	the	
same cloth. The woman came towards me uncertainly, a	mystified	fear	welling	up	from	inside	her	spine	as	
she	cautiously	drafts	in	her	mind	the	words	she	might	speak.

 “My name is Dr. Whitebalm,” she said. “I’m here to help you. Are you okay?”
“Okay?” I repeated. “Alright. Okay, I mean. Fine. Good. Doing well. Yourself? You? How are 

you?”
Squinting at the bizarre, chanting quality of my voice, Whitebalm studied me closer, trying	to	

produce	a	magnetic	fingerprint	of	my	brain.	She	sees	that	it	is	alive	with	activity.
 “Are you under the influence of any drugs?”
“I—I . . .” I stopped myself from shouting at her defiantly: “I am the influence of drugs, lady.” 

I nodded instead, not yet trusting her. She was a scientist after all, and I had become her project almost 
immediately. A knowing silence fell between us.

ii.

“Have you been by the sleeper yet?” Jane, one of the nurses, asked. 
   “No, I’ve been busy over here,” another answered.

“There’s something weird about him.”
“Well, yeah, have you seen his vitals?”
“No, no, no. Whenever I walk by him, it’s like I—I—I don’t know how to explain it. He’s . . . ”
“Don’t get too paranoid, Jane. You’re just getting superstitious.”
“Don’t you think it’s strange that they . . . ” Jane looked back over her shoulder to see that I 

was listening to their whispers. The other nurse raised her eyebrows at her, smirking at her for being so 
careless.

I wanted to see John, but I hadn’t been allowed to get up from my station. They had taken us to 
a line of tents, a field hospital set up in a manic frenzy to evacuate anyone who had been affected by the 
disaster. Doctors paced the halls like white, frenzied ghosts with grey, pistol-shaped radiation detectors, 
scrawling frantic notes, as nurses read our vital signs and asked us penetrating and enveloping questions 
about our diets, our prescriptions, and our medical conditions. 

“What did you see?” I was asked more times than I could count, by soldiers I knew to be only 
dressed as doctors. 

“Nothing,” I responded in as many ways as I could tear from the depths of the English 
language. Though the tongue still felt a cage, I kept myself there, intent on sheltering the secrets of the 
Mushrooms from these strangers. 

The scene was so manic it bordered on absurd. Various ranks of soldiers and stern-looking 
men advised all the unwitting patients that someone had been building what they suspected was a dirty 
bomb in the area. Most knew they were lying. Once the doctors discerned that this or that person had 
not been exposed to radiation, they were allowed to leave. The press corps waited for them, bombarding 
them immediately with questions. All responses almost certainly matched the official narrative.

An eerie quiet came about the tent once the screenings had concluded, accompanied only by a 
faint wind blowing over the canvas roof. I sat up in my bed, bored with the terror of this frenzied scene, 
and looked over to the table, where the nurse had left my chart. I studied my own vital signs with a 
disinterested glare. My heart rate: 72. My blood pressure: 130 over 84. My insulin was alright. I was a 
21-year-old female, exposed to . . . critical levels of the stuff, whatever it was, not that I cared anymore.

iii.

Hours passed. By mid-afternoon, only those exposed to significant amounts of radiation 
remained; all the other patients had left. With every second, I grew more and more uncertain about 
what was going on.

Dr. Whitebalm sat cross-legged next to a man in a digital camouflage uniform, which seemed 
to squirm in the light with invisible caterpillars. I was directly across from them, studying the creases in 
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their eyelids and the movements of their hands to try and trace the trajectory of their minds, trying to 
anticipate what was to come next, for the sake of my own survival. 

Vivid	images	of	firing	squads	and	cruel	experiments	shoot	between	the	neurons	in	my	brain.	I could 
not tell for certain if I were reading their minds, or just anxious as shit. Everything was a giant fucking 
trip and I was fucking done with it. How long had it been? Four hours? Six hours? I was done with it, 
however fucking long it had been. But it wasn’t wearing off any time soon, and enough time spent in 
this English language had left me cynically aware of all of its edges, all the colors it could not describe, 
all the emotions its grammar and vocabulary had paved over since its inception, all the paradoxes and 
contradictions behind my every thought, the meaningless of everything. These alien faces gave me 
something to cling to at the very least, perpetuating the idea of uncovering some deep secret, but I 
knew even if I did, it would do fuck all for anyone. The futility of this eventually got to me, and I chose, 
somewhere between terror and paranoia, blatant indifference.

iv.

“Are we gonna go around the circle and introduce ourselves or something? I’m too fucking 
drunk for this,” asked one man.

Dr. Whitebalm shot him an icy and penetrating glare. “Sure, we can go ahead and do that. It 
might make this a little less scary for everyone. Don’t you think, Colonel?”

“Sure,” the Colonel said, with an indifference that rivaled my own. I wrinkled my nose at him, 
gritting my teeth. Asshole. You think you’re indifferent? I’ll show you. I closed my eyes briefly in order 
to embrace the void within so that I could uncover new and exciting ways to be completely indifferent.

“My name is Dr. Whitebalm, and I am a quantum physicist at Texas A&M, attached to the 
DoD’s Deep Space Exploration Initiative.”

“Fuck, man, am I gonna be an astronaut or some shit?” asked the drunk man.
“If you could manage to be quiet while we do this, it would be more than appreciated.” 
The drunk man scoffed. I sighed at the drunk man, envious of his numbness, a	numbness	which	

envelops	him.	The	language	in	his	head	is	one	of	death,	fermentation,	unfeeling	nihilism	which	I	cannot	hope	
to	grasp	nearly	so	well.	A	stumbling	anesthesia,	through	which	words	could	hardly	penetrate.	The	chemical	
cocktail	in	his	brain	comes	from	a	richness	that	has	decayed	over	an	ineffably	long	times,	and	now	lingers	
in	a	dead,	crackling	fire.	Shutting	my	eyes,	the	entity	makes	itself	known	to	me.	A	wispy,	consuming	flame,	
unthinking	and	unfeeling.	

I opened my eyes again, in sadness, the wall of apathy around me crumbling. I loved these 
people. I wanted to love them. I did not want to be indifferent to their pain, no matter how pointless 
I felt it was to care for them.

“I am Colonel Imes. I am the head of the military side of that project.”
Gerry, wincing with pain, cleared his throat. “My name’s, uh, Gerry Parker. I’m a, um, I take 

care of some cows. Play the mandolin. Love Donald Trump, Jesus Christ, and good American bluegrass 
music.”
 “And I’m Cassandra. Also a proud Christian. Proud American. Thank you for your service.”

Dr. Whitebalm eyed her up and down, a faint smile briefly visible on her cheeks as their eyes 
met. “Nice to meet you both. And who are you?” she asked the eldest child. 

“I’m Gerry Junior. I like Minecraft.”
“Jessica. I’m reading Charlie	Bone.”
“Peter. I’m in fifth grade and she’s my mom,” the youngest child says, pointing at Cassandra.
All eyes in the room now turned to me. I took a very deep breath and opened my mouth: “Myself  

. . . me . . . personally . . . I . . . my name . . . is . . . Meagan. I . . . am . . . feeling very anxious about all 
this,” I managed, looking down in embarrassment. 

The other two people introduced themselves next. A pale and unhappy-looking woman with 
raggedy hair and frenzied eyes named Maureen, who worked as a librarian at the public library. Then 
the drunk guy named Bobby loudly asked if Maureen was supposed to be a boy’s name, and then 
slurred something about the Dallas Cowboys, the government, and how bad his head hurt.

Satisfied that we had all introduced ourselves, and quickly beginning to forget all of our names, 
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Colonel Imes crossed his hands and began to debrief us. “Dr. Whitebalm and I have decided to use a 
policy of full disclosure with you. Dr. Whitebalm is working with us on . . . well, I’m sure she could 
explain it much better than I could,” he said, as he knew absolutely nothing about what Dr. Whitebalm 
was studying, apart from the fact that she received tons and tons of government money every year to 
study it. He cleared his throat, probably thinking he did that so smoothly, even though he did not. 

He continued: “At about 1 p.m. today, an energetic anomaly appeared over the Topaz Hills 
neighborhood, leading Dr. Whitebalm to conduct a test of a device intended to measure and understand 
these anomalies, which we suspected may have a great deal to do with . . . ” He tried to remember what 
Dr. Whitebalm had told him, but he did not remember any of it, and was too embarrassed by this fact 
to ask her to explain it to them. “Some of the things at work with deep space exploration. Unexpectedly, 
the anomaly rapidly intensified, creating a burst of energy which created a sinkhole in the fragile 
limestone rock on which the Topaz Hills neighborhood was built, save a few homes built on exposed 
granite,” he finished, proud that he had managed to remember at least one unmangled fragment of 
what Dr. Whitebalm had told him. 

His more well-informed counterpart took over for him. “It is difficult to explain to laypeople. 
I was also exposed to similar amounts of radiation as you and, from what we can tell, it is essentially 
non-lethal. That doesn’t mean that it has no effect, however. We need to monitor all of you in order to 
be sure you are safe.”

“What exactly does that entail?” asked Maureen, clutching her arms over her stomach as her 
anxiety crept up on her.
  “You’ll just be with us for a little bit. Due to the very secretive nature of our work, we need to 
keep you out of the public eye. We will provide you with housing, accommodations, and medical care 
free of charge for two weeks until we can be certain that you will not develop complications. Once you 
are released, you will sign a non-disclosure agreement, walk away, and forget everything you may have 
seen or heard about the Deep Space Exploration Initiative, or the Horizon One Base.”
  “So this is a cover-up,” Maureen said. “All of this. That’s why you’re telling everyone it was a 
dirty bomb. That’s why you’re keeping us with you.”
  “Yes, it is a cover-up. You can look at it that way. But, bear in mind, even though this is a purely 
scientific endeavor, the technology we are developing is capable of leveling a medium-sized city if it falls 
into the wrong hands, as you all have just seen. Maybe worse. But if it succeeds, we would be leading 
the way with exploring the entire known universe. Manned missions to Mars, the moons of Jupiter, the 
rings of Saturn. Other galaxies, even. If you let us work with you, you could be saving astronauts’ lives 
from whatever you’ve been affected by today.” 
  “But we don’t have a choice, do we?”

Dr. Whitebalm winced, studying Maureen carefully, trying	 to	 dissect	 her	 brain	 and	 body.	
Outwardly,	everything	seemed	normal.	But	she	wasn’t	sure	she	could	trust	it.	Only	I	seemed	to	have	been	
impacted	as	profoundly	as	she	had,	but	there	was	no	way	of	knowing	for	sure.

“I . . . Now, Maureen, you seem like a very intelligent woman, and I’m sure that you can—”
“No. No, you do not have a choice. This is a matter of national security,” interrupted the 

Colonel. Maureen seemed to understand, at least outwardly. National security, after all, was at stake.

v.

The Deep Space Exploration lab was located miles underground, behind a park that all the 
people in town knew as Blackberry Creek. Growing up, it was the stuff of local urban legends, a place 
that kids dared each other to try to look at from the surrounding hills. Nominally, it was a water 
treatment facility, but some water treatment facility it was—surrounded by electric fences, with armed 
guards seen from time to time in the name of counterterrorism—located in a dense forest filled with 
security cameras, more befitting a prison than anything else. Local mythology held that in the old days, 
back in the ’50s and ’60s, they’d run mind control experiments for the CIA deep within its walls.

As we neared the entrance tunnel, I	feel	screams	and	moans	echoing	off	its	fresh	painted	walls.	
When they built it, they’d concealed the tunnel under the building, keeping it well out of view of even 
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satellites. A tram drew us deeper and deeper into the icy blackness of the laboratory, its stuttering gears 
producing a sound that rippled in austere, geometric shapes against the walls.

They showed us to our quarters, and took John to a lone hospital bed where he lay, hands 
crossed over his chest, breathing heavily with his eyes closed. I found my way from my room to his, and 
I sat down next to him. It was all too familiar to me. My grandma had hardly spoken the last few times 
I visited her, so I was used to the silence of hospitals—a silence which seemed to burst with activity, 
with voices everywhere but where you were, curving around you and eroding you into an island, where 
nothing truly existed but you and that faint, constant beeping—reminding you that the person you 
were with had a still-beating heart but little else—reminding you where you were and why, as you sat 
in silence, watching, wishing they could speak, compassionate but helpless, utterly and profoundly still. 

vi.

I’d only really met John twice, although we’d met in dreams before we met in person. Sure, 
a friendship had built up, but that didn’t explain why I was so profoundly troubled by his condition. 
Something was at work here, something awful. I closed my eyes. 

Inside	his	mind,	two	languages	are	waging	war	over	a	muted	and	dampened	English	subconscious.	
The	first	 language	manifests	 as	 fractalized,	 kaleidoscopic	 rotating	pyramids	 and	 spheres	made	 of	 of	 light,	
spreading	in	a	panoptic	resonance	across	the	surface	of	the	earth.	LSD,	or	I	suppose	one	of	many	versions	of	
it.	In	this	language,	the	trace,	the	distant	memory,	of	its	multiplicitous	forms	has	been	encoded	through	an	
outwardly	simple	pattern—it	sits	in	the	bellies	of	fishes	in	the	sea,	and	awakens	their	minds	to	the	fragility	
of	the	universe;	it	lingers	in	the	seeds	of	unborn	flowers	so	as	to	teach	them	the	ways	of	the	sky;	it	dances	with	
the	grasses	of	the	field	so	that	every	fiber	becomes	a	pillar	holding	up	the	heavens.	In	all	of	these,	the	spirit	has	
formed	an	alliance	against	the	Beyond,	acting	as	a	common	language	which	spans	continents,	resurrecting	
across	evolutionary	timelines,	constantly	changing	forms	and	finding	new	bodies	to	inhabit.

But	the	other	language—the	invader—in	my	eyes,	it	appears	to	be	a	great	white	flower,	one	that	
pulls	against	my	memories	and	against	my	body’s	senses	so	that	I	feel	myself	shrinking.	I	feel	myself	drawn	to	
the	center	of	the	flower,	watching	my	memories	unlatch	themselves,	come	untied	like	balloons,	then	float	into	
the	Beyond.	The	longer	I	stand	before	the	language,	the	more	it	deadens	my	own	attachment	to	time.	I	feel	
my	personality,	my	identity,	as	a	distinctly	far	away	entity,	locked	somewhere	in	my	skeletal	muscles	and	deep	
brain	stem,	leaving	me	alone	to	a	dreamlike	chaos.	

As	the	language	pulls	me	in,	I	press	against	it,	learning	its	layout,	its	grammar,	rapidly	absorbing	
its	vocabulary.	This	amuses	it.	Am	I	a	white	flower?	The	flower	laughs,	and	pulls	away,	realizing	that	it	has	
no	power	over	me.	The	two	of	us	rapidly	become	equals,	and	their	name	comes	up	from	the	depths	of	my	own	
ancestral	memory:	the	Nodding	Flowers.	They	are	cosmic	jesters,	angels	of	death,	agents	of	remembrance	and	
forgetting.	Transdimensional,	unfixed	in	time,	dead	and	undying.	Filled	with	secrets,	their	minds	form	an	
ever-shifting	labyrinth.	Their	designs	of	empire	on	the	universe	we	know	predicates	itself	on	their	invisibility.	
That	I	know	their	language	at	all,	that	I	can	recognize	them,	brings	them	terror.	

And	they	have	John.
“Let	him	go,”	I	command,	in	the	language	of	white	flowers,	speaking	in	words	which	shift	across	eons	

like	water	poured	down	a	thousand	pipes.	
In	response,	someone	grabs	me	by	the	shoulder.	A	teenager	in	a	grey	hoodie	appears	in	the	room	before	

me,	his	eyes	bloodshot,	his	yellowed,	grimy	teeth	smiling	with	a	bezerk	intensity.	He	holds	John’s	neck	in	a	
chain.		

“Let	him	go?”	asks	the	teenager.	“Are	you	sure	you’re	ready	for	me	to	do	that?”	
I	tremble,	gritting	my	teeth,	and	clinging	to	the	sides	of	the	chair,	unable	to	speak,	and	unsure	of	

what	he	means.	
John	 sits	up	 in	his	bed,	 eyes	 still	 shut.	The	boy	flickers	 in	and	out	of	 reality;	he	decomposes	and	

recomposes	seemingly	at	random.	He	leans	down,	taking	my	hair	into	his	hand,	sniffing	it.	I	want	to	jerk	
away,	but	I	can’t.

We	are	inside	my	mind—the	transition	has	been	seamless,	but	I	am	quickly	aware	of	it.	
Still	in	his	language,	I	close	my	eyes,	and	fold	in	on	myself,	becoming	lost	in	an	abyss.	The	hospital	

room,	a	lonely	outpost	in	the	blackness,	shines	down	below	me,	where	I	see	the	imagined	scene	displayed.	
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The	boy’s	face,	bigger	than	the	horizon,	suddenly	appears	above	me.	He	is	holding	a	pencil,	sketching	
out	the	details	of	our	present	reality.	I	see	the	hospital	room	copy	itself,	dividing	like	a	cell	until	it	fills	what	
looks	like	an	infinite	piece	of	graph	paper.

I	crash	back	down	into	the	hospital	room—the	first	version	of	it,	I	think,	that	I	had	been	in—and	
creep	up	behind	the	boy.	Drawing	from	the	language	of	white	flowers,	I	reach	out	my	hands,	feeling	them	
grow	and	stretch	until	they	become	sharpened	claws,	as	long	as	butcher	knives,	and	I	drag	them	down	his	
back.	Screaming	in	pain,	he	falls	over,	leaving	a	pool	of	blood	on	the	floor	of	the	hospital	room.	

A	response	comes	quickly	from	a	parallel	timeline.	He	emerges	from	the	door	and	pushes	me	through	
the	wall.	This	sends	me	backwards	into	another	version	of	the	same	hospital	room,	where	the	boy	sits	ready	
with	a	knife.	As	I	suffer	a	temporary	death,	my	vision	explodes	in	light	for	a	moment	before	I	find	myself	
again	above	the	infinite	hospital	rooms,	drawing	down	on	them.	The	timeline	has	looped	back	again.	

As	I	start	to	fall,	I	reach	into	his	language,	understanding	the	devices	through	which	he	has	drawn	
this	hospital	room	into	infinity.	My	body	expands	so	that	it	reaches	the	size	of	a	planet,	looking	down	onto	
the	surface	of	his	consciousness,	which	hovers	over	the	ever-evolving	surface	of	the	hospital	room.	I	duplicate	
his	efforts	and,	in	doing	so,	duplicate	my	own,	so	that	we	now	fight	against	all	possible	versions	of	all	possible	
rooms.	Outside	of	my	head,	I	feel	a	huge	metal	block	rear	down	against	me,	a	sledge	hammer,	knocking	out	
my	teeth	and	sending	me	to	the	floor,	suddenly	back	into	the	only	hospital	room	of	which	I	am	aware.

Before	he	can	deliver	a	killing	blow,	another	version	of	myself	falls	down	from	the	sky,	shooting	him	
with	purple	lightning.	The	final	copy	of	my	mind	pulls	me	in,	until	I	forget	that	I	had	ever	been	apart	from	
it,	and	the	graph	paper	begins	closing	in	on	itself,	until	layer	upon	layer	of	reality	becomes	exposed	and	pulls	
away	from	me	on	an	ever-shifting	magic	carpet	of	graph	paper.	

He	grins,	projecting	an	image	into	my	mind	by	hijacking	John’s	powers.	I	see	a	world	destroyed	by	fire	
and	radiation,	torn	into	an	unreality	by	the	Beyond.	The	ghosts	of	the	fallen	rise	up	like	translucent	shadows	
to	rebuild	smoldering	cities	according	to	the	teenager’s	command.	All	 sentient	 life	begins	to	 fall	across	 the	
galaxy,	across	the	universe,	replaced	only	by	ghosts	and	the	ashes	over	which	they	toiled.	

John	stands	by	his	side,	his	eyes	glowing	bright	white,	watching	over	the	ghosts.	I	stand	on	his	other	
side,	a	minister	of	war,	helping	him	subjugate	the	universe.	

But	it	is	easy	for	him	to	see	that	I	will	remain	an	enemy—he	can	neither	sway	me	to	his	side,	nor	
defeat	me.	I	am	the	one	obstacle	he	faces	to	at	last	becoming	a	god.	One	way	or	another,	he	will	kill	me.	And	
if	he	has	it	his	way,	he	will	do	so	slowly.

vii.

       “Meagan? Meagan, are you okay?” Dr Whitebalm asked me from the door, as I switched from 
the language of the white flowers back into English. Standing up from my chair, I awkwardly teetered 
back and forth as I regained an uncertain grasp on my muscular system once again, becoming conscious 
of my body piece by piece. How long had it been? It felt like hours—days even—that I had been 
stretched across the possible iterations of the psychic battle, yet the clock above the hospital bed showed 
only a few minutes had passed. She’d seen it, perhaps detecting in the air whatever strange anomalies 
were occurring. 

I nodded, nervously. 
“Just visiting your friend?” she asked. Her eyes filled with suspicion and paranoia, but also a 

genuine and passionate scientific curiosity. She knew she was no longer alone.
“Yes, I was.”
Without saying another word, she drew the door shut behind her. 
“What do you want?” I asked.

       “We need to talk.”

* * * * * *
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Judih	Haggai

The Channeler

Faded khaki backpack
sliding off slim shoulders

“Dear ones, do not fear . . .”

emaciated specter
rasping portents

“Arise. Have faith. Believe.
All is for a purpose . . .”

A shudder, a thud
A heap on the sidewalk

His message
etched in our minds

* * *
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poems everywhere
carvings in the clouds
whispers in branches

* * *

day for miracles
come on world if you don’t mind

smile in new places

* * *

exotic soft rugs
cushion each step

towards the unknown

* * *
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personal research
laughter conquers nervous fear

hug solves loneliness

* * *

beyond visible
a fresh pathway discovered

collective courage

* * *

so very clear
spontaneous life-force

bright side of nighttime

* * *
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out of the past
a flower blooms anew

within my heart

* * *

now more than ever
kindness and tolerance

with an open heart

* * *

so many options
brand new morning winks hello

let’s dance as partners

* * * * * *
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Nathan	D.	Horowitz

Between Lago Agrio and Quito
[Travel Journal]

	 Man	Playing	God, says the headline of the El	Comercio newspaper in the Café D’Marco in Lago 
Agrio, where I’m having lunch. In the photo, which echoes Michelangelo’s painting of God giving life 
to Adam, a bearded British scientist poses eye-to-eye with Dolly the sheep, whom he cloned. 

I took a bus from Quito to Lago last night. Heading back into the jungle soon to teach more 
English to the kids in San Pablo. 

Milton from Tortuga Tours just stopped by. He’s the cook who was riding with us when we saw 
the truck crash, the one who scooped up the dead chicken afterward. 

After glancing at the headline of the newspaper, Man	Playing	God, Milton bonked me on the 
head with a cardboard box he was holding. 

“Little gringo!” he said. “How’s it hangin’?”
“Fine, Milton. What are you up to?”
“Being a lazy fuckhead. Want to come to a whorehouse with me tonight?” 
“No, thanks. I’m too tired.”
“Too bad. Hey, remember that first guy we saw at the accident, the one who walked away with 

blood running down his head ’cause he smashed the windshield with it?”
“Yeah?”
“He died in the hospital the next day.”
“Caramba. Always wear a seatbelt.” 
“Yeah. All right, I’m off.” 
“Take it easy.” We shook hands and he plodded away, weighed down by the weight in his balls. 

They must have felt like bowling balls in the front of his shorts.
Nearby, now, a mustached guy wearing flip-flops smiles and smokes a cigarette as he builds 

shelves. Here on Vicente Rocafuerte Street, the buildings have second floors jutting out ten feet over 
the sidewalk to create an arcade / rain shelter / space for tables on the sidewalk / workshop for shelves. 
It keeps folks dry in the rain and cool in the sun.

What am I doing in Lago again? Walking around in the warmth and cool breeze and fresh fish 
smell. I (will	myself	not	to) feel lonely. With me are my eternal companions: Bright Yellow Sun, Clear 
Blue Sky, and Broad Dark Earth. 

Huge,	delicate	clouds	ride	the	high	air
like	disembodied	female	orgasms.
A	TV	antenna	sways	in	the	wind.
Two	hundred	fifty	Buddhist	onions
meditate	on	a	cloth	on	the	sidewalk
outside	a	dry	goods	store.

In Quito this past week: lots of people, lots of fun. Here: big black guys carrying huge stuffed 
sacks from the backs of trucks into buildings. Poor people trying hard to sell things to each other. A 
siren goes off, ambulance or police, babbling, delirious, wailing in tongues. A hammer and chisel ring 
on concrete. Wet basketball shoes squish, squish, squish on the pavement. Keys jingle as a stately black 
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lady in a bright orange blouse strolls by. “Go ga ya ya,” observes a toddler, checking out passersby 
from where she sits on the blanket behind the Buddhist onions, giving voice to perception, developing 
language.

A pretty girl in a yellow T-shirt looked at me and walked away. I watched the side of her face 
until I couldn’t anymore, then the flip of her shoulder-length straight brown hair. I hold her image 
in my mind, then release it into the ancient Greek palace of this clean, white notebook page—a page 
within whose word-walls I become lost as soon as I build them, like a clueless Daedalus. But in a corner 
of this written labyrinth, I meet Pretty Girl in Yellow T-Shirt. She embraces me, and kisses me and, 
before long, she transforms herself into Pretty Girl Without Yellow T-Shirt.

A white guy from the coast calls out with his funny accent to his friends, the black ladies of 
the fish market. A little mestiza girl minds her mom’s grilled plantain stand, drinking in Pepsi with her 
mouth and people with her eyes. 

Outside the Café Labirinto in Quito last night, holding a beer, my friend Mauro was mellow, 
wearing a tiny pair of glasses, two centimeters across, made of copper wire, with blue enamel lenses, 
perched on the bridge of his nose. Good old Mauro. While tall, blonde Amanda from the US exclaimed 
how ugly the short, thin palm spine transfixing my septum was, Mauro smiled behind his tiny glasses 
and said nothing. 

Ah,	Amanda, I thought. Too	bad	you	have	such	nice	legs!	See, on Friday night, she and I headed 
up out of Guapulo and down to the Pobre Diablo for a concert by an Argentinian rock band, Los	Padres	
del	Desierto, the Desert Fathers. She was wearing tights and a miniskirt. This detail is important for 
what comes next. As we walked past the Universidad Católica down Avenida Doce de Octubre toward 
Avenida Amazonas and the tourist district, she said, “I’m so fed up with the way men treat women! It’s 
always the same!” I listened attentively, hoping to erode even a tiny bit of my ignorance. She was using 
me as a sounding board, not accusing me. I felt privileged. Usually, women ranted at me about these 
things, not to me. 

“When a guy wants to sleep with a girl, he forgets all about her! Her mind, her feelings, her 
humanity—these things don’t exist for him! She becomes a piece	of	meat! She’s only there to satisfy his 
desires! Can you see how disturbing that is? At a certain point, you see the guy’s consideration	for	you 
burning out like a light bulb, and then he’s all savage, stupid id!”  

At that moment, without having heard a word of what she had said, a wealthy young man in 
sunglasses yelled out the passenger window of a passing red Ferrari, “Fucking whore!” 

Understandably, that rattled her. After the concert, she went straight home with a phalanx of 
female friends. 

Meanwhile, some other Guapulo folk and I went out for Chinese food. 
Coincidentally, the restaurant was the same one I had gone to with my deaf stoner buddy 

Enrique my first time in Quito nearly four years ago. 
Sweet	and	Sour	Pork, Hunan	Chicken, Eight	Buddhist	Treasures. The high-calorie food hit our 

bellies like a bomb of joy. 
Back in Guapulo, in Christine’s flat, next to the Hostal Labirinto, a party was underway. The 

Desert Fathers set up across from the apartment’s beloved, broken-down, indestructible plaid sofa, and 
gave an encore performance involving voices and drums and guitars and dark, tapered bottles of red 
wine. 

The Desert Fathers were Southern Cone hippies in their mid-to-late-30s with beards and long 
hair. Their leather jackets and blue jeans seemed not so much slept in as lived in; even more than lived 
in, the duds gave off a sense that their wearers had had profound spiritual experiences while trekking 
across the Andes in them. 

I was standing in the doorway grooving to the music when my stomach sank. That afternoon, 
I had changed $350 in traveler’s checks, putting the cash into a little blue nylon bag with a black 
drawstring. I realized that sometime	before	I	went	out	with	Amanda	for	the	concert, I had absentmindedly 
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left	 the	pouch somewhere in the Latino hippie rabbit warren of Guapulo. Maybe it was someplace in 
the Labirinto, God help me, or maybe somewhere in Christine’s place, which was now packed with 
strangers. I searched my room. Nope.	Of	course	not.	Too	easy. Heart pounding in my throat, I raced up 
the stairs and jumped into the hostel kitchen. 

Ché was picking up an order while Mauro chopped onions and crayon-white yuca for 
encebollado, a coastal-style fish soup always served with lime juice, plantain chips and, optionally, chili 
pepper sauce. An earlier, depleted pot of the soup was being kept warm on the stove. The room was full 
of steam and good smells. 

“Toanké, what happened?” Ché asked. “Did an Inca walk through your head?”
“You look more lost than a seagull in Bolivia,” Mauro added.
“Have you guys seen my little blue nylon bag? It’s full of cash I took out today.” 
“No.”
“Nope.”
“Mauro, you have psychic powers,” I said. “Where do you think it is?”
 Calm, serious, he laid the knife down and, for a moment, he looked deep into my eyes. 
Then he said slowly, “I think the bag is right where you left it.” 
“Thanks, man.” That gave me some hope. But still, the bag was gone. I was tempted by the 

encebollado but wanted to deny myself until I found the cash. Near to giving up, and drawn by the 
music, I went back into the party where the Desert Fathers were playing. I picked my way through the 
crowd of strangers and found my little blue nylon bag with its 350 dollars in cash on the left arm of the 
indestructible, beloved, broken-down plaid sofa, right where I had left it.

Well, that’s enough writing for now. I’m going to see if I can visit my sculptor friend Abdón 
Vasquez in his store. Lago Agrio, like life itself, is beautiful. 

* * * * * *
 

 Abdón’s store was shuttered and the ladies at the café next door said he was visiting his 
hometown of Latacunga. 

It’s 5:18 and the day is dusking. I’m at a table in front of a restaurant. On the sidewalk, a young 
guy glides down the street propelling his belly, which sticks way out in front of him. The beautiful thing 
is how unself-conscious the people here are: they don’t follow trends, don’t try hard to be cool. Though 
it’s equally true that they have their own code of what being cool means.

Noises of engines and salsa music: Lago’s mating calls. Flies perform the ancient, traditional, 
non-Euclidean fly dance around restaurant tables. 

Peer down with me into the gray sky in the round glass disk that is the surface of this table. 
Look, there’s an upside-down TV antenna! And the upside-down roofline of the buildings across the 
street. 

Over to our right, outside the tabletop, a dark girl glances at us: the oddity of a tall, pale 
foreigner staring into the glass top of a table. 

I look at the regular world again. Yellow pickup trucks, all in good shape, cruise the streets: 
they’re taxis. Beep,	beep!	Ha,	ha! says Lago Agrio. Voooooom! Black soldier in camouflage zooms by, 
motionless, on a scooter. Two mestizos in their late 20s at the table in front of me yawn at the same time, 
then rub their eyes, apparently unconscious of the coincidence. 

After trying to find Abdón, I bought a roll of fishing line to string beads on. The guy who sold 
it to me said, “How do you like Lago Agrio?”

“Very much. The people are friendly and there’s a certain liveliness about them, a joy in life.”
He looked sad. “Yes, that’s true. The only problem is, everyone’s poor. There’s money around, 

but it all goes through the oil company. Ordinary people can’t get ahead.”
A teen in a yellow Iron Maiden T-shirt walks the sidewalk, hawking a paperback that details 
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the corruption of the Bucaram government. 
Sudden smell of lime. One of the yawn guys is squeezing a green hemisphere above his fish. 
On the sidewalk, two serious guys walk past three happy guys. People walking together often 

adopt the same body language. My bottle of mineral water reads	Your	Health	In	This	Bottle. In the frosted 
white illustration, a polar bear sits smiling on an ice floe. I cough and spit phlegm on the sidewalk and 
nobody minds: the social freedom of Latin America. A middle-aged black man on a balcony above the 
street is reading a magazine, leaning back in a comfortable chair, one bare foot resting on a ledge. 

* * * * * *

Nathan D. Horowitz
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Tom Sheehan

The Impeccable Diver at the Pond
[Fiction]

 In a bathing suit, of a most direct design, Shelly Kearns was gorgeous and desirable all the 
way past dreams and, in the water, a sylph of the first order and, with every dive she took, explored 
the bottom of our pond for odd treasures of any sort, reclaimable for new duties or positive salvage. 
She kept her treasure of such objects on two shelves and a corner table in her home left by her 
husband Steve, dead from a high dive onto a half-sunken log that we assume made the trip on the 
river from the forest thirty miles upstream.
 Every dive into water after that disaster, she thought of him, even as she found silver coins, 
lost necklaces, gold shiny as ever, a pistol perhaps from some war or some crime, surely death 
attached to its being discarded; it, too, graced her collection table, reality at least reflecting its 
impact for her few visitors, at least at first, until the local police chief, a long-widower, utilized the 
pistol as a further introduction tool, her in a sheer-cut bathing suit too much to ignore.
 He began the introduction in a police manner: “Mrs. Kearns, I believe you have in your 
collection of retrievable objects a pistol of obvious value in an old case that remains on our records 
as an unsolved murder, and that very pistol should be examined by our laboratory for any evidence 
it may reflect on that open murder case. I heard it’s a Springfield XD, very popular in the States for 
a variety of reasons, legal and not so legal. It comes in several calibers and sizes, and is extremely 
popular with shooters that vary in stature, experience and intention. The one you have, XD-S 
Mod.2, is a very slim single-stack firearm that makes a great handgun for people looking to carry a 
concealed weapon, and is available in 9mm, .40sw, and .45 acp.”
 She was fully dressed at this time, but did not dim any and all ideas he had on his mind, 
a small studio of her looks at the pond, in the arch of a dive, the private parts of her in a glorious 
swoop heading into the pond from the nearby cliff, coming to him as pure as sex itself in flight, 
every untouchable inch of that lady. 
 Shelly Kearns, even in mid-flight, was quite aware of his intentions, the awe-struck way he 
had of looking onto her flights into water, explosive in their own right, headliner material all the 
way, not disputing any trace of his manhood loose at a normal inclination.
 She said, in reply to his request to have the pistol tested: “Of course you can borrow it for 
test purposes, Chief, but if not found to be connected to an old cold case, it should be returned to 
me, as it does add some drama to my collection, like some mother with a child in her home might 
have tossed it into the pond to keep it from her son’s hands. Do you think it could be that simple, 
Chief? Or do you move in other directions?” 
 She could have tossed a curve at him to loosen his tongue, but let it go where his eyes lit 
up, in a daring craze of her physical beauty, her keen property of want and desire. 
 He might have induced her with a direct onslaught: “I’d love to get you into my bed, dear 
beautiful lady.” 
 And she had no intentions of averting such want in men, for it rose also in her, how she 
dressed, how she employed the perfect dive as an entry into sex along with the water waiting, 
 She had been that quick with her husband, inducing him to such an approach; loving 
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makes the world go round. She hurled that belief into flights of sex all fancied up. The chief, in his 
own right, was a fast riser, a good looker, intent on her since her loss, since his loss. It was apparent: 
they’d make good music as a pair, him not knowing how long her legs were, nor where they were 
merged, and how the attraction was endless, but bringing him elsewhere. 
 It is so with bloomers, changing, racing into new designs, exposures in advertisements, show 
reviews on modular runways for audiences, with chemise, crinoline, drawers, briefs, underpants, 
panties, scanties, step-in-to’s, bikini bottoms, and disappearing thongs, wondering: “Just where in 
hell have they gone to?”
 It didn’t matter when it came about, but it came swiftly when he said, “Your bed or my 
bed? It does not matter where we find each other, as long as it is together; you the long-arching 
diver of impossible beauty and me, just a hungry man stirred by the endless beauty and attraction 
of a woman who carries her parts in the daring fashion of a performer at excellence, front and back, 
top and bottom, and all around the middle. I swear you are the most titillating woman on the face 
of this earth.”
 There was not a second’s worth of fluster from her: “It must be at my home, in my bed, at 
your leisure, or however you conduct such loose business, when you bring back the pistol for my 
collection, now that I am another collectable in your collection of ladies of the realm.”
 Her eyes were lit up.
 “I never had a ‘yes’ like this one,” said the chief. “It will be my honor to conduct our 
business at your house, when I bring the pistol back, hoping of course that the laboratory says it is 
free of crime.”
 The story doesn’t end here. For thereafter, for more than 50 years, if you can believe it, the 
impeccable pair has conducted the liveliest romance of any heard of in their local circles, and the 
rest of the world. Not another word in print, nor revealed in a boasting bar-side discussion, nor 
spoken in public by a single soul in this universe after the chief passed on, until she told me her 
side of the story, taking one whole day and one whole night at her place instead of mine. 

* * * * * *
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Nathan	D.	Horowitz

Reaching up
 
A duke and duchess trick don Quixote and Sancho Panza,
the men who believe anything,
into thinking they’re flying through the sky on a wooden horse.
Afterward, Sancho claims that while they were in the sky, 
he played with the Pleiades,
seven little goats. 
“Two of them are green,” he reports, 
“two are red, two are blue, 
and one is a mixture of all three.”
The duke and duchess change the subject
before he can rattle off more celestial nonsense.

Without pausing my night walk,
I pause the audiobook.
In the artificial pond,
the bass bullfrog repeats his deep word.
Cicadas chitter in the trees.
The audiobook is overwhelmingly pleasurable.
I need a break from it,
to be silent and somber. 

After all, we’re all dying, remember?
You, me, Cervantes, Panza, Quixote.
On a vast lawn, three saplings 
wrapped in white netting against cicadas
seem marble statues, 
afterimages of accomplished or beautiful dead.

A patch of sidewalk has dark stains like blood.
I know what this means. 
I walk on the dark carpet, 
and under the mulberry tree,
like a bear rising on its hind legs,
toward dark clusters in which the sticky 
light of the sun is captured,
I reach up. 
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Next day at noon, temp in the 90s,
I walk down York in my Crocs
to Belvedere Market, where a jazz trio is playing,
and pick up my new glasses from the
ophthalmologist. The receptionist
wants me to try them on. Overheated, I comply.
Holding my breath, I unmask, don the eyewear,
turn toward the mirror on the desk.

“Yes, they’re fine,” I say, once I’m re-masked,
im- and depressed with how clearly I could see
my sweat and the age lines on my face.

Out the door, in the hot shade, my ears sip cool jazz.
I tap my foot. One doesn’t dance in this heat. 
Trumpet notes leap like brass dolphins.
A bass speaks deep words.
Cymbals click and clash like cicada wings.

On the way to the CVS for pens and mouthwash,
I decide to stop at the Chinese grocery
for tofu, kimchi, miso, and gyoza. 

On the way there, I decide to stop at the mulberry tree.
Under the mulberry tree,
like a bear rising on its hind legs,
toward dark clusters in which the sticky 
light of the sun is captured,
I reach up.
 
I realize my gesture goes back 53 years. 
The house is wrecked now, 
Dave M and I heard from the waitress of the Aut Bar. 
We’re not gay. I wouldn’t want you 
to think that. We tried to meet someplace
heterosexual, but it was closed, and the night was
cold as fuck, and Dave is even taller than I am, 
so he has a lot of surface area to get cold,
and neither of us had any compunction
about going in and ordering rum toddies.
Even homosexuality itself has a kind of warmth to it.
The Aut Bar is next door to the house my parents and I lived in
for the first three years of my life. As I think I said
earlier in this stanza, the waitress said that house is wrecked. 
Something about a broken pipe that rotted everything.
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Back when I was little, the house was a paradise. 
My folks were still together. My mom would play 
Music	for	Zen	Meditation and Joni Mitchell’s
album Blue on the record player. 

That’s when I fell in love with this life. 
Suicide has no power over me. 
My Jewish dad hung Christmas lights over my cradle,
blue, white, red, green, yellow,
and, like a bear rising on its hind legs,
toward dark clusters in which the sticky 
light of the sun is captured,
I reached up.

* * * * * *

Nathan D. Horowitz
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Charlie	Beyer

Kaspar Hauser and the Chicken
[Prose]

i.	Chicken

 Holy hell. I remember being in the egg, warm and cozy. Then the food ran out and I was 
compelled to break out of this hard wall. It was tough, and took me a while. Then there was light 
everywhere. I was covered in tiny fluffy things, and how the hell did that happen? Was I in a southern 
town getting tarred and feathered before I woke up? 
 Around me are dozens of others like myself, confused, hungry. There is a flock of them around 
a bowl that smells like food. I amble over there and squeeze in for some tiny fragments of grain, which 
is delicious. But some big bastards are pushing me out. Pushing me away from the manna. I try to force 
my way back in, but they are mean and peck at me, hurt me, force me back into the squalid mess of 
shit and straw. I am hungry and wounded in a few places.
 Over the weeks, I grow. Not as much as the others, as I can barely get a bite to eat, and I must 
content myself with what’s left over when the bullies recede. My sores scab up and itch horribly but, 
before they can fall off, some 200-pound asshole pecks a new hole in my side. Often they attack me for 
no reason. I am missing a lot of feathers now and sporting bald spots. Everyone is twice as big as me 
now. I feel sickly and weak. I’m the guy who gets sand kicked in his face.
 Suddenly there is a huge squawking and riot in the ranks. All of us are running every which-
a-way, crashing into each other, pecking out wildly in a panic at anyone. The air is filled with floating 
feather duff. I hear a booming voice but don’t know what it’s saying. It sounds like this: “Collect up the 
runts. We can still get fifty cents each, from the Chinese.” 
 I can’t understand English or Chinese, but am grabbed up anyway and roughly thrown into a 9 
x 9 inch cage. It is uncomfortable all to hell in there. Can’t move. My left leg keeps getting stuck in the 
wire. Some grain and water are served up in a paper bowl. At least I can eat without getting attacked. 
Maybe this cage ain’t so bad after all. My new home. Nice of them to give me a home. I feel safe. Others 
are in cages all around me, complaining bitterly. But I like it. No more gangsters kicking the shit out of 
me.
 Before the sun rises the next day, we are taken outside and stacked on a truck into one big 
cube. I have an outside wall of the cube, so everything about us is in my sights. It is incredible. I smell 
the bushes and trees. Early morning songbirds sing of their freedom around us. There is a great rumble 
and movement, everything shaking. I perceive we are moving as great shapes blur by. Back at the pen, 
I heard a rumor of a place called the “Country,” where all chickens are free. Where the grass is eye high 
and full of bugs. Maybe they are taking us to the “Country”?  
 I hear the giants say, “Next stop, Chinatown.” That must be another name they use for the 
“Country.”

ii.	Kaspar

 On October 7, 1812, a coup took place in the Baden fiefdom of lower Slovakia. The chancellors 
and advisors rallied a town mob and a third of the soldiers, which was about 30, and stormed up the 
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steps of the palace. An official of the court ran the King through with three feet of iron sword encrusted 
with four jewels. The great king, who had in truth not been much of a king anyway, lay dead at their 
feet.
 But he had a son, an heir to the throne. The Queen and the court ladies pleaded with the 
political upstarts to spare the boy’s life. The revolters asserted that if he was kept around the throne, his 
very existence would give the masses hope of a return to the former rulers, and thus lead to an eventual 
uprising. 
 But the women stood their ground. The boy should be spared. A compromise was worked out 
that he would live, but be confined to a closet in the basement. Here he was dead—but not dead. A 
news brief was released that he was slain with the others. Thus, Kaspar Hauser was chained to a bench 
in the closet, in the basement, fed scraps in a paper bowl, left to shit in his own pants. He was three 
years old. The door closed, and he was forgotten to history and the world. Entombed for life.

iii.	Sister

 In the year 1976, my sister got a Sugar Daddy. Not actually a daddy of anything. The Sugar 
Daddy was a tall awkward sort, barely post-teenager, milk still in his veins, with penetrating eyes and a 
long list of irrelevant childish stories. The boy/man was her age, about twenty-something, living on the 
family farm.
 This was not really a farm either. More of a suburban show-farm. It had been a homestead 
in years past, but was now on the outskirts of Seattle. And it was locked in its economic aura of pricy 
suburban real estate. In the infinite wealth of this family, ex-pats from the city, they had bought the 
whole fifty acres for a paltry ten million dollars. 
 The Matron of the family had become terrified of the dangerous city of Seattle, fearing even 
the smallest of shopping outings. Agoraphobia gripped her feet until she would not leave the house. She 
needed selfish tranquility. She needed her own perpetual vacation to attain mental peace.
 The fifty acres had not been developed beyond the usual barn, sagging out-buildings, and two 
small 1950s-era houses. The Matron, of course, could not live with old plumbing. The sight of a patch 
of rust or biologic smear would clamp her organs into a state of fossilization. Thus, to ease chronic 
constipation, she had contractors build a McMansion on the other side of the property, adjacent to a 
thick patch of old growth cedar. These towered over the house, and over their fallen brethren who had 
succumbed to gravity over the centuries.
 The son “discovered” farming, and lovingly raised cows on the lush green pastures. He named 
the cows “Groceries,” “Silage,” “Cube Steak,” and “Gandalf.” Although un-cool, he did occasionally 
butcher a steer and sell the meat to family members at high prices. The Matron bought horses to graze 
the verdant pastures beside the cows. Not that she would ride the equines, but she thought they were 
“pretty.” Some status horses are required for any poser millionaire pseudo-farmer. A person of such 
status must have animals to justify their largess in owning a ten-million-dollar property.
 The youngest child, the boy, moved into the tool shed. His three beautiful sisters occupied the 
two old farmhouses. This is not unlike the beginning of many fairy tales. All that is needed is the evil 
witch and the handsome woodsman (and I qualify for that). The Matron led her charmed life in the 
mansion a half a mile away, by the brook, with all the luxuries afforded the indolent rich. 
 In this harmony of wealth and nature, the college-educated children played at being lazy 
hippies, raised the farm animals, grew weed in the back-forty, and smelled of patchouli oil. The mother 
lounged and complained about anything possible: the weather, her laundry, the lack of cream cheese. 
The father commuted to Seattle for 6-to-7-day work-weeks, stalled in traffic for hours of his life, and 
rarely got to enjoy the green grass of the “farm.” For him, all was labor to pacify the indulgences of his 
family.
 When my sister discovered that the son, John, was from wealth, and that he liked to ski, she 
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hopped on him like a junky flea (needing toxic blood at the rehab center). My sister was beautiful, of 
course, with long golden hair, a perfect figure, and glittering sharp blue eyes. The tall virgin boy (aka 
Sugar Daddy) fell for her like Galileo’s Tower of Pisa experiment with the iron balls. 
 Over the course of a few months, they traveled to every major ski area in the Pacific Northwest 
and Canada, all with her gentle persuasion and his wallet. He was desperately in love with her. My sister 
was casually amused.

iv.	Kaspar

 In a few years, Kaspar’s spine had fused into the position of sitting. If he were to stand, it would 
be a crooked squat, fused as he was into an L shape. His dark fetid room was rotting around him from 
excrement and urine. Insects crawled the walls and his filthy skin. A few tamed rats were the captive’s 
companions in this dark oubliette. 
 Sometimes the jailors would beat him just from having to smell the stench of the hole. Every 
few years, some new boards would be fitted underneath him, and his pen was shoveled out. No greater 
kindness or attention was ever afforded him. The opposite, in fact. As he was in some manner an enemy 
of the state, he was electrically tortured.
 Under the guise of “medical attention,” the jailors decided to try electric shock to placate 
their sadistic depredations. The battery was a new invention at the time, and Kaspar was in puberty. It 
was speculated that “treatments” might straighten Kaspar’s bones. Current was run through him from 
different directions, and his feet wrapped in magnets. Although Kaspar leaped about in his box, he was 
not able to straighten his spine to a standing position. Only writhe in a crumpled ball.

v.	Sisters

 My sister integrated quite naturally into the farm, as she would integrate comfortably into any 
palace. In the cluster of old farmhouses, she found the three beautiful sisters, sharing the dwellings and 
tending to all sorts of farm duties. Soon my sister was a boon confident with the sisters, as women tend 
to become, gossiping furiously about the little brother she was entrancing, but also about her own little 
brother. Myself.
 While exploring the farm’s extensive acres, my sister and her Sugar Daddy land in the cedar 
grove, with its deep shade and silent grandness. As the sly youth reaches for my sister’s waist, she erupts, 
“My God! Look at all these huge logs of cedar laying here on the forest floor! This stuff is like gold, 
doncha know?” 
 John leans back on the six-foot-diameter log, and pulls my sister to him. “Well, what of it? 
What	the	hell?”
 “My Dad is a sculptor, ya know,” she says. “This is what he carves. He needs this!”
 “OK, OK. I’ll go talk to the parents and see what they think.”
 Naturally one thing leads to another, with Dad drooling over the five-thousand-board-feet 
of old growth, clear grain cedar. He sees the wood, talks to the parents, makes some kind of deal, and 
comes back into the city where I am hooligan-ing around. He feels he has to have a talk with me.
 “Son, I have a job for you.” 
 This means I have to do the job, because I am a lay-about-drug-taking-petty-thief. I need to be 
respectfully employed as the artist’s apprentice.
 “I have contracted with Shinlander, who owns the gas station over on Main Street, to erect a 
carved fence all around his property. To do this, you will have to cut the cedar boards out of the tree 
your sister found, lay out my designs, cut them out, paint the figures, and erect the fence. You will get 
paid . . . something.” 
 He finishes with that glare which means that I am a lowly wage slave, and should be doing 
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this for the pure joy of the artistic adventure. For the sheer joy of work. For the implementation of the 
higher truths through Art. Well . . . fuck that!
 But I can do the job. Don’t mind. He hands me the largest edition of chainsaw that is 
manufactured at that time, along with a jumble of steel frames and rollers. With this, some rope, and a 
lot of sweat, I will make boards.
 On Mother’s Day, I wade the small creek and set up in the woods with the mammoth log on 
the forest floor. Using the five-foot-long chainsaw, I section the log and set up the Alaskan saw mill, a 
device operated by two men pulling on either side, slicing off boards. But I am only one man. 
 The forest is deep shade and still moist, although hot out in the field or on the road. In the cool 
of a thousand leaves breathing around me, I have a Tesla-like vision, I contrive an arrangement of ropes 
and pulleys, such that as I pull on one side, the other pulls with me.
 At day’s end, I have a pile of planks on my side of the creek and, unbeknownst to me, a frazzled 
and ultra-cranky Matron on the other, who has been listening to the drone of a chain saw all day on the 
most sacred of her days. Mother’s Day. 
 Well, fuck. And fuck that pagan celebration. I’ve never heard of someone being disturbed by a 
chainsaw before. At day’s end, my wolf dog and I are at the other end of the farm with the three fairy 
tale sisters in their dens. It is dusk, and all are out in the driveway with its little flowered garden in 
the middle. Huge hens are milling all about, scratching in the dirt. Their feathers are glistening in the 
evening light, each looking as inflated and plump as a new beach ball.
 The sisters are huddled together on one of the porches, snickering as they look at me. I have 
on all-white clothes. The neighbor baker in the city was throwing away cooking outfits, and I benefited 
from the largess. No harm in saving free clothes from the bin. My wolf dog is with me, standing a foot 
above my knee, one-hundred-plus pounds, enough hair to put a yak to shame. We were a handsome 
pair, and of great curiosity to the maidens.
 As I attempt to be suave and debonair with clever conversations to the ladies, there is a great 
squawking and shrieking from the driveway. This is immediately followed by the sisters’ unified screams. 
My wolf dog has slaughtered one of the prize hens, and is running down another one. Feathers are 
flying in the air as I leap at the gnashing monster and pin him to the ground. 
 Still, the women scold both me and the dog. The other terrified feather-balls are herded back 
to their barn. My wolf dog is locked in my truck where he’ll work on shredding the upholstery. I am 
invited into the house of the youngest sister, exceedingly shapely in her long thin hippy dress, light tee-
shirt. Soft-spoken, with penetrating eyes. We both know thousands of subjects, and rattle among them 
with dizzying speed for some hours. A mental wizard, is she, the likes of whom is rarely seen. She can 
banter with the best.
 For instance, I say, “My wolf dog could be a service dog. The only thing stopping him is that 
he’s totally wild.”
 “So he takes after his master?”
 “It’s not like I’m a criminal or anything.”
 “Could have fooled me.” 
 This statement makes me want to steal the silverware. Might as well, if I’m already guilty.
 “A lot of dogs are trained to be service animals by convicts,” she adroitly says.
 “Yes, I’ve heard that the convict program can customize your dog depending on your 
profession.”
 “Like, what the hell?”
 “Well, if you are a burglar, you can get a burglar buddy that will alert you if someone is coming 
home. And steal the dog bones too.”
 “So you mean you can train a dog to be a pickpocket? How to counterfeit checks?”
 “Oh hell, yeah. And depending on the felonious trainer, you might come out with pervert 
dogs, or highly murderous dogs.”
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 “Seems we’ll need a new penitentiary just for dogs.”
 “But it’s not in the interest of the Republican Party.” 
 And so on. One thought leading to another.
 The patchouli oil smell is a bit strong, and her teeth seem large enough to fit a newborn horse 
but, overall, I feel riveted to the spot, fixed by a cloud of attractive pheromones. I can hardly take my 
eyes off of her. The kind of lust that runs so deep you can’t even think of naked. You just want to hold 
and hold and possess her.
 I revert to groveling obsequiousness, attesting to the sins of my murderous wolf dog. But I will 
do right in this tragedy, and produce a new and beautiful chicken to roost and lay as do the others. I will 
make it right. I will produce plumage in glorious abundance. I will woo this beautiful woman through 
the auspices of massacred poultry.

vi.	Kaspar

 In the summer of 1823, the career general of lower Slovakia grew angry with the King of the 
land. The fool was spending the treasury on parties and exotic animals. There was no money to pay 
the troops or other loyal vassals of the empire. So he collected a strike force and crashed into the castle 
with the greatest of thunder and bravado. Immediately he struck down the King and his surrounding 
counselors. 
 After the general had been sitting on the throne in triumph for a spell, an old withered lady 
came to him. Still erect and proud, still wearing royal jewelry, it was the former Queen who had been 
in back rooms for eleven years. She pleaded with the new rule to release her son, still entombed in the 
basement.
 As this former Queen had assisted in the financing of the latest uprising, the general was in an 
expansive mood to grant any number of requests. A half-dozen soldiers were sent to the basement box 
where Kaspar kept. Upon opening, they found a fetid mess of rot and excrement, in the center of which 
sat Kaspar, now with white hair, unfocused eyes, and a slobbering case of brain damage. He thrashed 
about in terror a bit at the open door, as he could not remember seeing it opened this way. 
 The soldiers carried him up stairs by the armpits. When they attempted to set him down, he 
could not stand. After much muscling around, they got him to balance in a forward-leaning crouch. It 
was obvious that his spine was fused into the sitting position. He could only unsteadily shuffle forward 
a little bit before having to grab something for stability. 
 Here was the hope for the new empire. The royal blood to lead the masses. 
 But, no. Kaspar was not only crippled in body, but was entirely brain-damaged from isolation 
for his entire life. He drooled, and looked dazed and confused when asked a simple question. He was 
unable to talk, and could only make guttural groans and gurgles.
 Kaspar made his way to a wall, which he tried to melt into. His mother tried to comfort him, 
but touch was something alien to him, making him twitch and writhe like flies are crawling on him. 
Sliding along the wall, to the dark of a corner, there Kaspar stayed, furtively shooting frightened gazes 
out into the room. Muttering, drooling, stinking in the two-sided box, that is not a box. 
 The new rulers let the Prince be. They let him to the aloneness that he knew. The young Prince 
appeared to be a grey and aged, near-death wisp of a man, totally unsuited to lead the kingdom. At this 
moment, Kaspar Hauser was 14.

To be continued in Cenacle | 119 | April 2022

* * * * * *
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Algernon	Beagle

Bags End Book #19:
Anniversary of Bags End News!

This story and more Bags End Books
can be found at: 

www.scriptorpress.com/bags-end.pdf

Hello Cenacle readers,

 Mah name is Algernon Beagle & I am the editor guy for Bags End News. Bags 
End News is a newspaper about mah homeland, a fantasyland called Bags End.
 From the outside, Bags End looks like 3 brown-colored laundry bags piled up 
on a little chair in the corner of our friend Miss Chris’s bedroom in Connecticut. 
And there is one newer Red Bag near them. Miss Chris is 5 years old & has a toy tall 
boy brother named Ramie, who is 17.
 Inside, Bags End is sort of like an apartment building of levels but, cuz it is 
a fantasyland, nobody knows about its top or bottom. Most levels look like regular 
hallways, with doors to rooms & other places running up & down their lengths.
 Each level is connected to the one above & the one below by ramps that are 
good for folks with legs & others without. Strangely, the other end of each level 
ends in a sudden edge, so be warned, should you come to visit.
 The Cenacle editor guy, who is a cousin to my friend & Miss Chris’s brother 
Ramie, invited me to share some of the stories from mah newspaper, now & again. He 
also helped with the typing & some of the spellings, to make this book presentable 
here. I love English but I still don’t spell it too great.
 Anyway, I hope you enjoy these stories from Bags End, a place near & dear 
to mah heartbone.

* * * * * *
 

Anniversary of Bags End News!

 Well, it’s true that mah dear old newspaper has made it across another turn 
of the calendar. I don’t think so much of all this really, but then I’ll tell what 
happened. 
  You see, I was drousing in mah comfy armchair on Milne’s Porch, enjoying 
everything & nothing, zenbuddi-style, when there was a polite tap at mah Porch’s 
window.
 Only polite guys tap be4ore coming out, so there was a usual bunch I 
guessed weren’t tapping.
 Was it Princess Crissy? Missus El the Post-Mistress of Bags End?
 “Come in, come in, sate mah mad guessings!” I cried, & laughed at mahself, 
but not meanly like some.
 And onto the Porch comes none other than none of mah guesses but I like 
her a lot anyway sure Lori Bunny!
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 And she was hauling a really big something not her scrawny own self with 
her. “Missus El asked me to bring this to you,” she said.
 “That’s a big sack, Lori!” 
	 She	pulled	it	through	the	window,	&	sorta	crashed	it	onto	the	Porch	floor.	
A few letters came wiggling out. Lori smiled, & adjusted her smart guy spectacles 
at me.
 “It’s all 4or you, Algernon!”
 “That’s more mail than usual. Guess Betsy made every last Allie rite me 
mean letters this time.” Oh well. I like Betsy’s Allies, despite politics & so on. 
 “No!” Lori laughed. “They are congratulations on your newspaper’s anniversary. 
From all over!”
 “Really?” I was just shocked.
 “And lots of your readers want you to go on tour.”
 “Tour?”
 “To see them. Let them shake your paw personally.”
 “Tour?” I asked again, somewhat uselessly. I remembered mah walking tour 
with mah dear friend Princess Chrisakah of Imagianna, Crissy 4or friendly. That tour 
had sorta gotten out of hand.
 Lori is a nice-looking smart orange-furred bunny who is real smart, not just 
smart 4or looks with her spectacles. Part of her smarts is that she is always 
polite to everyone, not just those guys that will help her with her tricky plans. I 
don’t even think Lori has tricky plans. She mostly just likes reading her big books, 
& helping me make Bags End News. 
 O! but she likes carrots too. O! Yuk! But nobody is perfect.
 Anyway, the reason I rited at such epic length about Lori’s good character 
is that when she talked about me going on tour to meet mah loyal Dear Readers, it 
wasn’t to then laugh & laugh at me. She just adjusted her spectacles, & waited 4or 
me to talk again. She joined me in mah comfy armchair, & let me think about this 
tour idear 4or a minute.
	 I	looked	at	the	big	sack	of	fan	letters	in	the	spilled	out	bag	on	the	floor	of	
the Porch. I guess I was kind of curious what they said. But a tour?
 Hmmm.
 Finally, mah thinkings bubbled up words 4or me to talk.
 “As you know, Lori, I am a humble guy, which means both modest & low to 
the ground.” 
 Lori nodded & smiled at me. She knowed that real good.
 “I don’t think that going on a tour to celebrate mah newspaper is very 
humble.” 
 Lori nodded, & listened.
 “But,” I said, with maybe a good idear, “it sure would be the polite thing to 
rite all those Dear Readers a thank-ee letter in reply!”
 Lori adjusted her spectacles 4or a moment to do her own thinking now. And 
I was glad to take mah turn in waiting.
	 “Well,”	she	said	finally,	“it’s	true	you	are	both	humble	&	polite.	I	don’t	think	
a tour is a bad idear, but I do think your idear is a good one too.”
 “And would you help me with the typing of them, Lori?” I asked hopeful.
 She nodded a big smile. We shooked paws on it, & our plan was decided.
 Looking at that big sack of letters, now spilling out all over the Porch’s 
floor,	I	thinked	it	would	be	a	lot	of	trouble	to	drag	them	away	to	type	answers	to	
them.
 So I talked it out loud. “Lori, why don’t we just set up shop here? Make 
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neat piles & type our answers right here?”
 Lori looked surprised & pleased that I was thinking quick on mah paws. 
“Great idear, Boss!”
 Boss, hmmm. Not the cosmic magickal kind, just hmmm.
 Now we needed to haul mah rite-typer here to do our good idear’s work.
 I now said quick to Lori, like me with new idears was a strange rainbow 
won’t last, “I have another one. Just wait here!”
 Lori smiled big & adjusted her smart guy spectacles. “OK, Algernon!” I like 
that better 4or names.
 So I carefully climbed off mah comfy armchair, & sorta waded through the 
piles of letters, & then climbed through the window into the bedroom I share with 
mah silly Bumping brother, Alexander Puppy.
 Alex is this tall yellow Puppy who wears overalls & has a friendly face to all 
this strange, troubling world. He was sitting on his own bed next to mine, & talking 
soft Bump words to a little bloo foam in his paws.
 “Hello, brother,” I said, as nice as I could.
 “Bump!” he said all friendly.
 I swallowed mah annoyance. O! Yuk? I’m not sure on that one. And then 
talked.
 “Alex, remember that comic book you found? The Action Man comic book?”
 “Bump. Bump. Bump! Bump!” Alex said, thinking like these were words of a 
sentence & all.
 I gritted mah teeth a little bit, but talked on. “What would you say we make 
a trade?”
 “Bump?”
 “You give me that comic book, & I will take a Bump lesson with you & Allie 
Leopard!” Wow! That hurt to say!
 But he agreed. And I said I would keep mah promise. Soon.
 You see, Dear Readers, I knowed that Leo the Dark Man, who is the Janitor 
of Bags End, & a comic book fanatic, was missing this issue from his collection. 
Called “Action Man & Bunny Girl Save the World! Twice!”
 So what I did was take this comic book in mah paw, left the Bunny Family’s 
apartment, & traveled mahself down a couple of levels, & then to under the ramp, 
where Leo has the place he lives, with comic books, cleaning tools, & all.
 Leo was napping on his futon couch in the corner, amidst a big pile of comic 
books. Looked very comfy.
 “Wake up, Leo!” I said suddenly.
 Leo huffed & puffed awake & dirty looked me but good.
 But I waved mah comic book at him, & he calmed right down.
 So I commenced mah wheelings & dealings with Leo. 
 But I bet you Dear Readers are wondering why this story has been rited by 
paw, not rite-typer!

* * * * * *
 

Mah Rite-Typer Troubles!

 I know, I know, Dear Readers, you want to know what manner of madness be 
this all. I mean, this handwriting by mah friend & colleague Lori Bunny is not bad, 4or 
sure. Compared to your old pal Algernon’s cryptic scrawlings, hers is gorgeousity 
itself.
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 No, Sir, or Madam, or other fancy title if you do, though some don’t, the 
problem is that mah newspaper has always been typed up nice & neat by those 
selfsame Lori Bunny paws. Happily too.
 The problem is with mah rite-typer. I will ask you Dear Readers to patiently 
read on & learn the tragical details.
 We return to the moment where I was standing at the entrance to Leo the 
Dark Man’s “Hovel-Under-Ramp,” as Sheila once called it, & Leo laughed & liked it & 
kept it. Wheeling & dealing.
 In mah paw, one of the very few Action Man comic books Leo don’t got. 
Called, like I said be4ore, “Action Man & Bunny Girl Save the World! Twice!” I 
guess more value that way.
 “I want that comic book, Beagle. You don’t follow Action Man’s heroic caped 
adventures! You can barely read!” Leo grouched & whined.
	 He	was	right	about	the	first	part,	&	sadly	true	still	about	the	second.
 “First, Leo, I need you to help me with something Lori & I are doing,” I said.
 “Ha! I would take my comic books over your dum newspaper any time!” Leo 
barked. He tried doing a newspaper too once, & it was a disaster.
 I started to back away with the comic book still tightly in mah pawbone.
 “Wait! Wait! What? I’ll help, you dum Beagle!” Leo was already standing up 
to go with me.
 Like mah trusting brother had with me, sort of anyway, I handed over the 
comic book to Leo.
 Bad move. Leo now made me sit with him on his futon couch in the corner 
of his hovel, where he reads his comic books, & we had to read that comic book 
from	first	page	to	last	one.
 It was not so terribly bad. They do save the world twice, & Bunny Girl does 
remind me of mah adopted sister Sharon. She is a Bunny Girl fan too.
 But Leo reads very slowly. Savors every word & picture, he says. And he will 
tell me about other comic books it reminds him of. Like I know or care.
 “I think the Cliché Monster was a very strange villain in this issue. But, still, 
a Beast in a Cave? And even after the second defeat, they’re still not sure what 
happened.”
 “Yah. Wow,” I fake-marveled. Slouching ever lower in his futon.
 “When Bunny Girl says, ‘Did we defeat the Beast, or did we help the Beast to 
save the world?’—wow!” Leo shivered, & started to read the comic book over again.
 “Hold it, bub,” I said with a grumpy lack of patience. All I can say 4or true 
is that, as far as heroes go, Action Man is no Snoopy.
 “OK, OK, I’ll get my scraper. Where in Bags End is Miss Chris’s bubble gum 
to scrape off this time?” Leo asked agreeable.
 “O! Gum! Yuk!” I cried, & looked around his hovel in terror.
 Leo calmed me down though. Nice guy, sometimes. “What’s our deal 4or then, 
Algernon?”
 “I need you to haul mah rite-typer from where Lori & me keep it, to Milne’s 
Porch. Then I need you to help me make neat piles of all these happy anniversary 
Bags End News letters I got.”
 “Happy anniversary!” said Leo all friendly.
 I nodded. “Then, when we got all these thank-ee letters typed, I want them 
brung to Missus El 4or mailing. Then we, meaning you, can bring the original letters 
to the Bags End News vault. Which is where we keep all of the issues in neatly 
labeled crates.”
 Leo listened to all of these demands with shock. Still, Action Man & Bunny 
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Girl had saved the world, twice, & after he helped he could read the comic again & 
again in his hovel com4orts.
 So he came with me up 3 levels of Bags End, & halfway down the hallway, to 
the locked up Bags End News vault. I made him hide his eyes good while I fetched 
the key & opened it up.
 There inside were lots of neatly labeled crates, two chairs &, on a little 
purple stool, mah beloved rite-typer.
 Leo is taller than most of us Bags End guys, so he could pick up mah rite-
typer pretty easy, & haul it along to Milne’s Porch.
 But of course I was crazy worried of accidents.
 “Careful, Leo! Careful, ya dum guy! Walk slower. Now take your time on this 
ramp.	Where’s	the	fire,	ya	speed	demon?”	&	on	&	on.	Crissy	gived	me	this	rite-typer	
& I wasn’t gonna have it broked.
 But I guess I have to say that Leo was real careful, & went really slow, & 
even when I nearly fainted him crawling through the window to Milne’s Porch, mah 
precious	rite-typer	in	his	tight	grip,	he	did	it	fine.	He	even	brung	the	little	purple	
stool, sorta slung on his back somehow.
 Lori was still waiting, & delighted with mah plan. And she watched with mah 
own level of amazement as Leo set up the rite-typer on the little purple stool, 
& then organized all the letters into neat piles next to the stool, just like I had 
wheeled & dealed him, with blank sheets & envelopes beside the rite-typer.
 Pleased with his efforts, Leo bowed low to us & said, “Come get me when 
you’re ready with letters, & want them & your rite-typer brung.”
 Lori clapped her paws 4or him, & I did too, strangely. Never knew how much 
in	brute	labor	&	elaborate	flourishes	one	comic	book	was	worth.
 So now he was gone, & we were about to settle into work.
 I mean, we had paper, & envelopes, & mah rite-typer, & Lori can type just 
dandy, yet still you Dear Readers are wondering why you are reading paw writings & 
not rite-typings?
 Well, Dear Readers, I have brung you up to the why’s very moment. Up to 
the Doorway to Why. 
 Go on, knock.
 Knock! Knock!
 Why?
 

* * * * * *
 

Where Are the Missing Rite-Typer Keys?

 This chapter’s title of this Bags End Book	finally	 starts	 to	 explain	why.	
It’s because when Leo the Dark Man & Janitor of Bags End had brung mah beloved 
rite-typer, present from mah dear one Crissy, from the Bags End News vault down 
to Milne’s Porch, in exchange 4or a valuable Action Man comic book, which I had 
gotten from mah silly Bumping brother Alexander Puppy in exchange of a promise to 
take a Bump lesson with him & that real & fake language knowing guy Allie Leopard 
(huff! puff!), said comic traded 4or Leo’s help in hauling said rite-typer, & got it 
all set up with paper & envelopes to boot, & left in an unusually debonair way, & we 
had	just	opened	up	the	first	letter	to	read	&	then	reply	to	(puff!	huff!),	there	was	
revealed the great trouble!
 Lori Bunny readed the letter to me, adjusting her smart guy spectacles to see 
it well every word.
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 “Dear Algernon,

Congratulations	on	your	anniversary!	You	do	such	a	fine	job!	Come	&	
share a small smackeral or two of honey with me soon!

 
 Your admiring friend,
 Pooh Bear”

 “O! Smackeral! Yuk! O! Honey! Yuk!” I cried, ready to leap in mah terrors 
over the railing of Milne’s Porch, into the very Unknown itself. Well, if lucky, the 
Blondys would have caught me be4ore mah bajillionth piece broke off.
 But of course Lori held me back, & convinced me it was indeed a sincere 
letter of admiration from that fat bear who lives in or near the Hundred Acre Wood. 
I am never sure which.
 Lori had a fresh sheet of paper in mah rite-typer, all ready to go. Waiting 4or 
me & smiling.
 “What do I say? Please keep your smackerals far from me? O! Yuk!” I cried.
 Lori adjusted her spectacles & said, “Let me help on this one.” I nodded OK.
 So she typed & talked her typings at the same time.

“’Dea- Pooh Bea-,’” she said & typed.
“’Dea- Poo Bea-’?” I asked.
Lori was studying the rite-typer keys. “The ® key must have fallen off.”

 “Ut-o,” I said.
	 “Let’s	finish	this	&	then	look	4or	it,”	she	said.	I	nodded	again.
 “’Thank you fo- you- lette--.’”
 “What?” I cried.
 “The N key is missing too!” she said.
 Well, now I was in a panic. “Thieves! Bandits! Desperados! Help! Help!”
 Lori kind of hugged me on lockdown till I calmed a bit. She talked till I also 
heard the words.
	 “You	look	around	here,	Algernon.	I	will	find	Leo	&	we	will	hunt	every	inch	
from here to our Vault. We had it 4or those stories about Crissy’s sister.”
 I sort of calmed down at her talk & plan. “That’s true. There’s at least one 
R in ‘Crissy,’”
 Lori smiled me again & went on her searching way.
 So I carefully looked all over Milne’s Porch, inside mah comfy armchair’s 
cushions,	on	the	floor,	which	is	floorboards	but	pretty	solid,	&	among	the	neat	
piles of fan letters & papers & envelopes. No luck.
 Finally, I just sitted glumly looking at all these piles. I mean, it is nice to get 
“good job, Algernon” letters on doing mah newspaper, but now suddenly we couldn’t 
do it? Did I have enemies who would try to end mah newspaper?
 Paranoia comes easier from so long of struggling amongst crazed bullying big 
guys who see mah newspaper like it was their own thing, to praise their craze, so 
to speak.
 But then again, the big guys I know aren’t so subtle to steal 2 rite-typer 
keys. They prefer to kick me hard or smother me deep or try to make me march 
silently in thwee wanks. The ranks, I mean.
 And if you did think a newspaper was all about singing your glories, why 
would you try to shut it down?
 No, it wasn’t Sheila Bunny or Betsy Bunny Pillow or Lisa-Marie Chow, the 
kicker & smotherer & order-to-marcher I was talking about above. They didn’t do 
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this. Not that they would care to help me now, but they didn’t do it.
 Mah last hope was that the keys just falled off like Lori supposed. I sat 
sadly in mah comfy armchair, near all mah piles of fan mail, & waited.
 But when she came back, & she brung an equally sad-faced Leo with her to 
boot, I guessed no good luck.
 “We both looked high & low, every inch,” said Lori sadly.
 “Twice,” said sad Leo.
 I motioned a sad paw, & both of them climbed out to the Porch, & sat with 
me in mah comfy armchair.
 “What luck,” said me.
 They nodded.
 Suddenly Leo stood up in front of us. Smiling. “Listen, my friends. We may 
not be heroic caped figures like Action Man or Bunny Girl, bu we can surely do 
better than giving up!”
 “What should we do?” I asked, feeling hopeless.
 “We should put out a Fantasylands Alarum!” he cried.
 “Um?” I asked.
 “Well, there isn’t one yet, but there should be! And you have all these fans 
in all these places! Surely they will help!” Leo was all worked up now.
 Then Lori joined in too.
 “Algernon, we will paw write issues of Bags End News to tell of our crisis. 
I will go get my box of pencils!” And Lori hurried off, & came back quick too. And 
Leo stayed right with me & nicely holded mah sad but a bit hopeful paw.
 And so, Dear Readers, in so many places, who rited me so many nice fffletters 
I have here, me & Lori & Leo need your help. Mah rite-typer is missing its ® & N 
keys.
 I ask all of you to help us find them, & bring them back to where they 
belong.
 If this was a mean trick, OK! It worked. So mean! But, please, help us find 
them or return them!

* * * * * *
 

Comes a Clue in the Rite-Typer Mystery!

 Not long passed be4ore Lori & I found ourselves again sitting in mah comfy 
armchair on Milne’s Porch, looking at another pile of letters that had come in. These 
were from Dear Readers who had rited in response to mah plea 4or help in mah 
newspaper
 Most of these letters were nice com4orting ones 4or mah crisis, agreeing 
how it was a strange & mean trick. And everyone from Wonderland to the River, Narnia 
to Neverland, vowed to look high & low 4or mah missing rite-typer keys.
 Mah dear friend Princess Crissy even said I could borrow the keys from her 
rite-typer, that she keeps in her Riting Room inside Imagianna’s Red Bag. But I want 
mah own keys back.
 And more importantly, I wanted to know why somebody would take them 
anyway. It seemed like somebody had planned it out, even though the plan was mean 
& weird.
 Well, then came the letter from Princess Ozma of Oz. Oz is one of Bags 
End’s long-time friends. They are way more famous in all the storybooks of course, 
& probably way more like what a proper fantasyland should be like then strange & 
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slouchy old Bags End, but those Oz guys are always nice, & like to make & have visits 
sometimes.
 And I guessed they read Bags End News too, to hear of mah crisis. I mean, 
I know they do, like from the time Sheila Bunny bumped her head, & was long gone 
in Dreamland, & they came to visit her. Still, it suprises me some.
 Lori was reading the letter from Princess Ozma, with her smart guy spectacles. 
“Listen!” she said excited.
 

 “Dear Algernon,

Everyone here was very upset to hear about your missing keys. I asked 
my friend Glinda the Good Sorceress to see if she could look 4or 
them using her Great Book of Records, which records everything that 
happens in the world the moment it happens.”

 
 Lori stopped reading.
 “What?” I asked.
 “That’s amazing that they would help us like that.”
 I nodded. “Yes, it is. I am amazed too. But we should be amazed later when 
mah rite-typer is back to all its keys!”
 Lori nodded & read on in the letter.

“All Glinda could tell was that the keys are on the move from one 
place to the next. She could not tell who has them.”

 “Great!” I said. “The thief is on the run. Some Great Book!”
 Lori looked at me, shocked. “They are trying to help, Algernon. And there’s 
more here.”
 “Sorry,” I said. I did not feel mah best right now.
 She patted mah headbone nicely & read the rest.
 

“Strangely, the first place the keys went after leaving Bags End was the 
Creature Common. The path is unclear from there, but we think you 
should try there first. Hope this helps you, Dear Sir.

Yours Royally, & with much affection,
Princess Ozma of Oz”

 “Wow, I said. “A clue.”
 Lori nodded.
 “Well, then, I guess I will be going to the Creature Common now,” I said, 
& was already climbing through mah bedroom window back into Bags End when Lori 
talked again.
 “I should come with you, Algernon.”
 “Why, Lori?”
 “Because you are my friend, & I want to help. I have been your newspaper’s 
riter-downer & typer-upper for a long time.” And when she smiled her charming 
orange-furred spectacled smart guy smile at me, I could only nod mah headbone.
 Now I have tolded of a few different ways to get from Bags End to the 
Creature Common. One of these ways is to find this picture that hangs on the wall 
of one of the hallways in Bags End. It works both in waking & Dreamland Bags End.
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 You have to close your eyes to 4orget that this picture of this pretty girl 
named Marie, & her woodsy clearing of Faeries, is a picture, & remember that it is 
really the door to the Creature Common, & then walk on through. Takes me a couple 
of tries sometimes though. Sometimes I arrive with an aching nozebone.
 Not this time. I closed mah eyes, & walked on through. Bet I can’t do that 
twice. Lori did too, but that was no surprise. Plus, she’s mah good friend.
 We arrived to the strange open area surrounded by all these pictures. Including 
the Marie one we had come through.
 And we were not alone. That CC guy, who is cousins to Ramie the Toy Tall 
Boy, & the Author Guy too, was standing at one of the pictures, & he had in arm 
the Creatures MeZmer the White Bunny, Holly the Hedgedyhog, Buddy the little 
flower Bear, & Cuke who is green & spiny, & nice. Telling the Travelers Tales to 
them, I think, like he does most nights. His name, CC, is short 4or his job, Creature 
Coordinator. Does it pretty well, from what I have seen.
 Maybe good timing because he was just finished, & so sat us all down with 
him on the floor together, & we talked over mah crisis.
 “I think I have a good idear about your rite-typer keys. You are missing your 
® key & N key, & we here are missing our little Imp friend.” And he drawed in the air 
with his finger the letter R & the exclamation point.
 “Rosa!ita,” he said, to make sure I got it. 
 I thinked once. Nothing. Again. O! I did.
 “Her? But why?” I asked all of them.
 Nobody said nothing 4or a moment

* * * * * *
 

In Pursuit of the Imp!

 Then CC began to talk. “Well, sometimes she likes her shenanigans.”
 I nodded. 
 But he talked on. “I don’t think that’s it, though. I mean, we all love your 
newspaper. Nobody wants to cause it trouble.’
 “Yah but,” I started to say.
 CC helded up his hand 4or more talking. I nodded, having nothing more than 
“yah but” to say.
 “It’s some kind of game, Algernon. We just need to figger out what kind. I’m 
sure you’ll get your rite-typer keys back!”
 Lori talked now. “That does make sense. We know she loves to play complex 
games.” 
 I looked at CC. “Listen, guy, I am but a simple beagleboy journalist. Can you 
tell her she wins, & then she’ll give me back mah keys?”
 CC shooked his head. “She doesn’t work like that, Algernon. You have to 
figger out her game, & play it with her.”
 Ha! Try to figger out the crazy game of a Imp who’s about one bajillion 
times smarter than me. But I guessed no choice in this.
 CC found room in his lap 4or me & Lori, & skritched mah 4orehead like an old 
pro.
 “Besides, I think I have our next clue,” he said with a smile.
 He stood up with us, & brung us all into the bedroom where the Creature 
Common guys mostly live. On the bed, under a nice warm purple blanket, was that 
pretty lady who is CC’s beloved one. I don’t pretend to know much about the ways 
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of people-folks, but she is always nice as Creatures to me.
 We were now satted on the bed while CC fetched something to show us. 
“She left this note.” He unfolded it to show us.
 It was a map of the Land of Oz! But it was much stranger because typed 
all over the map was all this: ®N ®N ®N ®N ®N ®N
 “Hey! Those are typed by mah rite-typer! I mean, those are mah missing 
keys!”
 CC nodded. “She’s telling us in her own way that she has gone to Oz with 
your rite-typer keys.”
 “But why?” I asked.
 “That’s part of the game we have to play with her,” he said, smiling.
 “Will you come with us? Please?” I begged. “Imps are not mah best subject 
of expertise,” I confessed.
 CC laughed. A nice laugh though. “Well, as a matter of fact, I am taking a 
week off from telling the Travelers Tales to the Creatures. So all of us have some 
days free right now. We’ll come with you to Oz.”
 I was sure glad they were coming, & now all we had to do was get to Oz.
 “So, how do you get to Oz from here?” I asked friendly.
 CC laughed & his eyes got big. “To tell you the truth, Algernon, I don’t know. 
I have never been to Oz.”
 Hmmm. “OK, well, let’s just go back to Bags End then. We have doors to all 
those places like Oz & Neverland & Hundred Acre Wood & so on.”
 So CC kissed the pretty lady on both her cheeks. “Be careful, CC, but have 
fun,” she smiled.
 Then she smiled at me. “Good luck, Algernon. And don’t worry. The Imp plays 
games, but she would never lose your keys.” Nice girl.
 So we came back to Bags End via the Marie picture-portal. I am sure glad it 
works.
 Now I don’t go all that much to places like Oz because I figger I should 
save mah visiting 4or nice occasions.
 Oh well. So much 4or politeness.
 Still, I knowed the level where it seemed like all those fantasyland doors are 
in a row. With Lori following me, & then CC, & he brung in his grasp MeZmer, Holly, 
Cuke, & Buddy, I brung us to those doors to look 4or the right one.
 “Let’s see. Narnia . . . Wonderland . . . Neverland . . . Hundred Acre Wood 
. . . the River . . . the Shire . . . ah! Here we are!” I said grandly. I pointed to a door 
with a big fancy sign on it which even I could read that said “Oz.”
 “Now I can’t say where we’ll land in Oz, so just stay close, & we’ll figure 
it out,” I said, bravely as I could.
 “And I have a good Oz map too,” said smart & smiling Lori Bunny. She showed 
it to us, & there were no Imp typings on it.
 “How did you get it?” I asked, shocked.
 “Fast hoppings!” she replied. Good to have her on mah side.
 And so I pushed the door open, & we all walked somewhere into Oz, in 
search of that Imp & mah rite-typer keys!

* * * * * *
 

Into the Merry Old Land of Oz!
 
 Now I know that many of mah Dear Readers are great fans of the books & 
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people & doings of the Merry Old Land of Oz. I am too. On many nights when Miss 
Chris brings us Bags End guys out to her house’s front step in Connecticut, to 
hear good stories readed to her & all of us by Ramie, her toy tall brother Ramie, I 
am always chilled & thrilled all over when he reads a Oz book to us.
 That all said, it’s a whole other thing when you travel to a place like Oz 
4or yourself. I mean, it’s all happening around you now, every Ozzy bit. And while 
the books usually end good, 4or the good guys anyway, nothing in this world or any 
others is a sure thing. Oz has some good big guys & some bad ones too. And it’s 
big enough 4or both kinds to be around still.
 All that to be said that I didn’t take going to Oz lightly. I mean, on invited 
visits & all, sure, with good magick guys like Glinda the Good & Princess Ozma 
smiling & around.
 But just showing up? And with mah dear friend Lori Bunny & those nice 
Creature Common guys CC, MeZmer, Holly, Cuke, & Buddy new to Oz along 4or the 
ride? And the ride being mah ceaseless hunt 4or that Imp Rosa!ita, who stoled mah 
® & N keys right off mah rite-typer? Well, shoooooot, me says.
 So here we were, through the door from Bags End, & arrived in Oz.
 But where in Oz?
 We all kind of gathered round Lori, who was peering through her smart guy 
spectacles at her Oz map.
 “Well, we’re on the Yellow Brick Road, so that’s good 4or us.”
 “Where’s the Scarecrow? And Tik-Tok? And Button-Bright?” asked CC with 
all his excitements. First-time visitor, you know.
 “Calm down, guy. We have to find us be4ore we find them,” I tried to say 
nicely. He nodded & tried to calm.
 The Creatures were all sniffing even while listening to us talk, & looking at 
Lori’s map & all. I can tell you from what I learned from others & now mahself 
too: that is, sniffing can help in its own wordless way. So I tried.
 Then it hit me, via mah nozebone, I guess.
 “This is the Munchkin Country, Lori! It sniffs bloo to me!” Then I looked 
at the Creature Common guys, who seemed to agree. Looking helped too, I realized, 
when I noticed how even the grass & trees had a faint bloo tinge to them.
 Buddy, who is this sort of small flowery-looking Bear Creature, speaked up 
too. “Mr. Algernon Beagle is right.”
 So knowing our where made it easier 4or Lori to adjust her spectacles to 
study even closer her map.
 Then she looked up at us, all knowing from her studyings. She pointed her 
paw down one direction of the Yellow Brick Road. “That’s the way to the Emerald 
City!”
 So we all sorta got ourselves together, & started walking & hopping &, um, 
whatever-ing down the Yellow Brick Road.
 Now some of you Dear Readers might be silly & wondering if we all danced 
our way along, & singed songs. I guess that’s sometimes true, but not always. 
Maybe this wasn’t that kind of story.
 Still, I enjoyed this going. We passed by bloo Munchkin fields & farmhouses, 
& sometimes one of those strange bloo-dressed Munchkins guys would come out 
& say hi. We told them our story, & they would wish us well. All nice & polite.
 Except one. He was polite like the rest, but he had more to say.
 He was kind of tall 4or a Munchkin, & he was sort of hunched over with a 
long beard. His long cloak wasn’t really bloo either.
 We found him sitting peaceably on a bench, near some trees by the side of 
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the road. Smoking his pipe.
 Listened to our story, which I guess we tolded like to everyone else.
 He listened, puffed, & then talked.
 “Won’t catch her if she don’t want you to.”
 “How do we then?” I asked, hoping 4or a good answer.
 He puffed some more. A nice smell to his puffings. Very green despite the 
bloo-ish place.
 “Figger out her game & you’ll get your keys back.”
 “That’s what CC said!” I cried & pointed at CC to be sure. “But what kind 
of game is this? Meanly take a guy’s rite-typer’s keys & skitter too fast away to 
catch?”
 Well, I guess he talked his peace cuz he puffed & smiled at me, & then 
started to take a nap. 
 CC motioned us to keep on our way quietly so not to wake him up.
 So we did, but I was still bugged by it.
 CC put his hand friendly on mah back. “If Fitz is in Oz, we’re not that far 
behind!”
 “O! Fitz! That’s who that old guy was. Her strange friend Fitz! Not some 
unhelpful old fake puffing Munchkin!” I cried.
 Everyone thought I made a good joke, & laughed with me. I guessed it was 
funny, but still.
 It gets to be dark even in the Merry Old Land of Oz, & we were all kind of 
tired.
 We found this barn that was empty of cows & pigs, & had some good hay to 
make a bed with.
 So we all sorta got clustery & close with CC as like our bed, or at least 
someone warm to be near.
 MeZmer talked first time. “Don’t worry, Mister Algernon Beagle. Ros!ita very 
much likes you & your newspaper.”
 “O shucks!” me says happily, but then remembered mah current grudge.
 After that, we all falled asleep, one by one. I remember wondering if Oz stars 
are like Connecticut or Bags End or Imagianna stars. Then I was sure I saw the 
Bunny Star hopping up there. Silly me. We’re all neighbors. So just one sky to share.

* * * * * *
 

Arriving to the Emerald City of Oz!
 
 We waked up the next day, & CC went off 4or a little while to eat his own 
breakfast. O! Breakfast! Yuk!
 He came back & we all went back onto the Yellow Brick Road to keep along 
our way to the Emerald City.
 I can’t say how long it might have taken to get there because there was 
suddenly someone up ahead, & then arrived to us, & it was the wooden Sawhorse! 
Pulling a big red wagon along.
 He’s not much of a talker but, when we all gathered around him & said hi, & 
introduced CC & the Creatures & all, he got talky & friendly, saying, “Princess Ozma 
my mistress sent me along to bring you back. She saw in her Magic Picture that you 
all had come.”
 Well, this was a such a nice thing to do, & we right away climbed into the 
red wagon he was pulling. CC helped us shorter guys all get in, & have a good spot 
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to enjoy the ride. He does coordinate with enthusiasm.
 So we rode & let me tell you: we rode fast! The land blurred by as we went.
 The Creature guys dozed some, but me & Lori & CC watched & watched, & 
soon we passed through the Great Poppy Field, & then came up promptly to the 
Gate of the Emerald City of Oz. Wow!
 It’s a big city, sort of like the one mah friends Rich Americus & Emmi the 
Bag Lady live in, but it’s a lot more green-colored, & had a big Royal Castle in its very 
center.
 The Royal Gate-Keeper smiled, & waved at us, & let us roll through.
 What I didn’t expect was what happened next as we rolled into the City 
itself. 
 There were cheering crowds on both sides of the streets we rolled through. 
Cheering & cheering, & it seemed like it was cheering 4or us!
 Then I seen even more that they were holding up signs with mah face & Lori 
Bunny’s face on them! And a lot of them were waving around copies of Bags End 
News!
 “What does this all mean?” I asked CC. “It’s not very good 4or a mean Ozzy 
trick.”
 “It’s not a trick, Algernon,” said CC, who likes me, so I trust him.
 “What is it?” I demanded.
 “It’s a parade to celebrate your newspaper’s anniversary!” he said all pleased.
 I looked at Lori to be sure, but she nodded & smiled too.
 “Wave to your fans, Algernon!” CC said, & he & the rest showed how to wave 
to your fans. It’s like regular waving but more guys & fellows in it, & they’re smiling 
& admiring you. Not 4or your wave, but 4or something else.
 “O shucks!” I said, feeling the tug of mah humble-bone. Modest & short to 
the ground both, ya know.
 Well, the crowds kept cheering & waving, & us waving back all the way to the 
grand front entrance of the Royal Castle of Princess Ozma of Oz.
 We all got out of the red wagon, & thanked the Sawhorse again 4or his ride. 
He smiled in a woody sort of way, & went off. His task done.
 So now we went into the Royal Castle through the front door, into a really 
big & fancy room, not sure what to do next. Then a dark-haired girl who looked older 
than Miss Chris, but younger than Princess Crissy, ran up.
 “That’s Dorothy Gale of Kansas,” I said. At least I knowed this much. “But 
here she is Princess Dorothy Gale. Of Oz now, I guess.”
 “Mister Algernon Beagle!” said Princess Dorothy Gale. She ranned up & hugged 
me. And she hugged Lori too 4or long time knowing. But then there were these new 
guys.
 I helped. “Princess Dorothy Gale, this is CC, whose title is his name too. 
And MeZmer Bunny, & Holly Hedgedyhog. And Buddy who is a little Bear Creature. 
And Cuke, who is a spiny green Creature fellow. But very nice. O, & they are all from 
the Creature Common, which I can vouch 4or is a real good place. And mostly nicer 
than Bags End even. Except 4or some.” I decided to quit talking then.
 Princess Dorothy Gale curtsied to all of them, who were in aww of meeting 
her. 
 She smiled & turned to me & said, “Ozma thinks she has news of your 
missing rite-typer keys!”
 “Wow! Really?” me said.
 “Yes, & she wants to tell you herself. And congratulate you on your 
newspaper’s anniversary!”
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 “O! shucks!” me said. I kept 4orgetting all this extra friendliness & good 
will. I hope I didn’t have to wave no more.
 “Come on, everyone!” she said, & hurried us to see Princess Ozma of Oz.

* * * * * *
 

Finding the Missing Rite-typer Keys, & Why
(Grand Finally!)

 
 I have knowed these Oz guys a long time, though they were new & exciting 
to CC & the other Creature Common folks.
 The Oz guys are a little more 4ormal about things, which sets me a bit on 
edge. I mean, Princess Ozma is a real Faerie princess, no jeans-under-her-dress & 
secret tomboy ways, like mah dear Princess Crissy.
 It’s just different in Oz. I mean, Sheila Bunny calls herself “King” of Bags 
End, but it’s just a strange idear of hers. She is Mayor, that’s all. 
 But I knowed Princess Ozma’s magick Faerie girl help was sure to be good 
in rightfully recovering the ® & N keys key-napped from mah rite-typer by that 
shenanigans-loving Imp, Rosa!ita. Lori is still writing out this story as we continued 
our pursuits.
 Princess Dorothy Gale brung us in a bit of a nervous group into the Royal 
Throne Room of Princess Ozma.
 And I must say, Dear Readers, that, compared to Sheila’s little Throne Room, 
or even Princess Crissy’s in Imagianna, these Oz guys mean business. And then 
some.
 A really big room with a high ceiling. A long chandelier hanging from the 
middle of the room, & smaller ones toward each corner. Everything lit by reflection 
of everything else, because of the many mirrors on all 4 walls. You saw yourself, 
looking at your other self, looking at your other self, & so on. I just tried to mind-
think all these various me’s to keep cool, remember politeness as always, & that we 
were all friends here, rabble & fancy alike.
 And there, sitting in her big Throne, was Princess Ozma of Oz. Beagleboy 
journalism skills can only struggle to say about her. I mean, of course she is a 
pretty people-folks girl, like Princess Dorothy Gale & Miss Chris & Crissy & other 
people-folks are. 
 But that’s not it. When I look into her eyes, really & deeply & truly, I see 
kindness. Concern. Affection.
 And this was the strangest of them all. Modesty & humbility. Princess Ozma 
does not she’s better than nobody. She just wants to help & do good.
 I knowed all this but it’s like I had to learn it again. She is very special, but 
she thinks of herself as here to tend, like MeZmer. It’s hard words to say.
 “Mister Algernon Beagle,” she said in her sweet princess voice. I was gonna 
bow & scrape low, just in case, when she hopped off her Throne & came to me 
& the others 4or hugs all around. I had to drag CC up by his earbone to get in on 
these good hugs, but the Creatures were not slow. She sniffs good to them. I tried 
a sniff or two, & agreed with their assessment.
 Princess Ozma led us over to a table I had not noticed be4ore. On it was a 
map.
 But it wasn’t Oz.
 “Hey!” I said. “I know this map. It’s the Forest & Hundred Acre Wood of 
Winnie-ther-Pooh & his friends!”
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 Princess Ozma nodded & smiled. “Look closer too.”
 I studied the map with its trees & places it told. Where Wol & Piglet & 
Tigger & Eeyore & the rest lived. But didn’t see what peculiar she meant.
 Lori Bunny & CC saw what she meant at the same time. They pointed to Pooh 
Bear’s own tree home, & then I saw.
 Typed in a circle around his home was ® & N & ® & N over & over with mah 
own missing rite-typer keys!
 I looked at Ozma with the confusion that 4orgot she’s a magickal Faeirie 
girl, however humble. “What does it mean, Princess Ozma?”
 “She has gone to Winnie-the-Pooh’s home in the Hundred Acre Wood where 
he & his friends live,” she said.
 “But why?”
 Princess Ozma gave me a look I could have lived a long time inside. Somehow, 
she understands me as a beagleboy journalist, & me as just plain old Algernon.
 “It’s not a game this time so much as a gift, Algernon,” she said.
 “I don’t understand,” I said quietly.
 “Your readers want to thank you 4or your good newspaper. You & your 
partner Lori Bunny. So she is going to lead you from place to place to receive this 
gift of thanks,” she said, smiling.
 I thinked. “You mean like when I was waving to your Ozzy crowds?”
 She nodded.
 Well, now everyone was looking at me 4or guidance. I looked in turn at the 
many Algernons in the mirrored walls around me.
 “Well,” I said finally, “if someone is gonna thank me, I am sure gonna make 
sure I reply you’re welcomed.”
 Everyone suddenly laughed out loud, & I guessed yes, that it was kind of 
funny.
 I raised mah paw to Princess Ozma to shake & hold. She holded & smiled at 
me.
 “Thank you,” I said humbly.
 She smiled at me, then some more. Then, I swear, she tickled me under mah 
chin! Strangely but nicely true.
 Lori speaked up now. “Princess, can you get us to the Hundred Acre Wood? 
Or at least back to Bags End, where there is a door to there?”
 Princess Ozma smiled that wonderful & nice magickal girl smile of hers. “I 
can have you there in a moment.”
 Now Princess Dorothy Gale speaked up. “Can’t you stay a little while? We 
can have a big anniversary party 4or your newspaper, & introduce these new friends 
to everyone here!”
 Well, I would have been swayed, but CC talked. “We would love to visit, but 
we are on a mission to get Algernon’s rite-typer keys back. Besides, that Imp may 
not stay with Pooh Bear long. I think this adventure is more a gift if we keep up, & 
more a game if we don’t.”
 Everyone, even Princess Ozma, nodded to this statement. CC well knows the 
Imp’s tricky ways.
 But we promised to return again soon, & so Princess Dorothy Gale smiled & 
hugged us all twice.
  I looked at Princess Ozma & said, “No silver shoes needed?” Then I laughed, 
& everyone else did too. All that really had to happen was 4or me to nod, & we were 
gone from Oz, & come to Winnie-ther-Pooh’s Hundred Acre Wood.
 I had been here be4ore, but not in awhile, & it felt different to me. How? It 
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looked the same.
 Taking a chance, I sniffed. Like those Creatures already were, by habit I 
guess.
 O. O. White Woods? Hmmm. Not that same color so much, but still sniffed 
the same, or close. Hmmm again.
 Princess Ozma’s magick put us right close to the tree where Winnie-ther-
Pooh lives with his small friend Piglet. And I guessed from memory that the sign 
over the door on that tree said “Mr Saunders,” like in the books Ramie readed to us 
guys.
 CC & Lori & the sniffing Creatures were looking at me to decide what next.
 I was guessing to go up to the door & knock, when we all heard a gruff voice 
singing its way from a distance to closer & closer to us.
 Here were the words I heard & understood to remember. They were:

“Sing ho for the life of a Bear!
Sing ho for a Pooh!
Sing hee! hee! hee! if you have too much to believe!
Sing ha! ha! ha! if someone tells you what is true!”

And it was indeed that fat friendly Winnie-ther-Pooh Bear! I think also Pooh Bear, 
4or short.
 “Algernon Beagle?” he said, blinking twice at me to be sure. “And Lori Bunny!” 
Blink, blink. “And new friends?” Blink, blink again.
 So of course there were then hugs all around, & introductions, & friendliness. 
CC started to talk about the lingual prestidigitation or something of the Winnie-
ther-Pooh books, but he saw Pooh Bear drooping to sleep, & with a smile stopped.
 Pooh Bear led us all into his house-in-tree, where there were chairs & floor 
to sit on. I can’t say how the very tall CC fit in too but he was at least cramped 
on the floor. 
 I was about to ask Pooh Bear about Rosa!ita when he held up his paw, & 
fetched something from his cupboard.
 “On your newspaper’s anniversary, I present you with a jar of hunny from my 
very own collection!”
 Now CC caught me in mah cry of “O! Yuk!” & flee 4or the door, because he 
saw what mah panic didn’t. Holding me tight, he showed me how the jar was empty 
of every last drop of hunny. He hugged & hugged & hmmm’d me calm, & I saw sad 
Pooh Bear’s face, remembering all his lickings. O! Yuk!
 Holly the Hedgedyhog talked in his squeaking way that reminds me of mah 
good friend Jackie Clown.
 “Holly said that jar can be good 4or carrying the rite-typer keys safely back 
to Bags End, when we find them. And maybe holding pencils too,” CC explained.
 Everyone looked at me. Pooh Bear had indeed licked the jar dry. I trembled a 
bit, then nodded. “Thank you, Pooh Bear,” me said.
 He nodded & looked happy again.
 Then I remembered our business. “Have you seen Rosa!ita the Imp, Winnie-
ther-Pooh?” I almost laughed at mah almost joke.
 Pooh Bear got a weird krinkly look on his yellow Bear’s face, which I guessed 
was him trying to think hard. I sympathized, given mah own hard-struggling brainbone.
 Luckily, mah smart guy friend Lori Bunny notices things I wouldn’t see in a 
universe of days.
 “Pooh Bear, what is that piece of paper in your paw?”
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 He looked at it. “It’s the paper on a jar of hunny you take off be4ore settling 
in to enjoy it.”
 Be4ore Pooh Bear could smack his lips, or I could cry out & flee, Lori helded 
up an amazingly calming paw. “It has writing on it. May I see it?”
 She was right. It was a map, sort of. It showed all the fantasylands the 
Imp had speeded through since leaving Milne’s Porch in Bags End with mah rite-typer 
keys.
 We laid it out on the floor 4or all of us to see up closer. 
 CC said, “It looks like an Imp Tracker. She’s going too fast 4or us, so she’s 
showing us her path. After here, she speeded through Wonderland, Neverland, the 
River. Now she’s, um—“ 
 “Fraggle Rock!” said together all of the suddenly if briefly talking Creatures. 
Well, Holly squeaked with the rest.
 CC pointed again at the strange map. “She’s waiting 4or us.”
 “Waiting?” I asked.
 CC nodded. “She’s an Imp. Just when you think you’ll never catch up, which 
you wouldn’t, she stops & waits.”
 “Well, we better go then,” I decided promptly. I looked at Pooh Bear, who 
looked uncertain of everything. I said to him, kindly but truly,” You’ve been a huge 
help, Pooh Bear. Can we take this Imp Tracker map along?”
 Pooh Bear smiled at me happy & handed it to me. “Don’t 4orget your rite-typer 
keys jar!”
 I motioned CC to grab it, since I was still keeping mah distance 4or a while.
 Pooh Bear came out of his house with us. “Fraggle Rock is that way. Over 
that hill, & then down.”
 “Really?” me said.
 He winked. “I may not have much brain, but I do like my long walks!”
 We all thanked him profusely, & then went in a group over the hill he had 
pointed to, & then down the other side, & there was a cave ahead that seemed likely 
4or getting to the underground Fraggle Rock.
 Fraggles are a kind of yellow or green creature, kind of shaggy & big-eyed. They 
love singing & dancing when happy or sad, or really anytime. They are sort of friends 
with the tinier hard-working Doozer folks, & the scary bigger than even Ramie or CC 
Gorgs. O, & friends with that nice people-folks Doc, & his doggy Sprocket too.
 So we followed the tunnel from the cave entrance, & it led us down & down 
into the earth, & just as I was worrying we were lost, we heard the sounds of many 
Fraggles singing happy.

“Dance your cares away!
Cackle & skitter your days!
Life is a game, whatever they say!
Might as well dance!
Might as well play!”

And we come into the big cavern where Fraggles mostly live & sing & play & so on. 
It was a scene of crazy fun as Fraggles danced & singed & chased around the high 
& low rocks best they could that no-fooling-this-time Rosa!eeta the Imp!
 I panicked. “Stop her! Capture her! She’s singing & dancing & skittering with 
mah rite-typer keys!”
 Well, I would like to say it was that easy, but first CC had to remind me 
that the song wasn’t over. O, right, they do like to finish, happy or sad.
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 So when the song had sort of finale’d & ended, I looked around 4or that Imp. 
Hmmm. No Imp to be seen!
 So I pushed through the Fraggle crowds, up to the Fraggles I most know 
of, Gobo, Wembley, Boober, Mokey, & Red Fraggle.
 “Where is that Imp that you Fraggle hordes danced & singed with?” I 
demanded.
 Gobo is the kind of leader of this bunch. “Hello, Mister Algernon Beagle & 
your friends! Welcome to the Rock! Nice to see you, eh!”
 Well, then CC started talking his long words of admirings that was with 
English none of us knowed, so again he smiled & stopped. I promised mahself I wold 
listen real good to his strange talking when not in crisis.
 “Where did she go?” I asked again.
 Boober spoke up. He reminds me a little of Eeyore the Donkey. Sort of dark 
& funny. “She’s gone, Mister Algernon Beagle! That’s why we stopped singing.”
 All the Fraggles nodded sincerely, like this made sense in their strange minds. 
Nice enough fellows, still, I guess.
 Lucky 4or mah panic at losing her again, CC brung out the Imp Tracker map. 
“Look! She is back in Bags End!”
 Sure enough, the Imp Tracker showed the colorful little blur of an Imp 
leaving Fraggle Rock, & arriving in Bags End.
 “But where?” I despaired. “Bags End is big, & that Imp is tiny & fast.”
 Lucky us, Gobo talked up. “Our friend Doc gave us a gift, a magical device 
called a magnifying glass, to see tiny things bigger.” He ran, fetched it, & handed it to 
Lori Bunny.
 Lori then used this device like Sherlock Holmes to study the map closely. 
She hmmm’d once, twice.
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 “What, Lori? Torture me not, Brains!” I cried.
 Lori laughed. “She is stopped at your Milne’s Porch. This time I think she’s 
waiting 4or just you, Algernon.”
 Wow, OK. Of course be4ore we left I had to shake a lot of Fraggle paws 
about mah newspaper anniversary & all that. I tried to be nice, but there’s about a 
bajillion Fraggle guys. I promised to visit again 4or saying hi to Doozers & Gorgs & 
Doc & Sprocket & all.
 I said goodbye to CC & the Creature Common guys too at this point. They 
had never been to Fraggle Rock, & wanted to stay 4or more dancing & singing.
 “Thank you all,” I said. “I will send her along when we’re done.” They all 
nodded & smiled at me nicely like they knowed Imps very well. Which they do!
 So me & Lori went back to Bags End. Gobo showed me the right tunnel to 
the right door, & on through.
 “Thank you, Gobo Fraggle,” said me sincerely.
 “No problem, eh!” he said. Some kind of funny accent to rival mine own 
unique brogue.
 And Lori parted me too. “Let me know when it’s time to work, Boss.”
 I nodded to her, gave her a grateful hug, & made mah way through Bags End 
toward Milne’s Porch. I stopped along mah route at Leo the Dark Man’s Hovel-
Under-Ramp. He was all cuddled up in his corner futon couch, reading that “Action 
Man & Bunny Girl Save the World! Twice!” comic book. Probably 4or the bajillionth 
time. But he was happy, 4or him. And he had helped me, that was 4or sure.
 And he stopped reading to say hi to me. “Want to read it again with me? I am 
just figgering out the small details & anomalies in this issue.”
 “No, Leo. Thank you, though. I just want to tell you that I am going to get 
mah rite-typer keys back now.”
 Leo smiled vaguely like that was nice. Then he looked back down at his beloved 
comic book & sort of muttered to himself, “What about that strange shadow on 
page 13? Is that Action Man’s long-lost Brother Theodore?”
 So I left him to it, & continued along till I arrived on the level of the Bunny 
Family’s apartment, & went on through to the bedroom I share with Alex. He wasn’t 
there, but I could see that he had a pile high of weird-looking books on his bed, & 
even I could figger out they all said “Bump!” on them.
 O yah, I had promised to take a Bump lesson. Well, not yet, & I hurriedly 
climbed through the window to Milne’s Porch.
 There was mah comfy armchair waiting. And there was mah rite-typer on the 
little purple stool, with all those fan letters on one side, & paper & envelopes on the 
other side.
 And waiting 4or me on the stool too, like just another day in Impville, was 
herself, Rosa!ita the Imp!
 And then I noticed on the stool too, sorta behind mah rite-typer, was the jar 
from Winnie-ther-Pooh, way taller then that Imp! How did that come to be there?
 Maybe Crissy? Maybe Princess Ozma? I guess I know enough magickal 
princess girls to wonder & not know.
 She was looking at me all crazy-eyed, & finally I figgered she wanted me to 
look inside the jar. So I did.
 “Mah rite-typer keys!” I cried, truly happy. She cackled happy too, & made 
her other strange noises.
 Lucky 4or me, the keys popped right back into place on the rite-typer, & it 
was back to business.
 I decided not to scold that Imp, who was just helping in her own way. In 
fact, I asked her to help me finish this issue, so w could rush out the good news 
of mah keys’ return. She typed-hopped the keys like so:
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Martina	Newberry

The Odor of Never Ending Pretense 
 
Do you remember the meal  
you could not eat because   
you saw videos of little  
hands and heads blown off  
in the villages of Laos?  
  
Hands more common than weeds,  
heads more common than memories,  
bits turned to smoke and ash.  
You could not tell if the ashes were  
coarse or finer than sifted flour.  
  
In those days, your conscience  
was your only weapon;  
your internal clock guided your  
yearnings; anger and fear fused  
into that which you could not 
believe and would not sanction.  

Years before, your mother said,  
There	are	children	starving	all	 
over	the	world.	You	will	eat!  
I didn’t care. Their lack did 
not change my revulsion for  
asparagus or green beans. 
 
Do	you	remember? In those  
days of napalm and nodgecocks, 
the only pulses you knew 
were sensual. Your lovers  
offered indulgences which 
you paid for with passion so  
powerful it created  
hallucinations for you 
and them. You vowed powerful  
vows and dared to dance your own 
dances and, since all was not  
well in your own house, you vowed  
and danced in the cool, blessed 
anonymity of clubs  
and other people’s platforms.
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Do	you	remember? If you  
remember, you’ll know that these  
times we live in are mirrored  
images of those times you  
lived in. Houses of power 
are old but strong. Greed is the  
cement which guarantees their  
foundations, the blood  
of the bewildered and the brave  
has painted their walls, the odor 
of never ending pretense 
blows through the western windows. 

We deal, we hustle, we sleep  
through the unforgiving dark,  
then rise and stumble through  
what we hope is the light. 

I say these things to you, in the guise  
of a poem, because I am 
your friend; because in the cold 
brevity of these times, I will  
try to warm you with a  
small square of reassurance— 
very little, I know, but  
better than nothing at all.

* * *
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Our Lady of Guadalupe on the Wall of a Small Bodega in South Central L.A. 
  
The sign just above her says Agua	Aqui.   
Others signs say We	Accept	EBT	Cards, 
and ATM Here ↓  
   
At her left is a tiny barred window, too small  
for anything but mice to get through,  
and they could do so easily despite the bars.  
  
At The Lady’s feet is Juan Diego— 
he who heard her speak in his own language,  
he who had already embraced the Christ-religion,  
he who gathered roses in his cloak and found  
her image imprinted there later.  
  
Her pose is modest, even submissive.  
She looks down at the sidewalk where 
there are no roses.  
  
An old man crosses himself  
and goes in to buy a bomber  
and a concha for breakfast. 
 
A young girl crosses herself  
and goes in to buy water. 
 
A homeless man with one shoe— 
the other foot wrapped in a soiled 
bandage—crosses himself  
but doesn’t go in.  
  
The owner, an older lady  
with breathtaking black hair—  
a thick rope down her back—tells me,  
“They don’t make a mark on The Lady,  
but they walk past her to rob my store.”  

She smiles. “50 times or more,  
they’ve robbed me.”
  
She touches my elbow and winks,  
“Some of them are named Juan Diego.”

* * *
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Still

I	had	a	dream	about	you	last	night.	
Our	vices	had	wings	and	our	fears	could	breathe	fire. 
—Crystal Hudson, “Dreaming is for Lovers”
 
I’m strong, steadfast as a night  
sky with my resolutions 
and my fervent promises. Still, 
 
I’m frightened out of my wits  
that I might restart my vain,  
my greedy, my passionate pleasures.  
 
I want to light up an imported  
cigarette, smoke it in the dark  
while I sip an Irish whiskey 
  
poured over big craggy cubes  
of ice. I want to ignore food,  
and stare into the blackness through 
  
hollowed-out eyes, want whatever 
I wear to be too large.  How I love 
those sexy corruptions—the warp  
 
and woof of my sensuous shawls.  
Yes, I’ve left them behind. I am 
healthier, clearer in life and lung. Still, 
 
I wake each morning to find myself  
relentlessly desirous of my old vices, 
tethered to my dreams.

* * * * * *
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Leia	Friedwoman

Consent is Psychedelic
[Prose]

Published	June	11,	2021	in	Double Blind Mag
https://doubleblindmag.com/consent/

 What do you think about when you hear the word consent? I think about communication, 
permission, compassion, freedom, agency, respect, awareness, intentionality, boundaries, relationship, 
shared agreements . . . I think about love. I think of my own nervousness around asking for what I want, 
receiving, saying “no,” hearing “no.” 
 The word consent also reminds me of the times that I have neglected to ask for other people’s 
consent, and the trauma I have from situations that might have played out differently if someone had 
asked for my consent. 
 We all have our own ideas and feelings about consent. It’s a broad and complex topic, 
spanning many different interpretations, practices, and value systems. To define it loosely, I would say 
that consent involves a voluntary agreement, made without coercion, between persons with decision-
making capacity, knowledge, understanding, and autonomy. 
 Whether we like it or not, consent is a part of the fabric of society and consciousness. 
Recognizing how consent (or lack thereof ) plays into social, professional, political, physical, and sexual 
dynamics is a revolutionary act. Through psychedelic journeying and integration, we can increase 
awareness of ourselves, and of how the choices we make impact the world around us. We can even 
work with psychedelics to explore more about our individual relationship to consent. 
 Just as each person deserves the right to decide if and how they alter their own consciousness, 
we all have the right to decide what happens to our bodies. When we seek permission before taking 
action, whether that is to touch another person, take their picture or use something of theirs, we are 
honoring their agency and autonomy. If psychedelics are about recognizing the ways that we	are	all	one, 
consent is a way for us to act as such. 
 This psychedelic renaissance we now find ourselves in has its own particular consent issues, 
from cases of therapist/guide sexual misconduct, or consent violations in psychedelic spaces, to the 
decriminalization and commodification of sacred medicines that indigenous peoples have stewarded for 
millennia. There are intersections that I see between consent and psychedelics, and there are ways that 
we can all embody the values of consent in our psychedelic lives. 

Consent and Psychedelics

 Most people agree that each person is, at the very least, entitled to bodily autonomy. The 
question of who can touch a person or interact with their body in any way is their	choice. 
 Bodily autonomy also pertains to a person’s control over what they put in their body. Practicing 
consent is a way to respect other people’s personal agency, to be transparent about our desires, and to 
give others the opportunity to decide for themselves what is best for them.
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 A great acronym to remember for consent is  FRIES: Freely given; Reversible; Informed; 
Enthusiastic; and Specific:

Freely	given

 This means that there is no pressure, force, deception, manipulation, or intoxication involved 
in obtaining consent.
 Someone cannot consent to sex if they are on a psychedelic. Non-ordinary or altered states of 
consciousness (which may be induced by drugs, medicines, spiritual experiences, erotic states, episodes 
of psychosis, mediumship, or other types of experiences) change a person’s decision-making capacity. 
Therefore, their ability to give full consent is compromised. A person should have time to come down 
from their altered state experience, and give sober consideration to a sexual encounter before it takes 
place. 
 Giving someone a substance without their knowledge, even if they are your friend or family, 
is a major violation of bodily autonomy. Law enforcement sometimes uses drugs such as ketamine to 
sedate people without their consent; in the case of Elijah McClain1, this action led to his death, which 
was entirely avoidable.

Reversible

 Consent is ongoing and can be withdrawn or changed at any time. Remember, even if it was a 
“yes” earlier, it may be a “no” now. 
 A great topic to discuss before having intimate contact with another person is whether or not 
both parties feel comfortable saying no to the other. I have found it helpful to engage in intentional 
experiential exercises, such as acting out various vignettes with a trusted friend or partner. For example, 
role-playing a situation where one person asks the other things like, “Can we do X?” and the other can 
practice saying “no.” 
 Remember, it is never  too late for you or your partner to withdraw or renegotiate consent. 
Here2 are some phrases to consider as you practice exercising your “no” muscle. 

Informed
 
 A person is aware of what they are agreeing to, and that the terms won’t be changed afterward 
without sober renegotiation. Being informed includes having knowledge of certain things about 
each other before engaging in sexual contact, such as any relationships you each are in, each person’s 
boundaries, desires, STI testing and status, and the meaning of the encounter.
 Informed consent also pertains to what someone allows within their body, including drugs of 
all types. We all have the right to information about the substance, such as what the ingredients are, if 
it has been tested for purity, the volume and concentration, and what to expect from ingesting it. 
 Unfortunately, prohibition has denied people this right. However, we can still practice consent 
by doing whatever we can to inform ourselves, such as testing and carefully weighing our substances, 
researching their effects, and communicating transparently about what we find. 

Enthusiastic

 If it’s not a “hell yes,” then it’s a “no.” A great response to hearing a “no” (or a “maybe,” “ask me 
later,” “next time,” etc.) is “thank you for taking care of yourself.”
 Keep in mind, the body does not necessarily communicate to us in words, so it’s useful to get to 
know the language of your unique system. In my case, embodiment practices and psychedelic journey-
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work helped me to get more in touch with how “yes” and “no” each feel for me. 
 I began exploring how “yes” and “no” feels in my body by asking simple questions. For example, 
if I was feeling cold, I would ask my body, “do you want me to go get a blanket?” and I would feel a 
tingle in my hands and feet, a little squeeze in my belly, and a warmth in my chest. I learned to feel into 
my “no” by noticing the sensations and emotions that arose when someone asked me to do something I 
wasn’t comfortable with. I might notice my stomach drop, cold sensations in my limbs, a sharp uptick 
in my heart rate, flushing in my face, nervousness. 
 I began to do the yes-and-no game every day until I could really understand the patterns and 
ways that my body told me what it wanted and didn’t want. Then came the hard work of actually 
listening and honoring my body’s choice! 

Specific
 
 This means that saying “yes” to one activity (like making out) does not mean “yes” to another 
activity (like having sex). Remember, psychedelics can radically alter verbal communication, even make 
some people go non-verbal. Couples or established sexual partners who trip together should not assume 
blanket consent; talk about sexual boundaries before dosing, and develop a plan to increase safety and 
agency for everyone. 
 Specifically, this also applies to taking other substances. Once a person enters an altered state, 
they cannot soberly decide about taking more substances, so please hold off on offering other drugs 
to a person who is already altered, unless you discussed it beforehand and heard a clear “yes” from the 
person while they were sober. 
 And	 please,	 never	 dose	 someone	 without	 their	 consent. It’s rude, unethical, and downright 
dangerous. 
 Participants should always be screened before participating in a psychedelic ceremony 
or therapy session. A good facilitator will fully prepare each person for an experience ahead of the 
ceremony, giving them time to consider everything that might happen and to decide what is best for 
them. Members of the community have denounced a number of medicine facilitators, therapists, and 
unlicensed practitioners for submitting people to various physical, even sexual assaults while the person 
was under the influence of the medicine and in their care. These people were not informed and did not 
consent to such treatment ahead of time. 

Consent and Power Dynamics

 What do a medicine man serving ayahuasca, a therapist speaking at a psychedelic conference, 
a popular electronic music DJ, the leader of a psychedelic organization, an author of a book on 
psychedelics, and a psychiatrist working on an MDMA-assisted clinical trial all have in common? They 
all	have	power. 
 All of these individuals are regarded by some as having special experience, knowledge, and 
influence. This reputation confers power to them, especially in relation to newcomers entering   the 
psychedelic scene who want to learn, get involved, perhaps become a psychedelic therapist or researcher 
one day, or even to heal themselves. In this case, if saying “no” to someone could mean forfeiting a 
desirable opportunity, there is a certain pressure on that person to say “yes,” which contradicts the tenet 
that consent should be freely given. 
 You’ve probably heard the saying, “with great power comes great responsibility.” Another 
truism is that power is everywhere, and yet it can be hard to recognize—especially for the person who 
holds the power. 
 Sometimes it is easy to see power at work; for instance, in who gets to make decisions about 
social, economic, and environmental issues. In psychedelic communities, clinics, retreat centers, activist 
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spaces, and conferences/events, those with power are the ones who get listened to, who have a platform, 
who can make the big decisions, including about who gets to participate and what happens.
 Although many of us tout unity and oneness amongst all people, power is not evenly distributed 
in our psychedelic spaces. In order to embody consent—a voluntary agreement, made without coercion, 
between persons with decision-making capacity, knowledge, understanding, and autonomy—power 
dynamics must be recognized. 
 We live in a society with systemic problems such as white supremacy, patriarchy, ableism, 
heterosexism, transphobia, and more. Socio-cultural values and norms are often informed by these 
hierarchies, creating more mechanisms through which power can operate without being recognized. 
 Regrettably, the psychedelic “movement” is not immune to power imbalances that privilege 
some identities over others. I see power dynamics at play in a number of situations:

•	 Financial barriers limit many people’s opportunity to access psychedelic therapy.
•	 Western medicine does not commonly recognize the larger ecological web of the human 

body/mind, focusing instead on a reductionist paradigm of health (often  tainted  by  white  
supremacy). Many settings for legal psychedelic therapy are still incredibly clinical; in 
some ketamine clinics, patients pay handsome sums to prescribers, and yet are given little or 
no psychological support or preparation for the experience.

•	 Although many psychedelic organizations tout inclusivity, there are so few conversations 
about disability and advocacy for accessibility in psychedelic spaces.

•	 Most media outlets are uninformed or unwilling to reconcile that scientific discoveries in 
psychedelic research can be portrayed in a way that harms the balance  of existing healing 
modalities and the communities that they come from. An early example of this is R. Gordon 
Wasson directly violating his agreement with Maria Sabina not to publicize his experience with 
mushrooms by writing a Life magazine article about it3. 

•	 Some psychedelic research studies  reinforce  a cis- and heteronormative gender binary by 
continuing to employ a model of male-female co-therapist teams. 

•	 Psychedelics are increasingly being commodified and corporatized, with venture capitalists tied 
to extractive industries attempting to assert ownership and take control of the market. 

•	 Some leaders insulate themselves with loyal followers and then, after engaging unethically, 
make themselves immune to call-outs by spreading misinformation and using silencing tactics. 
Power becomes even more challenging to confront when a leader is unwilling to look at their 
power, but continues to exercise their control over others.4 

 Niki Sylva, writing on the collective wisdom of an integration community in northern 
California, offers important points about power dynamics in a group setting: “It is important to 
understand that people seeking [integration services] may be vulnerable. They may feel disconnected 
from themselves and from their communities. We must note that some people have preyed upon these 
vulnerabilities in a variety of circumstances, including in psychedelic contexts, even when substances are 
not being used.”5 Those who take advantage of vulnerable or less powerful people may be consciously 
or unconsciously doing so in order to further assert their own power and/or serve their own agenda. 
 When people have come forward about abuse they experienced, the people who caused harm 
have sometimes been sheltered and defended, for reasons such as that “they do great things for the 
movement,” or even that this abuse going public would “look bad” for psychedelics. This is another 
display of power, and the tendency for existing power structures and hierarchies to be upheld, often to 
the detriment and further traumatization of harmed parties. 
 Dr. Alicia Danforth, licensed clinical psychologist and researcher, shares some important 
ethical considerations within psychedelic medicine in an  ICPR interview: “[t]here are certain 
personality types that are drawn to situations in which they’re in close proximity to people who are 
vulnerable and open. They seek to manipulate, and have a very unhealthy relationship with power  
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. . . we don’t have a good system for winnowing out individuals who seek to do this work who have 
clinically significant narcissistic traits or psychopathy.”6

 Recognizing power dynamics in psychedelic spaces is fundamental and critical, especially 
for those of us who have been fortunate enough to feel the interconnection of all beings. With this 
knowledge and embodied experience, how do we move forward?

Practicing Consent

 My journey with psychedelics has been an upward spiral of surprises, struggle, healing, and 
change. Part of my transformation involved claiming agency over my body and self. I did this by 
learning about boundaries and consent, and finding the courage to practice them. My hope is that you 
too consider how consent shows up in your life. 
 Psychedelics and consent are both a journey about freedom and agency. Both tend to be done 
in community in some way shape or form. Both involve intentionality and awareness. And, we get 
better at both with practice! 
 If psychedelics have taught me anything, it’s that we are all one, and it takes self-awareness and 
practice to walk in integrity with that truth every day. Honoring the sovereignty we each have over our 
own bodies is one of many steps on the path to collective healing and liberation.

* * *
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George MacDonald

The Golden Key
[Classic Fiction]

Originally	published	in	Dealings with the Fairies (1867).

Continued	from	Cenacle | 117 | October 2021

 They wandered thus a long way, with endless amusement from the talk of the animals. They 
soon learned enough of their language to ask them necessary questions. The squirrels were always 
friendly, and gave them nuts out of their own hoards; but the bees were selfish and rude, justifying 
themselves on the ground that Tangle and Mossy were not subjects of their queen, and charity must 
begin at home, though indeed they had not one drone in their poorhouse at the time. Even the blinking 
moles would fetch them an earth-nut or a truffle now and then, talking as if their mouths, as well as 
their eyes and ears, were full of cotton wool, or their own velvety fur. By the time they got out of the 
forest they were very fond of each other, and Tangle was not in the least sorry that her grandmother had 
sent her away with Mossy.
 At length the trees grew smaller, and stood farther apart, and the ground began to rise, and it 
got more and more steep, till the trees were all left behind, and the two were climbing a narrow path 
with rocks on each side. Suddenly they came upon a rude doorway, by which they entered a narrow 
gallery cut in the rock. It grew darker and darker, till it was pitch dark, and they had to feel their way. 
At length the light began to return, and at last they came out upon a narrow path on the face of a lofty 
precipice. This path went winding down the rock to a wide plain, circular in shape, and surrounded on 
all sides by mountains. Those opposite to them were a great way off, and towered to an awful height, 
shooting up sharp, blue, ice-enameled pinnacles. An utter silence reigned where they stood. Not even 
the sound of water reached them.
 Looking down, they could not tell whether the valley below was a grassy plain or a great still 
lake. They had never seen any place look like it. The way to it was difficult and dangerous, but down 
the narrow path they went, and reached the bottom in safety. They found it composed of smooth, 
light-colored sandstone, undulating in parts, but mostly level. It was no wonder to them now that they 
had not been able to tell what it was, for this surface was everywhere crowded with shadows. It was a 
sea of shadows. The mass was chiefly made up of the shadows of leaves innumerable, of all lovely and 
imaginative forms, waving to and fro, floating and quivering in the breath of a breeze whose motion 
was unfelt, whose sound was unheard. No forests clothed the mountain-sides, no trees were anywhere 
to be seen, and yet the shadows of the leaves, branches, and stems of all various trees covered the valley 
as far as their eyes could reach. They soon spied the shadows of flowers mingled with those of the 
leaves, and now and then the shadow of a bird with open beak, and throat distended with song. At 
times would appear the forms of strange, graceful creatures, running up and down the shadow-boles 
and along the branches, to disappear in the wind-tossed foliage. As they walked they waded knee-deep 
in the lovely lake. For the shadows were not merely lying on the surface of the ground, but heaped up 
above it like substantial forms of darkness, as if they had been cast upon a thousand different planes 
of the air. Tangle and Mossy often lifted their heads and gazed upwards to descry whence the shadows 
came; but they could see nothing more than a bright mist spread above them, higher than the tops of 
the mountains, which stood clear against it. No forests, no leaves, no birds were visible.
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 After a while, they reached more open spaces, where the shadows were thinner; and came 
even to portions over which shadows only flitted, leaving them clear for such as might follow. Now a 
wonderful form, half bird-like half human, would float across on outspread sailing pinions. Anon an 
exquisite shadow group of gamboling children would be followed by the loveliest female form, and that 
again by the grand stride of a Titanic shape, each disappearing in the surrounding press of shadowy 
foliage. Sometimes a profile of unspeakable beauty or grandeur would appear for a moment and vanish. 
Sometimes they seemed lovers that passed linked arm in arm, sometimes father and son, sometimes 
brothers in loving contest, sometimes sisters entwined in gracefullest community of complex form. 
Sometimes wild horses would tear across, free, or bestrode by noble shadows of ruling men. But some 
of the things which pleased them most they never knew how to describe.
 About the middle of the plain they sat down to rest in the heart of a heap of shadows. After 
sitting for a while, each, looking up, saw the other in tears: they were each longing after the country 
whence the shadows fell.
 “We must find the country from which the shadows come,” said Mossy.
 “We must, dear Mossy,” responded Tangle. “What if your golden key should be the key to it?”
 “Ah! that would be grand,” returned Mossy.—“But we must rest here for a little, and then we 
shall be able to cross the plain before night.”
 So he lay down on the ground, and about him on every side, and over his head, was the 
constant play of the wonderful shadows. He could look through them, and see the one behind the 
other, till they mixed in a mass of darkness. Tangle, too, lay admiring, and wondering, and longing after 
the country whence the shadows came. When they were rested they rose and pursued their journey.
 How long they were in crossing this plain I cannot tell; but before night Mossy’s hair was 
streaked with grey, and Tangle had got wrinkles on her forehead.
 As evening drew on, the shadows fell deeper and rose higher. At length they reached a place 
where they rose above their heads, and made all dark around them. Then they took hold of each other’s 
hand, and walked on in silence and in some dismay. They felt the gathering darkness, and something 
strangely solemn besides, and the beauty of the shadows ceased to delight them. All at once Tangle 
found that she had not a hold of Mossy’s hand, though when she lost it she could not tell.
 “Mossy, Mossy!” she cried aloud in terror.
 But no Mossy replied.
 A moment after, the shadows sank to her feet, and down under her feet, and the mountains 
rose before her. She turned towards the gloomy region she had left, and called once more upon Mossy. 
There the gloom lay tossing and heaving, a dark stormy, foamless sea of shadows, but no Mossy rose out 
of it, or came climbing up the hill on which she stood. She threw herself down and wept in despair.
 Suddenly she remembered that the beautiful lady had told them, if they lost each other in a 
country of which she could not remember the name, they were not to be afraid, but to go straight on.
 “And besides,” she said to herself, “Mossy has the golden key, and so no harm will come to him, 
I do believe.”
 She rose from the ground, and went on.
 Before long she arrived at a precipice, in the face of which a stair was cut. When she had 
ascended halfway, the stair ceased, and the path led straight into the mountain. She was afraid to enter, 
and turning again towards the stair, grew giddy at the sight of the depth beneath her, and was forced to 
throw herself down in the mouth of the cave.
 When she opened her eyes, she saw a beautiful little creature with wings standing beside her, 
waiting.
 “I know you,” said Tangle. “You are my fish.”
 “Yes. But I am a fish no longer. I am an aëranth now.”
 “What is that?” asked Tangle.
 “What you see I am,” answered the shape. “And I am come to lead you through the mountain.”
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 “Oh! thank you, dear fish—aëranth, I mean,” returned Tangle, rising.
 Thereupon the aëranth took to his wings, and flew on through the long narrow passage, 
reminding Tangle very much of the way he had swum on before her when he was a fish. And the 
moment his white wings moved, they began to throw off a continuous shower of sparks of all colors, 
which lighted up the passage before them. All at once he vanished, and Tangle heard a low, sweet sound, 
quite different from the rush and crackle of his wings. Before her was an open arch, and through it came 
light, mixed with the sound of sea-waves.
 She hurried out, and fell, tired and happy, upon the yellow sand of the shore. There she lay, half 
asleep with weariness and rest, listening to the low plash and retreat of the tiny waves, which seemed 
ever enticing the land to leave off being land, and become sea. And as she lay, her eyes were fixed upon 
the foot of a great rainbow standing far away against the sky on the other side of the sea. At length she 
fell fast asleep.
 When she awoke, she saw an old man with long white hair down to his shoulders, leaning 
upon a stick covered with green buds, and so bending over her.
 “What do you want here, beautiful woman?” he said.
 “Am I beautiful? I am so glad!” answered Tangle, rising. “My grandmother is beautiful.”
 “Yes. But what do you want?” he repeated, kindly.
 “I think I want you. Are not you the Old Man of the Sea?”
 “I am.”
 “Then grandmother says, have you any more fishes ready for her?”
 “We will go and see, my dear,” answered the old man, speaking yet more kindly than before. 
“And I can do some thing for you, can I not?”
 “Yes—show me the way up to the country from which the shadows fall,” said Tangle. For there 
she hoped to find Mossy again.
 “Ah! indeed, that would be worth doing,” said the old man. “But I cannot, for I do not know 
the way myself. But I will send you to the Old Man of the Earth. Perhaps he can tell you. He is much 
older than I am.”
 Leaning on his staff, he conducted her along the shore to a steep rock, that looked like a 
petrified ship turned upside down. The door of it was the rudder of a great vessel, ages ago at the bottom 
of the sea. Immediately within the door was a stair in the rock, down which the old man went, and 
Tangle followed. At the bottom, the old man had his house, and there he lived.
 As soon as she entered it, Tangle heard a strange noise, unlike anything she had ever heard 
before. She soon found that it was the fishes talking. She tried to understand what they said; but their 
speech was so old-fashioned, and rude, and undefined, that she could not make much of it.
 “I will go and see about those fishes for my daughter,” said the Old Man of the Sea.
 And moving a slide in the wall of his house, he first looked out, and then tapped upon a thick 
piece of crystal that filled the round opening. Tangle came up behind him, and peeping through the 
window into the heart of the great deep green ocean, saw the most curious creatures, some very ugly, 
all very odd, and with especially queer mouths, swimming about everywhere, above and below, but all 
coming towards the window in answer to the tap of the Old Man of the Sea. Only a few could get their 
mouths against the glass; but those who were floating miles away yet turned their heads towards it. 
The Old Man looked through the whole flock carefully for some minutes, and then turning to Tangle, 
said,—
 “I am sorry I have not got one ready yet. I want more time than she does. But I will send some 
as soon as I can.”
 He then shut the slide.
 Presently a great noise arose in the sea. The old man opened the slide again, and tapped on the 
glass, whereupon the fishes were all as still as sleep.
 “They were only talking about you,” he said. “And they do speak such nonsense!—Tomorrow,” 
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he continued, “I must show you the way to the Old Man of the Earth. He lives a long way from here.”
 “Do let me go at once,” said Tangle.
 “No. That is not possible. You must come this way first.”
 He led her to a hole in the wall, which she had not observed before. It was covered with the 
green leaves and white blossoms of a creeping plant.
 “Only white-blossoming plants can grow under the sea,” said the old man. “In there you will 
find a bath, in which you must lie till I call you.”
 Tangle went in, and found a smaller room or cave, in the further corner of which was a great 
basin hollowed out of a rock, and half full of the clearest sea-water. Little streams were constantly 
running into it from cracks in the wall of the cavern. It was polished quite smooth inside, and had a 
carpet of yellow sand in the bottom of it. Large green leaves and white flowers of various plants crowded 
up and over it, draping and covering it almost entirely.
 No sooner was she undressed and lying in the bath, than she began to feel as if the water were 
sinking into her, and she was receiving all the good of sleep without undergoing its forgetfulness. She 
felt the good coming all the time. And she grew happier and more hopeful than she had been since 
she lost Mossy. But she could not help thinking how very sad it was for a poor old man to live there all 
alone, and have to take care of a whole seaful of stupid and riotous fishes.
 After about an hour, as she thought, she heard his voice calling her, and rose out of the bath. 
All the fatigue and aching of her long journey had vanished. She was as whole, and strong, and well as 
if she had slept for seven days.
 Returning to the opening that led into the other part of the house, she started back with 
amazement, for through it she saw the form of a grand man, with a majestic and beautiful face, waiting 
for her.
 “Come,” he said; “I see you are ready.”
 She entered with reverence.
 “Where is the Old Man of the Sea?” she asked, humbly.
 “There is no one here but me,” he answered, smiling. “Some people call me the Old Man of the 
Sea. Others have another name for me, and are terribly frightened when they meet me taking a walk by 
the shore. Therefore I avoid being seen by them, for they are so afraid, that they never see what I really 
am. You see me now. But I must show you the way to the Old Man of the Earth.”
 He led her into the cave where the bath was, and there she saw, in the opposite corner, a second 
opening in the rock.
 “Go down that stair, and it will bring you to him,” said the Old Man of the Sea.
 With humble thanks Tangle took her leave. She went down the winding-stair, till she began 
to fear there was no end to it. Still down and down it went, rough and broken, with springs of water 
bursting out of the rocks and running down the steps beside her. It was quite dark about her, and yet 
she could see. For after being in that bath, people’s eyes always give out a light they can see by. There 
were no creeping things in the way. All was safe and pleasant though so dark and damp and deep.
 At last there was not one step more, and she found herself in a glimmering cave. On a stone 
in the middle of it sat a figure with its back towards her—the figure of an old man bent double with 
age. From behind she could see his white beard spread out on the rocky floor in front of him. He did 
not move as she entered, so she passed round that she might stand before him and speak to him. The 
moment she looked in his face, she saw that he was a youth of marvelous beauty. He sat entranced with 
the delight of what he beheld in a mirror of something like silver, which lay on the floor at his feet, and 
which from behind she had taken for his white beard. He sat on, heedless of her presence, pale with the 
joy of his vision. She stood and watched him. At length, all trembling, she spoke. But her voice made 
no sound. Yet the youth lifted up his head. He showed no surprise, however, at seeing her—only smiled 
a welcome.
 “Are you the Old Man of the Earth?” Tangle had said.
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 And the youth answered, and Tangle heard him, though not with her ears:—
 “I am. What can I do for you?”
 “Tell me the way to the country whence the shadows fall.”
 “Ah! that I do not know. I only dream about it myself. I see its shadows sometimes in my 
mirror: the way to it I do not know. But I think the Old Man of the Fire must know. He is much older 
than I am. He is the oldest man of all.”
 “Where does he live?”
 “I will show you the way to his place. I never saw him myself.”
 So saying, the young man rose, and then stood for a while gazing at Tangle.
 “I wish I could see that country too,” he said. “But I must mind my work.”
 He led her to the side of the cave, and told her to lay her ear against the wall.
 “What do you hear?” he asked.
 “I hear,” answered Tangle, “the sound of a great water running inside the rock.”
 “That river runs down to the dwelling of the oldest man of all—the Old Man of the Fire. I wish 
I could go to see him. But I must mind my work. That river is the only way to him.”
 Then the Old Man of the Earth stooped over the floor of the cave, raised a huge stone from it, 
and left it leaning. It disclosed a great hole that went plumb-down.
 “That is the way,” he said.
 “But there are no stairs.”
 “You must throw yourself in. There is no other way.”
 She turned and looked him full in the face—stood so for a whole minute, as she thought: it 
was a whole year—then threw herself headlong into the hole.
 When she came to herself, she found herself gliding down fast and deep. Her head was under 
water, but that did not signify, for, when she thought about it, she could not remember that she had 
breathed once since her bath in the cave of the Old Man of the Sea. When she lifted up her head a 
sudden and fierce heat struck her, and she sank it again instantly, and went sweeping on.
 Gradually the stream grew shallower. At length she could hardly keep her head under. Then the 
water could carry her no farther. She rose from the channel, and went step for step down the burning 
descent. The water ceased altogether. The heat was terrible. She felt scorched to the bone, but it did not 
touch her strength. It grew hotter and hotter. She said, “I can bear it no longer.” Yet she went on.
 At the long last, the stair ended at a rude archway in an all but glowing rock. Through this 
archway Tangle fell exhausted into a cool mossy cave. The floor and walls were covered with moss—
green, soft, and damp. A little stream spouted from a rent in the rock and fell into a basin of moss. She 
plunged her face into it and drank. Then she lifted her head and looked around. Then she rose and 
looked again. She saw no one in the cave. But the moment she stood upright she had a marvelous sense 
that she was in the secret of the earth and all its ways. Everything she had seen, or learned from books; 
all that her grandmother had said or sung to her; all the talk of the beasts, birds, and fishes; all that had 
happened to her on her journey with Mossy, and since then in the heart of the earth with the Old man 
and the Older man—all was plain: she understood it all, and saw that everything meant the same thing, 
though she could not have put it into words again.
 The next moment she descried, in a comer of the cave, a little naked child, sitting on the moss. 
He was playing with balls of various colors and sizes, which he disposed in strange figures upon the 
floor beside him. And now Tangle felt that there was something in her knowledge which was not in 
her understanding. For she knew there must be an infinite meaning in the change and sequence and 
individual forms of the figures into which the child arranged the balls, as well as in the varied harmonies 
of their colors, but what it all meant she could not tell. He went on busily, tirelessly, playing his solitary 
game, without looking up, or seeming to know that there was a stranger in his deep-withdrawn cell. 
Diligently as a lace-maker shifts her bobbins, he shifted and arranged his balls. Flashes of meaning 
would now pass from them to Tangle, and now again all would be not merely obscure, but utterly dark. 
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She stood looking for a long time, for there was fascination in the sight; and the longer she looked the 
more an indescribable vague intelligence went on rousing itself in her mind. For seven years she had 
stood there watching the naked child with his colored balls, and it seemed to her like seven hours, when 
all at once the shape the balls took, she knew not why, reminded her of the Valley of Shadows, and she 
spoke:—
 “Where is the Old Man of the Fire?” she said.
 “Here I am,” answered the child, rising and leaving his balls on the moss. “What can I do for 
you?”
 There was such an awfulness of absolute repose on the face of the child that Tangle stood dumb 
before him. He had no smile, but the love in his large grey eyes was deep as the center. And with the 
repose there lay on his face a shimmer as of moonlight, which seemed as if any moment it might break 
into such a ravishing smile as would cause the beholder to weep himself to death. But the smile never 
came, and the moonlight lay there unbroken. For the heart of the child was too deep for any smile to 
reach from it to his face.
 “Are you the oldest man of all?” Tangle at length, although filled with awe, ventured to ask.
 “Yes, I am. I am very, very old. I am able to help you, I know. I can help everybody.”
 And the child drew near and looked up in her face so that she burst into tears.
 “Can you tell me the way to the country the shadows fall from?” she sobbed.
 “Yes. I know the way quite well. I go there myself sometimes. But you could not go my way; 
you are not old enough. I will show you how you can go.”
 “Do not send me out into the great heat again,” prayed Tangle.
 “I will not,” answered the child.
 And he reached up, and put his little cool hand on her heart.
 “Now,” he said, “you can go. The fire will not burn you. Come.”
 He led her from the cave, and following him through another archway, she found herself in 
a vast desert of sand and rock. The sky of it was of rock, lowering over them like solid thunderclouds; 
and the whole place was so hot that she saw, in bright rivulets, the yellow gold and white silver and red 
copper trickling molten from the rocks. But the heat never came near her.
 When they had gone some distance, the child turned up a great stone, and took something 
like an egg from under it. He next drew a long curved line in the sand with his finger, and laid the egg 
in it. He then spoke something Tangle could not understand. The egg broke, a small snake came out, 
and, lying in the line in the sand, grew and grew till he filled it. The moment he was thus full-grown, 
he began to glide away, undulating like a sea-wave.
 “Follow that serpent,” said the child. “He will lead you the right way.”
 Tangle followed the serpent. But she could not go far with out looking back at the marvelous 
Child. He stood alone in the midst of the glowing desert, beside a fountain of red flame that had burst 
forth at his feet, his naked whiteness glimmering a pale rosy red in the torrid fire. There he stood, 
looking after her, till, from the lengthening distance, she could see him no more. The serpent went 
straight on, turning neither to the right nor left.
 Meantime Mossy had got out of the lake of shadows and, following his mournful, lonely way, 
had reached the seashore. It was a dark, stormy evening. The sun had set. The wind was blowing from 
the sea. The waves had surrounded the rock within which lay the Old Man’s house. A deep water rolled 
between it and the shore, upon which a majestic figure was walking alone.
 Mossy went up to him and said,—
 “Will you tell me where to find the Old Man of the Sea?”
 “I am the Old Man of the Sea,” the figure answered.
 “I see a strong kingly man of middle age,” returned Mossy.
 Then the Old Man looked at him more intently, and said,—
 “Your sight, young man, is better than that of most who take this way. The night is stormy: 
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come to my house and tell me what I can do for you.”
 Mossy followed him. The waves flew from before the footsteps of the Old Man of the Sea, and 
Mossy followed upon dry sand.
 When they had reached the cave, they sat down and gazed at each other.
 Now Mossy was an old man by this time. He looked much older than the Old Man of the Sea, 
and his feet were very weary.
 After looking at him for a moment, the Old Man took him by the hand and led him into his 
inner cave. There he helped him to undress, and laid him in the bath. And he saw that one of his hands 
Mossy did not open.
 “What have you got in that hand?” he asked.
 Mossy opened his hand, and there lay the golden key.
 “Ah!” said the Old Man, “that accounts for your knowing me. And I know the way you have 
to go.”
 “I want to find the country whence the shadows fall,” said Mossy.
 “I dare say you do. So do I. But meantime, one thing is certain.—what is that key for, do you 
think?”
 “For a keyhole somewhere. But I don’t know why I keep it. I never could find the keyhole. And 
I have lived a good while, I believe,” said Mossy, sadly. “I’m not sure that I’m not old. I know my feet 
ache.”
 “Do they?” said the Old Man, as if he really meant to ask the question; and Mossy, who was 
still lying in the bath, watched his feet for a moment before he replied.
 “No, they do not,” he answered. “Perhaps I am not old either.”
 “Get up and look at yourself in the water.”
 He rose and looked at himself in the water, and there was not a grey hair on his head or a 
wrinkle on his skin.
 “You have tasted of death now,” said the Old Man. “Is it good?”
 “It is good,” said Mossy. “It is better than life.”
 “No,” said the Old Man, “it is only more life.—Your feet will make no holes in the water now.”
 “What do you mean?”
 “I will show you that presently.”
 They returned to the outer cave, and sat and talked together for a long time. At length the Old 
Man of the Sea rose, and said to Mossy,—
 “Follow me.”
 He led him up the stair again, and opened another door. They stood on the level of the raging 
sea, looking towards the east. Across the waste of waters, against the bosom of a fierce black cloud, stood 
the foot of a rainbow, glowing in the dark.
 “This indeed is my way,” said Mossy, as soon as he saw the rainbow, and stepped out upon the 
sea. His feet made no holes in the water. He fought the wind, and climbed the waves, and went on 
towards the rainbow.
 The storm died away. A lovely day and a lovelier night followed. A cool wind blew over the 
wide plain of the quiet ocean. And still Mossy journeyed eastward. But the rainbow had vanished with 
the storm.
 Day after day he held on, and he thought he had no guide. He did not see how a shining fish 
under the waters directed his steps. He crossed the sea, and came to a great precipice of rock, up which 
he could discover but one path. Nor did this lead him farther than half-way up the rock, where it ended 
on a platform. Here he stood and pondered.—It could not be that the way stopped here, else what was 
the path for? It was a rough path, not very plain, yet certainly a path.—He examined the face of the 
rock. It was smooth as glass. But as his eyes kept roving hopelessly over it, something glittered, and he 
caught sight of a row of small sapphires. They bordered a little hole in the rock.
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 “The keyhole!” he cried.
 He tried the key. It fitted. It turned. A great clang and clash, as of iron bolts on huge brazen 
caldrons, echoed thunderously within. He drew out the key. The rock in front of him began to fall. He 
retreated from it as far as the breadth of the platform would allow. A great slab fell at his feet. In front 
was still the solid rock, with this one slab fallen forward out of it. But the moment he stepped upon it, 
a second fell, just short of the edge of the first, making the next step of a stair, which thus kept dropping 
itself before him as he ascended into the heart of the precipice. It led him into a hall fit for such an 
approach—irregular and rude in formation, but floor, sides, pillars, and vaulted roof, all one mass of 
shining stones of every color that light can show. In the center stood seven columns, ranged from red 
to violet. And on the pedestal of one of them sat a woman, motionless, with her face bowed upon her 
knees. Seven years had she sat there waiting. She lifted her head as Mossy drew near. It was Tangle. Her 
hair had grown to her feet, and was rippled like the windless sea on broad sands. Her face was beautiful, 
like her grandmother’s, and as still and peaceful as that of the Old Man of the Fire. Her form was tall 
and noble. Yet Mossy knew her at once.
 “How beautiful you are, Tangle!” he said, in delight and astonishment.
 “Am I?” she returned. “Oh, I have waited for you so long! But you, you are the Old Man of the 
Sea. No. You are like the Old Man of the Earth. No, no. You are like the oldest man of all. You are like 
them all. And yet you are my own old Mossy! How did you come here? What did you do after I lost 
you? Did you find the keyhole? Have you got the key still?”
 She had a hundred questions to ask him, and he a hundred more to ask her. They told each 
other all their adventures, and were as happy as man and woman could be. For they were younger and 
better, and stronger and wiser, than they had ever been before.
 It began to grow dark. And they wanted more than ever to reach the country whence the 
shadows fall. So they looked about them for a way out of the cave. The door by which Mossy entered 
had closed again, and there was half a mile of rock between them and the sea. Neither could Tangle find 
the opening in the floor by which the serpent had led her thither. They searched till it grew so dark that 
they could see nothing, and gave it up.
 After a while, however, the cave began to glimmer again. The light came from the moon, but 
it did not look like moon light, for it gleamed through those seven pillars in the middle, and filled the 
place with all colors. And now Mossy saw that there was a pillar beside the red one, which he had not 
observed before. And it was of the same new color that he had seen in the rainbow when he saw it first 
in the fairy forest. And on it he saw a sparkle of blue. It was the sapphires round the keyhole.
 He took his key. It turned in the lock to the sounds of Aeolian music. A door opened upon 
slow hinges, and disclosed a winding stair within. The key vanished from his fingers. Tangle went up. 
Mossy followed. The door closed behind them. They climbed out of the earth; and, still climbing, 
rose above it. They were in the rainbow. Far abroad, over ocean and land, they could see through its 
transparent walls the earth beneath their feet. Stairs beside stairs wound up together, and beautiful 
beings of all ages climbed along with them.
 They knew that they were going up to the country whence the shadows fall.
 And by this time I think they must have got there.

The End.

* * * * * * 
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Colin	James

Anybody Reading This I Need to Borrow a Winnebago 

My mother-in-law, Dorothy, 
bless her ninety-two-year old heart, 
has been self-quarantining 
for the past thirty months, 
on the west coast of Florida.
 
I would escort her willy-nilly, 
up here to Massachusetts, 
by the most efficient 
philanthropically felicitous route, 
with a couple of overnights 
in a Walmart parking lot.
 
The old Wilson Pickett hit, 
“Land of a Thousand Dances,” 
will have taken up much of our discourse 
as we approach Pennsylvania, 
amid the aromatic scent of covered bridges 
too close now to blame on algae, 
or the I-knew-him-when-he-was-famous 
Speedo still being worn by Bonita Bob. 

* * *
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Damn Those Alligator Babies, Lower Me Into the Nest! 
 
That’s a cool hat. 
The earrings are dangerous, 
hanging contortions.
 
When traveling incognito, 
the locals rarely acknowledge eccentricity. 
Cruelty is not without mannerisms.
 
I see you walking to the river, 
sticking your head in deeper. 
Not quite a formal baptism, 
that comes later 
on the hotel pillow.
 
Acoustic splotches of blood, 
lovely cartilage, boneless. 

* * * * * *
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Kenzie	Oliver

Suicide 
(Thinking About It)

[Prose]

i.

 Lots have talked about it, especially in 2020 and since . . . religions have banned it or allowed 
it, depending on the context . . . yet, even with its frequency, it is still 

an isolating subject.

 Those thinking about it often say nothing . . . they can just feel hopeless. You don’t hear about 
other animals doing it—only humans. Really, the idea of it goes against the whole premise of evolution 
and genetic continuation. Maybe	 it	 is	because	we	perceive	death? But wouldn’t an antelope see death 
when predators eat members of their herd? Perhaps they don’t think of their own mortality in such lofty 
terms as we do. 
 The Catholic Church used to not let people who had died by suicide be buried in consecrated 
ground. Instead, they were buried just outside the graveyard. 
 All I know is that the thought can come on slowly or suddenly . . . by impulsivity or after 
careful research. Research can dissuade some . . . others, it gives them the way. There are anti-suicide 
numbers you can call, therapists you can pay an arm and leg to talk to, websites you can Google, even 
apps now.
 Policymakers talk about the need for more support, but they do not talk about the financial, 
emotional, societal, personal, and physical barriers. Others drone on about the need to protect the 
unborn, but then leave the born out in the cold. 
 We’re given medications, fed commercials about how this or that product will make us 
whole, worked to the bone, and are surrounded by violence . . . all while nothing changes. And then 
policymakers turn around and dare to ask why we’re unhappy.

ii.

 Three times I have thought about it . . . once as a child, twice as an adult . . . twice due to the 
actions of others, once though my own . . . once after research, and twice impulsively.
 For four years, I refused to have painkillers, even Advil, in my medicine cabinet. I still remember 
the cold tile of my bathroom floor on my legs, the wooden door pressed against my back, and the 
weight of Sam’s club-sized Advil bottle in my hand. The vain thought about how it would look went 
through my head . . . I would be forever young, my stress and feeling of isolation would be gone. 
 But I also thought about how I would be found by my roommates and its effect on my family. 
No one in my family has done it directly. They did it the slower way, through alcohol and cigarettes. In 
a way, the more socially acceptable method.
 I’ve known a few people who tried, and some who succeeded. The first time I learned about 
suicide was in 2008, with a friend in high school, Ben. I remember getting a text from a mutual friend 
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on Cinco de Mayo asking if I knew where Ben was.
 Why	would	I	know? We’d never hung out beyond the parameter of the school, or outside the 
context of the band program. “No, I haven’t seen him since school.” 
 I didn’t hear anything until after the sun had gone down. “He’s been found. He hung himself.”
 The following day, the entire ninth-grade class sat in the school gymnasium. I remember the 
administration gave speeches, but the words were hollow and unmemorable. The school district brought 
two crisis councilors in. I don’t know if any of my friends went to them. I didn’t. I just remember crying 
in the bleachers all day, thinking those who weren’t his friends and were still sobbing uncontrollably 
were phonies. Looking back, it may have been just as traumatic to them as it was to my close friends 
and me. 
 I went to see him at the funeral parlor. There was so much makeup on him that he almost 
didn’t look like himself. But that wasn’t Ben anymore. I couldn’t go to the burial. Instead, I went home.

iii.

 The next time was six years later. My best friend Cedrick’s crush hung himself in his apartment. 
We lived in the same apartment complex, with only a parking lot separating us. The last time I saw him 
was two months before, on Halloween night. Cedrick and I dressed up as a 1950s couple. Him in the 
poodle skirt, and me in the leather jacket. 
 It was while we were still underage, so all of us went to “Twitter house parties.” Three in 
total that night; the cops shut down the first two. The last one was so crowded we couldn’t even get 
in. Cedrick’s friend wasn’t dressed up. This was only the second time I’d met him; the other was at a 
smoking session at Cedrick’s. He was super funny, friendly, and pleasant. Cedrick never told him that 
he liked him.
 We drove down together for his funeral. I remember we drove down early while the sky was 
still pitch black, and got there just as the viewing started. We stayed the whole time. I felt terrible that I 
didn’t really know him and became slightly bored. Many people from Texas State had also driven down, 
including a mutual friend, Rachel. 
 The family was very, very touched that there was such a large crowd, with so many people that 
some were almost standing outside the funeral parlor. All I could tell her was, “He was a really great guy. 
I’m so sorry for your loss.”

iv.

 Cedrick tried as well. I learned that three years after his crush passed. He was on a cruise with 
his mother, got drunk, and tried to jump off the ship. Thankfully, he was stopped and ended up locked 
up in the ship’s brig. Both he and his mother were kindly kicked off in Mexico to fly back. I learned 
all of this from Rachel. I didn’t confront him about it. I just told him that I loved him. I figured if he 
wanted me to know, he would have told me, just as I would have told him if I wanted to.
 Five years later, after my scene on the bathroom floor, I drove to see Ben’s grave. Since I did not 
go to the burial, I had to look its location up on Google. He’s buried in a small county cemetery, just 
off the side of the county road, behind someone’s house. It took me a few minutes to find him. I guess 
fortunately, he is buried alongside his grandparents and older sister. So it was the last name I saw first. 
 The headstone is somewhat simple, with his name, date of birth and death, a Bible verse at the 
bottom, and a guitar and music staff carved at the top next to his name. At the foot is a small rock with 
more bible verses, another rock shaped like a heart, and a sun-faded, weather-matted Teddy Bear that 
seems to have been there since 2010. 
 All I had was some wildflowers I had picked from the side of the road, so I laid them at the 
top. I told him about how I tired I felt, how I understood the impulse, and how I was sorry he didn’t 
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get to experience life beyond high school. It felt lonely at that cemetery; very different from others I had 
walked through.

v.

 The most recent person was in 2019—a family man from the small island in Maine where 
I used to vacation as a child. I had worked with his oldest daughter at the restaurant in 2014, and I 
remember seeing her grow up. He was the handyman of the island, and was building a lovely house 
slowly by working on the old piers and houses. He was my Dad’s neighbor. 
 I always remember one interaction I had with him. I was wearing a free apartment t-shirt that 
I got at a housing fair earlier that year. 
 “I like that logo,” he told me out of the blue.
 “Oh thanks,” I said. “It’s from an apartment complex called Wildwood.” 
 “Hmm. I think I might use it.” 
 He wouldn’t be in copyright violation for long. The complex was sold that year and changed 
its name. My Dad would be the one to tell me about his death in an effort to reconnect with me. 

vi.

It seems like everyone lugs around their own collections of stories like these. If that is true, we 
need to talk about it, not sweep it under the rug like we as a society have. Knowing it is a hard subject 
to discuss makes it even more important to shed light on it. 

Like with other personal problems, the solution starts with actually acknowledging it happens, 
to remove the stigma, so those thinking about it feel comfortable reaching out. Which is the hardest 
thing to do.
 But that cannot be the end of it. I believe the main problem is that the US is such an 
individualistic society, where we are left to defend for ourselves. Something that is antithetical to our 
hardwiring as a social species. 
 We need to start caring for each other, and demand free access to meaningful mental health 
resources and support. Resources that can help plug not just the rising number of suicides, but all the 
other open sores that are sapping our societal energies.

* * * * * *
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Raymond	Soulard,	Jr.

Labyrinthine
[a new fixtion]

vi.

 Rouse the black pen & give a look around. Tis the Attic, of many famous tales & songs. This 
stretch of it is the top hat of the Bungalow Cee, home of myself & the beloved Photographer, & one 
of several concurrent homes of Creature Common. 
 A new solid black floor under foot, close wooden bricks, & a white lattice ceiling above, 
protecting from the roof ’s many exposed nails.
 A work table I sit at. KC Klock upon the wall, black cat with wild happy eyes, wiggling in 
time with red tail.
 Attic Radio on a small table, sometimes a Dreamland Jazz station, sometimes reports on 
psychedelic elixirs on SpiritPlants Radio America.
 Beloved in her chair, thick books & tea on her surreal table, at her reading ease—
 Another table nearby, crates of old paper & things neatly in corners. Hooded lights above.
 The way on to my left, hidden in a corner. Just a skein away.
 Other than radio, so quiet, so removed.
 Wondering where to next from hither to yon . . . 

 Turn the page soon to find out . . . 

Asoyadonna in all her strange gloried prettied fineness sits on a big blue plastic tub near me. Insisted 
it with her charming half smile.

“I think that’s a tub of old Cenacles,” I remark sheepishly. She nods. Smiles at my Beloved. “Full of 
your beauteous picture-visions,” she smiles.
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Herself smiles too.

Donna & I turn back to my several notebooks & pads & tape-player & cassettes.

“Great	Grand	Braided	Narrative?” she reads in one, smirks. But not with any mock.

I nod. “This how many things will happen. Events, crossings, revelations, new & old.”
She nods. Listens. 
I talk on. “This book, this Labyrinthine, can handle as much plain exposition as needed.” Beloved 
lights some candles & incense. The Attic Radio is softly on that Dreamland Jazz station, broadcasting 
live from decades ago. She also hands Asoyadonna a mug of something warm & a bit sweet. Smiles. 
Now listening anew.

“You & your Brothers were, I think, scattered far, tossed hither to yon by a Wobble. Far in time & 
space. And I think you all forgot much. Not sure why.” 
She nods soberly.

“This is not a matter of bringing you all back together in this book”— I gesture affectionately to Lx	
on my work-table. “Nor just Many	Musics, like originally.” Pause. Gather the rest of my thoughts.

“Labyrinthine. Many	 Musics. Bags	 End	 News. Travelers	 Tales. Dream	 Raps. Great	 Heroes	 of	 Yore	
Adventures.” I reel them off, finger by finger.

They both nod. Then a voice from that hidden area over there. “Are you coming, Donna, & your 
scribbling friend?” 

Asoyadonna jumps up, nods to me. Says to my Beloved, “Aunt won’t let me travel on without one of 
her good flapjacks breakfasts!” Smiles between them.

I sack up notebooks & what-not, kiss Beloved’s cheek. She smirks me. “Remember what Phish says. 
‘Whatever you do, take care of your shoes!’” I nod, serious & smiling both.

We come down from the Attic to the Pensionne. Aunt greets us warmly & hurries on. 

Did I mention the Pensionne has a great big kitchen? Did I know this before tonight? I guess no.

I guess makes sense, if tis a kind of strange sorta boarding house in the White Woods. And I suppose 
folks passing through would like a good flapjacks breakfast to carry forth into their days.

I look around pretty thoroughly while Aunt & Asoyadonna talk away. Feels like this matters to do.

Her kitchen is, I guess you could say, in two parts. Right now, the long table over there is covered, & 
that area of the room is dark. Looks like made of rough wooden planks placed over logs. Many short 
stools frame its every side, which I think number to more than four. Unsure, somehow?

I walk around this long many-sided table & notice many many pictures on the wall, each mounted in 
a unique antique frame. Some pictures I know. Creatures. MeZmer the White Bunny tucked close to 
her dearest one. Holly the grey Hedgedyhog. A many-colored glowing picture depicting some murky 
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& magickal deep depth in the White Woods.

A painting of a White Birch with just six leaves on its branches. Oh. Hmmm.

“Francisco’s,” says quietly & suddenly near Asoyadonna. I nod uncertainly. Want to ask “which one?” 
But I don’t. She leads me by the hand back to the kitchen table. Heaps piled high of flapjacks, little 
jars of syrups & jams. 

Aunt quietly bustles me up a plate & a stone mug of juice, delicious tho I can’t say sure what kind. 
She settles Donna too, & then fetches herself a plate & drink. Her long dark braided hair, dark eyes, 
simple working clothes, yet nothing obvious nor simple about her.

We eat friendly in quiet.

“I don’t know I’ve sat with friends like this for a meal in these White Woods in Labyrinthine,” I say 
finally. They nod, smile, chew.

I want to say more but unsure what. The food is delicious, magickal, fixtional.

Asoyadonna clears our plates & is away a few minutes, & a few more. Ah,	OK.

“Do you know Gate-Keeper?” I suddenly ask.
Aunt nods.
“And Abe the Ancient Sea Turtle?”
Nods again. More of a smile this time.

I am quiet. She waits. “If I bring my best self to these pages, & the rest, this Great	Grand	Braided	
Narrative is within my reach.”
“It is.”

“If.”
“If.”
“Do	the	work.”
“Always, Raymond.”
I reach for her hand across the dark wooden table. Both of her hands.

I return to the room where I’d both slept & writhed, figuring gonna be time to go soon. Find my 
black bookbag in the corner, all safe, check its contents closely, all there, & make to return to Aunt’s 
great kitchen to wait for Asoyadonna.

Along the way back, notice those stairs that earlier, inexplicably, led up to the Attic of the Bungalow 
Cee where, as I said, I live with my Beloved, the Photographer, & there also dwells Creature Common, 
among its several.

Pause. Think. OK. Climb those steps & come out to the Attic as before. Find a note in her corner, 
on her seat. “Time to put away everything in the yard for winter! See you later. Safe travels! Love you 
always.”
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The Attic Radio is still on the Dreamland Jazz station. KC Klock still shifting her crazy eyes & bright 
red tail to tell the time with penache. Heater’s on. My sweater on my seat. 

Sit down at my long work table. Might as well do this now. Get out my blue-green coin purse of dice 
& coins & icons, little clocks, little radio. 

Figuring out the mixings for this section takes some time. My notebook readings take me back to 
years & places, sleuthing for what will mix nicely here. Makes this fixtion part a game, but I think 
more than that.

Remember	some	things. This theme persists for me of late. That takes effort.	Which	things? How? To do 
what	with? No real guide-posts in this. Yet down to my writing bones, this feels imperative. 

So I take the time, do the readings, make the notes. Finished, I turn off the Attic Radio. Throw KC 
Klock a wink. Turn off heater. Leave sweater. Head back downstairs to the Pensionne, now fully ready 
to go.

Aunt nods & smiles my return, her smaller kitchen table crumbless clean now from our flapjacks 
breakfast. 

“She’s in her old room, Scriptor,” she says brightly, & points me on. I start at this new name, then 
nod & follow her pointing. 

As I approach, I hear her quiet singing, “All flesh is lorn. All flesh needs love.” Her door is open, but 
I cough my arrival. She is sitting on her bed, auburn hair now down, surrounded by old volumes & 
maps. Smiles me welcomed.

I come in & take a look around. Several of her walls filled by ceiling-to-floor bookcases. Mostly 
books, but also some neat piles of maps & what look like small antique jars. Perfume? Potions? I’d 
guess both. 

Her large window is on the wall facing her bed. Crimson curtains drawn back. A view of the great 
Garden, of the White Woods beyond. Even more distant mountains. An easy sniff of Wide Wide Sea 
salty air too.

“Sit with me.”
I do.
“Tossed your dice & coins anew?”
I nod.
Her smile ’pon me is a fresh maiden’s, but also well-travelled, seasoned with dear touch & loss both. 
Waits. 
“I was reading my Many	 Musics poems about you & your Brothers. And reviewing our travels 
together.”
Nods.
“Honey Now. The mayor’s son. Your years of travels to the Tangled Gate. The Kingdom you six built 
in the King’s old homeland. So much.”
I show her my scrawled notes in my Thoughts Pad. She reads carefully. I look down at my hands & 
think. 
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“I call all this, all these various tellings & writings, my mythopoeia.	Seemed like the best word.”
“Tis a good one,” says quietly.

Quiet again. Reaching. 

“However it has come to pass that I live now, & these poems & stories all are, tis so. And because tis 
so, tis my blessed task to tend their growth & flourishing best I can.

She takes my hand.

“My idea now is called the Great	Grand	Braided	Narrative, & its purpose is in part to tell a single story 
comprising many braided through each other.”

Nods. I’ve said this previously. Does	twice	said	bring	comfort?

“I don’t quite have yet what happened to your Brothers beyond the Cave of the Beast, but I feel like 
it involves a long ago Great Violence, of which a remnant remained. A Wobble.”

Some of this is new to her. “What more?” I sense her listening now is still close but less passive. More 
what-next in her.

I stand now, to pace around my thinkings into words. “I think what happened is that a Spaceship 
struck this Wobble somewhere in the far reaches of outer space, & this led to its crashing on a strange 
grey planet.

“I thought this Spaceship was from Emandia, bound for one of its chosen worlds, from the diaspora 
which occurred as it was dying.”

Asoyadonna’s face is wide with shock. “Emandia?”

I nod, recalling from my notes she was from there, though this Pensionne in this Village was all the 
home she could remember. Her family Aunt & her long-passed father the Tinker.

I go on. “There is a man who was in that Spaceship, a boy when it crashed on that grey world. He is 
called Gate-Keeper. He escaped its harsh life, & has since many times tried to free its people from it, 
as he came to know the Many Worlds braided together by their diaspora.”

I sigh, go on. “I thought it was a Spaceship full of Emandians, your kinsmen. But could not figure 
out why he was ever shunned by all there.”

“Why then?”

“This ship was hijacked. Its passengers taken prisoner.”

“How? By who?”
“By someone or someones in or near or part of that Wobble. But their doing so damaged the Spaceship, 
caused it to crash where it did. A barren, grey, nearly uninhabitable world.” 
“And the Gate-Keeper?”
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“He was one of very few younger Emandians on that Spaceship. The Captors rigged up something in 
the garments most of them wore. A kind of tech embedded in these, & in their skin. Electric shock 
to disobedience. Maybe more.”
“Why not the younger ones?”

I think. Wonder too. “Do you remember your romance with the Mayor’s son awoke your body? You 
now had penis or pussy or nothing to wish?”
She nearly blushes, nods.
“Your skin shifts colors too?”
Nod.
“These younger Emandians hadn’t evolved yet like this. The tech did not work on them. The Captors 
let them be, but by that same tech punished anyone who would tend them kindly. They would get 
caged too, in time.”
“By sex?”
“By something. A kind of wider waking to the world. A needful catalyst of some kind.”
She nods.
I pace & continue.

“The Wobble, now active, or awake, or something, multiplied, in space & time. It’s shown up in many 
of my stories, in different forms, all over.”

“One, none, many?” she asks, but smiling darkly.
“Like the Imps? Yes, no, sort-of?”
“And so it caused my Brothers to be tossed far, hither & yon?” she asks quietly.
“I think so . . . maybe.”
“Because together we were a threat?”
“Maybe?”
“So what should you & I do?” she asks finally.
More quiet.

“There’s a lot to do. But part of that is each of you remembering some things. And finding your way 
to someplace to re-unite.”
“The Beach of Many Worlds. Abe the Sea Turtle?” She almost brightens, despite herself. I nod, smile 
too.
“And maybe he can tell us what can be done about all this.”
“We can liberate Gate-Keeper’s grey world for one.”
I nod. “I don’t think as simple as like those old fat marauders you dispatched with on your way to 
the King’s old homeland.”
She smirks, then saddens. Motions me sit next to her.
“How long since we Brothers were all separated?”
“By my time’s passing, near ten calendars of time. But your own reck would be far more precise.”
She nods, uncertain.
“I found you in that bus station, with a ticket to Elliptical City. And your mutt Benny.”
She laughs at this.
“Where had you come from? How did you come by Benny?”

She sorta starts within. “I, um, don’t know. It’s like . . . I remember clearly all my days living here 
with Aunt & my father the Tinker. And all the times leading up to meeting my Brothers, our many 
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travels, & come to the Island after so long. It gets dream-like there for me. Then I met you, in that 
bus station, with Benny, & it’s like I slowly came back to myself.”

I nod. This is enough for now. 
“I hope he’s OK. Benny, I mean.”
I nod. “I’m sure he is.”
She hugs me close then. Having clarity of mind & hope & purpose all returned to her has made her 
more powerful to behold.

“How should we best & swiftest get ourselves to Abe’s Beach, my friend?” she asks. I prefer that to 
“Scriptor” any day, I realize. “Scribbler” might be OK though.

I think. “What we want is word to spread far & wide that we are looking for your Brothers. I have 
an idea that we could best do that by a visit to the Thought Fleas’ Rutabega Festival & Fleastock.”

“Oh my!” she says, & so I easily guess she does not know these.
“And then travel on the Wide Wide Sea & on down to Abe’s Beach.”
“On the Good	Ship	Ker-plow-ee? And herself tiny as ever & yet Captain still?” she cries, & hopes. 
“You mean, Commandeer Masta’ Splasha’?” I laugh too. She nods.
“Well, maybe,” I say. “There are others who will help, if need be.”
She nods, quieter now.

But instead I stand up again. “I’ll leave you to ready for our long journey. I’ll wait in the Kitchen 
with Aunt.” Asoyadonna nods &, as I close the door, I notice her going for her small ivory hairbrush 
on her bedside table, gift from her father the Tinker, likely the first thing she packs back into her 
knapsack.

Aunt is waiting for me at the smaller kitchen table. Now the larger one is uncovered too, & the lights 
raised over it. Lots of bowls & spoons & napkins set out.

“Near suppertime,” she smiles. “Folks been hoping & wishing for their bowls of Miss Flossie Flea’s 
Special Festival Recipe Rutabega Soup all day!”
I nod. “We’re going to be passing through there, on the way to Abe’s Beach.”
Aunt’s sober features now really brighten. “Asoyadonna will love all that!”

We say no more but hug warmly. Aunt quotes back my own words to me, I think. “‘Life doesn’t take 
it away. Fools give it away.’” Nods me serious to finish it. I nod in return.

“‘I do not wish to.’”

She talks on. “Folks around here need you & your many words, Scriptor.” 
“Scribbler, please,” I smile sheepishly. “Scriptor’s just the press.”

She nods. “You also wrote, ‘We make Art to remember how to tell the truth.’”
I nod again, wondering, till she points over to a bookcase I realize with an audible “Oh!” is stuffed 
top to bottom shelves with issues of The Cenacle. 

“You keep making the Art, Scribbler, the White Bunny says it to you & I do too.” She makes a pen 
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scribbling gesture with her finger. I nod.

Asoyadonna appears, freshed up, packed up, like we was goin’ on a picnic but . . . I imagine she has 
enough knives & other weapons about her shapely person to belie that fool’s thought. 

Their embrace is long, deep, & endless sweet. Kisses Asoyadonna three times on her cheeks. “One is 
for that fine Abraham. What a storyteller.” 
Donna smirks & nods. 
“And the second for Roddy. He’ll know why.”
Second nod.
“And when you finally get back to Dreamwalker, however you do, third kiss for him & tell him he 
owes his Aunt a visit soon! All them boys. We’ll throw them all a party, a big bonfire, in the Great 
Hall, bajillions of stars looking down too!”

Smiling both, & both now near to tears, they embrace once more. Aunt also packs a few more “just 
in case” & “you never know” items in AsoyaDonna’s knapsack. 

We’re both ready to go.

To	be	continued	in	Cenacle | 119	|	April	2022

* * * * * *
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Notes	on	Contributors

AbandonView lives in the American Rust Belt. His artwork appears regularly in The Cenacle. Wishing you 
much rest & good healing from your recent accident, Brother. More of his work can be found at: 
http://purigare.tumblr.com.

Algernon Beagle lives in Bags End. He is the Editor guy for Bags End	News. Delightful books made from 
the stories in his delightful newspaper appear regularly in The Cenacle. 

Charlie Beyer lives in New Castle, Colorado. His prose appears regularly in The Cenacle. He is currently 
developing a mining program of four gold mines that will consume his summers in the mountains 
for years to come. Favorite quote: “love	will	make	time	pass	…	but	time	will	always	make	love	pass.”  
More of his writings can be found at http://therubyeye.blogspot.com.

Ace Boggess lives in Charleston, West Virginia. His fiction & poetry appears regularly in The Cenacle. His 
story in this issue first appeared in Broad	River	Review. His most recent book of poetry, Escape	Envy, 
was published in May 2021, by Brick Road Poetry Press. 

Michael Couvaras lives in London, England. He is a working film-maker (Strange Interfade Films), but also 
shares his wonderful photography on Instagram (http://www.instagram.com/michaelcourvarafilms. 

ElectroLounge Forums is a discussion community for contributors to The Cenacle, found at http://
electrolounge.boards.net/. Writers, artists, photographers, & readers are encouraged to request a 
membership (no charge) & visit these Forums to meet, & perhaps join, those whose works fill the 
pages of The Cenacle.

Leia Friedwoman (formerly Friedman) lives in Holyoke, Massachusetts. Her writing last appeared in 
Cenacle | 115 | April 2021. She reminds me, & I remind all, to “not forget that sacred rest.”

Judih Haggai lives at Kibbutz Nir Oz in Israel. Her haiku appears regularly in The Cenacle. Of her pictures 
in this issue, she notes one is of “the	Kibbutz	War	Room,	painted	to	look	like	a	European	rural	cottage.	
The	artist	is	Tsipa	Rubin,” & the other is “a	very	funky	playground	for	kids,	constructed	with	discarded	
items	from	the	kibbutz.” Her 2004 poetry RaiBook, Spirit	World	Restless, can be found at: http://
www.scriptorpress.com/raibooks/spiritworldrestless.html. She also hosts the excellent radio show 
of the same name on SpiritPlants Radio (spiritplantsradio.com).

Jimmy Heffernan lives in Salt Lake City, Utah. His prose appears regularly in The Cenacle. Jimmy’s 
most recent book, Tunnels	Through	Time:	Poems	 and	Observations, was published in May 2021 
by BookBaby. Jimmy’s “Dialogue” in this issue was derived from his “Writer’s Notebook” at the 
ElectroLounge Forums.

Nathan D. Horowitz lives in Baltimore, Maryland. Chapters from his epic work-in-progress, Nighttime	
Daydreams, appear regularly in The Cenacle. Book 2 of  his published quadrilogy of Nighttime	
Daydreams	(Bat	Dreams) was published in 2019. Book 3 will be out soon. He also hosts the excellent 
radio show “Nighttime Daydreams” on SpiritPlants Radio (spiritplantsradio.com). I’m hoping his 
freer days are continuing to nudge open new doors for him . . .
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Colin James lives in western Massachusetts. Recently his poetry appears regularly in The Cenacle. Trying to 
elude COVID best he can, minding his sniffles, reading in bed. His most recent book of poetry, 
The	Paralytically	Obscure	As	Beauty	Crescendo, was published in December 2020 by The Book Patch. 

Sam Knot lives in rural France. His poetry, prose, & artwork all appear regularly in The Cenacle. I recently 
discovered he shares a hometown with my new favorite author, George MacDonald. Take many 
pictures next time you visit, Sam! Visit samknot.com for more of his work. 

George MacDonald was born in 1824 in Huntly, Aberdeenshire, Scotland, & died in 1905 in Ashtead, 
Surrey, England. His delightful fantasy works include Phantastes:	A	Fairie	Romance	for	Men	and	
Women (1858) & Lilith:	A	Romance (1895). The illustration to the text here is by his long-time 
collaborator, Arthur Hughes. We are planning to include a volume of his shorter fantasy works in 
the Burning Man Books 2022 series.

Tamara Miles lives in Elgin, South Carolina. Her prose & poetry appear regularly in The Cenacle. She 
also hosts the excellent poetry show, “Where the Most Light Falls,” on SpiritPlants Radio 
(spiritplantsradio.com). She tells me stories of tending friends in need, kindly & with good humor. 
I hope you get some of that tending for yourself, Tamara!

Jo Monea lives in  Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Jo’s work last appeared in Cenacle | 117 | October 2021. Jo 
recently went through some life-changing days, deep dives for truer identity in this world. I am 
sure, JoJo, that you will do fine! 

Martina Newberry lives in Hollywood, California. Her poetry appears regularly in The Cenacle. Her most 
recent book of poetry, Blues	for	French	Roast	with	Chicory, was published in 2020 by Deerbrook 
Editions. Wishing her & her beloved Brian especial safety in these dangerous times. More of her 
writings can be found at: https://martinanewberry.wordpress.com. 

Kenzie Oliver lives in Central Texas. Her work was most recently featured in The Cenacle | 117 |  
October | 2021. It is great to have more of her prose in this issue!

Tom Sheehan lives in Saugus, Massachusetts. His poetry & prose appears regularly in The Cenacle. His 50th  
book, Fables,	Fairy	Stories,	Folk	Lore	and	Fantasies,	was published by Cyberwit in August 2020. He 
passes on seasonal wishes for: “all	the	hopes	the	heart	can	bear.”

Kassandra Soulard lives in Milkrose, Massachusetts. She is a Skeptic, an Artist, a Brilliant Genius, & softer 
than the softest down . . .

Raymond Soulard, Jr. lives in Milkrose, Massachusetts. Grateful high-high & down-low each time the new 
issue of this journal finishes . . .

Timothy Vilgiate lives in Austin, Texas. His Rivers	 of	 the	Mind	 [A	Novel] is regularly serialized in this 
journal. He & I walked the Boston night, not long ago, talking of cows long ago grazing the Boston 
Common, & Dr. Leary’s fun games at Harvard! The radio version of Rivers	of	the	Mind, an amazing 
work in any form, can be found online at: https://riversofthemind.libsyn.com. 

* * * * * *
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